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PMO, NSA tracking impact of Chinese FDI in South Asia
Exercise from national security perspective will look at nature of such investments but lack of detailed, country-wise data may cause hiccups

Main accused in Junaid
murder arrested
FARIDABAD

The Haryana Railway Police
on Saturday arrested the key
accused in connection with
the murder of Junaid Khan, in
a local train on Delhi-Mathura
route this past month. The
accused was arrested from
Dhule district in Maharashtra.
CITY 쑺 PAGE 3
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Arun S.
New Delhi

In the backdrop of the tense
border stand-off in Sikkim
with China, the Centre has
begun its first ever in-depth
assessment of Chinese investments in India’s neighbouring countries.
The exercise — being conducted mainly from India’s
national security perspective
— has been initiated by the
Prime Minister’s Office and
the National Security Adviser, official sources told
The Hindu.
Informal discussions have
already been held with the
concerned Ministries, including the Commerce and

Industry Ministry — the
nodal body for foreign trade
and foreign investment.

China issues
safety advisory

Dynamic mandate
Given the increasing influence of China in the Indian
sub-continent and South
Asia, the study will be dynamic and is, among other
things, expected to look into
various trends, tracking a
surge, if any, in Chinese FDI

China has issued a safety
advisory for its citizens
travelling to India amid the
stand-off between Indian
and Chinese troops at
Doklam. “It is not a travel
alert. It is an advisory asking
Chinese travellers to be
careful,” the Foreign
Ministry said. 쑺 PAGE 10

SUNDAY SPECIAL
in the region. For instance,
Pakistan government data
shows that FDI from China
jumped from $256.8 million
in 2014-15 to $878.8 million
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in
2016-17
( July-May).
Pakistan’s financial year follows a July to June calendar.
The study will also analyse the impact of these

Chinese investments — including those being made as
part of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI, also known as
One Belt One Road or OBOR)

— on India’s national security, sources said requesting
anonymity. India’s reservations regarding the BRI/
OBOR include strategic con-

cerns on the BRI’s flagship
project, the $50 billion
China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC), as it is expected to cover regions including Pakistan-occupied
Kashmir (PoK).
In addition to assessing
the nature and impact of
Chinese FDI in Bangladesh,
Bhutan, Myanmar, Nepal,
Pakistan and Sri Lanka, the
study will track Chinese investments in Afghanistan
and Maldives too.
However, the major challenge in the study will be the
lack of detailed, countrywise data on overall FDI
(year-wise) and Chinese FDI,
in particular.

According to Biswajit
Dhar, Professor at Jawaharlal
Nehru University, Chinese
investments in countries like
Pakistan could, in turn, set
the stage for Pakistan to
make inroads into markets
in Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and
Nepal and challenge the
presence of Indian firms in
these markets, where India
is currently the major player.
The CPEC/OBOR projects
can also better link Pakistan
with the Central Asian Republics (CAR) and help the
country establish a footprint
in those markets, Prof. Dhar
said.
CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10
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West Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee on Saturday announced a judicial
inquiry into the riots earlier
this week at Basirhat and
Baduria in the North 24 Parganas district. Addressing
journalists at the State Secretariat here, she said strong
action would be taken
against those responsible.
“The probe would be
headed by Justice (Retd) Soumitra Pal of the Calcutta
High Court,” she said. The
Chief Minister claimed that
those involved in rioting had
come from across the border. “How did the border
suddenly open up? Who is
responsible for maintaining
border,” Ms. Banerjee asked,
apparently blaming forces
guarding the border.
While
thanking
the
people for exercising restraint, Ms. Banerjee said the
inquiry would also look into
the role of “certain TV chan-

Special Correspondent
Kolkata

Unrest continues: Policemen push back rioters near a railway
station in Darjeeling on Saturday. AFP
*

nels that have spread false
videos” relating to the
incident.
The Chief Minister also
condemned the use of “fake
videos” to spread wrong information. She said videos
from Comilla in Bangladesh
and from a Bhojpuri movie
were being used to spread
false information about what
was happening in Basirhat.

The Kolkata police arrested a
38-year-old man from the
South 24 Parganas for inciting communal violence by
uploading clips from a Bhojpuri movie.

3 BJP MPs detained
Three MPs of the BJP, who
arrived in the city earlier in
the day enroute to Basirhat,
were detained by the police.

Two killed as Pakistan violates ceaseire again
Peerzada Ashiq
Mubashir Zaidi
Srinagar/Karachi

An Army jawan and his wife
were killed in fresh ceasefire
violations
by
Pakistani
troops in the Pir Panjal Valley in Poonch district on Saturday. Their three daughters
were injured in the incident.

However, Pakistan accused
India of unprovoked firing
across the Line of Control,
resulting in the death of two
civilians, including a girl,
and injuring three others.
The Indian Deputy High
Commissioner in Islamabad,
J.P. Singh, was summoned to
the Foreign Office and a

protest was lodged.
An Indian Defence Ministry spokesperson said
Pakistan forces resorted to
small arms fire around 4
a.m.
He said it was followed by
heavy arms fire and shelling
on the LoC and on nearby
residential areas.

“Army jawan Muhammad
Showkat, who was on leave,
and his wife were hit by the
Pakistani firing. Both succumbed to their injuries.
Three daughters of the
couple were also injured,”
the spokesperson said.
PAKISTAN ACCUSES INDIA OF
TARGETING CIVILIANS 쑺 PAGE 10

Violence erupted again in
the Darjeeling hills on
Saturday after two persons
were killed, allegedly in
firing by police and security
forces. The Army was
redeployed to control the
situation, which turned
volatile as pro-Gorkhaland
supporters clashed with the
police in Darjeeling town
and adjoining areas.
Tension gripped the hills
after the death of Tashi
Bhutia, a Gorkha National
Liberation Front supporter,
at Sonada. GNLF spokesperson Neeraj Zimba said Bhutia
was shot dead by security
forces on Friday night.
CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10

Lalu’s daughter Misa Bharti
Raids pertained to case of money laundering via shell cos
Special Correspondent
New Delhi

A day after the CBI conducted
multiple
searches
against RJD leader Lalu
Prasad, the Enforcement
Directorate (ED) on Saturday
raided the premises of his
daughter Misa Bharti and
her husband, Shailesh Kumar, in a money laundering
case involving shell companies. The agency will soon record their statements.
Searches were also carried out against Mishail
Packers and Printers, in
which Ms. Bharti, an MP,
and her husband are directors. “Documents and hard
discs have been seized from
the company’s premises at
Bijwasan, Mr. Kumar’s residence at Sainik Farms and
Ms. Bharti’s farm house at
Ghitorni in Delhi. They were
not questioned during the
searches. We only enquired

Facing the heat: Misa Bharti outside her farmhouse in
Ghitorni in New Delhi during a raid on Saturday. PTI
*

with them about the papers
we found. They will be
summoned for recording
their statements,” said a
senior ED official.
The probe pertains to a
charge sheet filed by the Serious Fraud Investigation Office against one Surendra
and his brother Virendra

Jain, besides others, who allegedly laundered money
using shell companies and
provided accommodation
entries against cash receipts
from beneficiaries, through
mediators.
CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 1O
BASELESS: BIHAR GOVT. 쑺 PAGE 11

PM seeks U.K.’s help for return of Mallya, Modi
PRESS TRUST OF INDIA
HAMBURG

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Saturday urged his
British counterpart Theresa
May to ensure the U.K.’s cooperation to bring back economic offenders, as India
works hard for the return of
liquor baron Vijay Mallya and

former IPL chief Lalit Modi.
Mallya has been in the
U.K. for months, escaping arrest warrants. A London
court is hearing a case on his
extradition.
Mr. Modi met Ms. May at a
bilateral meeting on the sidelines of the G20 Summit.
Both leaders also discussed

the whole range of bilateral
ties.
In a tweet after the meeting, External Affairs Ministry
spokesperson Gopal Baglay
said the Prime Minister asked
for the U.K.’s “cooperation
for return of escaped Indian
economic offenders.”
Asked whether the re-

quest was limited to Mallya
or it covered Lalit Modi, Mr.
Baglay told reporters: “I
don’t want to get into the
specifics but the phrase used
in the tweet is ‘escaped economic offenders’ and it is
plural.”
CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10
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Gomira mask-makers
see a silver lining
Shiv Sahay Singh
Kolkata

Till 2013, Sankar Das, a
skilled craftsman carrying
forward the 300-year-old
tradition of making the
unique Gomira wooden
masks in north Bengal, lived
in obscurity. A native of
Kushmundi block in West
Bengal’s Uttar Dinajpur
district, he was among the
200-odd artisans making a
living creating these masks
for the annual Gomira
dance festival held in and
around the village.
However, in 2013, after a
memorandum of
understanding was signed
between the West Bengal
government and UNESCO to
promote culture-based
livelihoods, things began to
change for the better for
these mask-makers.
“Earlier I used to come to
the annual crafts fair in
Kolkata once a year to sell
my masks. Now, with the
demand increasing, we are
getting orders not only from
other cities but also from
across the world. I went to
France in 2015 and to the
United Kingdom in 2016,”
Das told The Hindu.
The 41-year-old artist,
who said he has been
CM
YK

In the Gomira dance, men
play many roles and touch on
present-day issues. SPECIAL
*

ARRANGEMENT

associated with maskmaking for three decades,
admitted that had it not
been for the support of the
government, the art of
Gomira mask-making and
its traditions would have
gone extinct.
According to
Banglanatak.com, a social
enterprise that partners
with UNESCO in capacity
building among the maskmakers at the ground level,
a survey carried out in 2015
pointed out that not only
had the number of masks
made by the artists
increased, but also the
number of days a craftsman
put in to prepare the masks
had risen from seven to 30
in a month.
A ND-ND
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Cloud over ladies’ night at
Hauz Khas Village haunts

IN BRIEF

AAP govt likely to put
brakes on ride-sharing
Legal issues threaten operation of service, say oicials

Social media abuzz with rumours of ban even as bars claim to have got no notice

L-G inspects waste
processing facility

Jatin Anand
New Delhi

NEW DELHI

Akriti Arora

Lieutenant-Governor Anil
Baijal on Saturday visited the
Construction and Demolition
Waste Processing Facility in
east Delhi’s Shastri Park and
suggested to the EDMC to
enhance the plant’s capacity.

New Delhi

STAFF REPORTER

Two engineers arrested
on rape attempt charge
GREATER NOIDA

Two engineers have been
held on attempt to rape
charges. Ramsen Singh, a
student from Varanasi, who
had come to Greater Noida
for internship, alleged that
the accused took her to their
room and tried to rape her. PTI

4 held for running online
casino in south Delhi
NEW DELHI

Four persons have been
arrested from Kotla
Mubarakpur for allegedly
running an online casino and
luring people to gambling.
The police also seized cash
from the accused. PTI

Exchange, a popular watering hole in the area, said,
“Please do not scare us. We
have no information regarding the ban as of now.”
Digambar Rawat, the
owner of lounge bar Raasta,
also expressed no knowledge of the ban. He, however, added that police presence in the area had
increased of late.

Social media on Saturday
was abuzz with rumours that
the Delhi Police would put a
ban on ‘ladies’ night’ at all
bars in south Delhi’s Hauz
Khas Village till August 15.
Apprehensions
about
night life taking a hit in the
popular hotspot emerged
following a series of tweets
which claimed that a group
of men tried to abduct and
molest a girl in the area.
She, however, did not report the matter to the police.

Twitter trigger
According to the Twitter
user, she was trying to assist
her drunk friend while some
men in a car threatened to
toss her in the van and rape
her.
A senior police officer,
however, dismissed speculations regarding the ban, saying they had asked the Excise Department to ensure
that only licensed restaurants were operational and
that liquor was not served to
those aged below 25 years.

Taking stock: The Delhi Police have asked the Excise
Department to ensure that liquor is not served to those aged
below 25 years. FILE PHOTO
*

The traffic police have
also been roped in to conduct stringent checks at the
exit of the village to curb
drunken driving.

Meanwhile, most bars in
Hauz Khas village said they
had not received any notice
regarding the ban.
The owner of Vapour Bar
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For the people

Pubs ‘clueless’
Other hotspots such as Summer House Cafe, Maquina,
and Moonshine Cafe and Bar
were also clueless of any
such ban.
The owner of the Lord Of
The Drinks Meadow said,
“We have not stopped
serving alcohol to women, as
no information of the ban
has been delineated to us
yet.”
‘Parties to go on’
Meanwhile, The Village Deck
said they were aware of the
rumours but would continue
to host ladies’ night till they
received a notice from the
police.

They may be easier on the
average commuter’s pocket,
the environment and the
Capital's congested streets,
but shared rides aboard cabs
are on the verge of being
outlawed in Delhi, sources
claim.
According to a Delhi government source, the City
Taxi Scheme 2017, a regulatory framework for the operation of cab services in the
Capital, which is in the process of being finalised, will
not allow shared rides due
to the “absence of enabling
legal provisions for such
journeys in the Motor
Vehicle Act, 1988, in its current form.”

Carriage permits
At the core of the issue, said
officials, is the difference
between the conditions of
contract carriage and stage
carriage permits.
A contract carriage permit allows for ferrying a passenger or passengers for hire
from one point to another
without stopping to pick up,
or
set
down,
more

passengers.
A stage carriage permit allows the ferrying of passengers picked up, and set
down, in stages at separate
fares.
Cabs are operated as per
the provisions of contract
carriage permits unlike, say,
buses which pick up and
drop passengers along permitted routes as per stage
carriage permit rules.

‘Amendment required’
“There is no legal framework to allow shared rides
on cabs operating under
contract carriage permits at
the moment; a suitable
amendment to the Motor
Vehicle Act allowing such
rides is the sole prerogative
of the government,” said the
official.
Bengaluru had recently
banned shared journeys
aboard vehicles being operated by certain prominent
cab aggregation service providers in light of similar legal
constraints.
A source claimed the City
Taxi Scheme 2017 was in the
process of being reviewed at
the higher levels of the city’s

administrative circles and
expected to be notified
soon.
In addition to legal curbs
on shared rides aboard cabs,
the scheme, which was being drafted to allow the registration of cab aggregation
service providers, would institute caps on fares.
It would also limit the
total number of vehicles that
can be operated by them,
said officials.

Step forward
It will, however, be the first
opportunity allowing the registration of certain prominent cab aggregation services
in the Capital two years after
a Ministry of Home Affairs
(MHA) directive to shut them
down following the rape of a
private executive aboard a
cab in November, 2014.
The Delhi Transport Department had also requested
the Department of Electronic and Information
Technology (DEITY) to block
the web-based apps of three
major taxi operators citing
complaints that these were
still operating in the Capital
despite being unregistered.

Metro to link old, new Gurugram
New corridor to connect HUDA City Centre with railway station
struction and better connectivity. “The link passing
through Hero Honda Chowk
was finally agreed upon as it
will be an elevated corridor
involving less cost. The alternate route via Rajiv
Chowk was rejected as it involved several km long underground network increasing the cost several folds,”
said the source, adding the
cost for underground metro
per km was almost double
the elevated corridor.

Ashok Kumar
GURUGRAM

With a view to provide better
connectivity, the Haryana
government has decided to
link Old and New Gurugram
through a metro link from
HUDA City Centre to Gurugram railway station. The
feasibility report for the project has been prepared by
the Delhi Metro Rail
Corporation.
The plan was disclosed at
a meeting of officers of the
Central and Haryana governments, presided over by the
Union Minister of State for
Planning and Urban Development Rao Inderjit Singh
and Haryana Chief Minister
Manohar Lal Khattar in
Chandigarh on Saturday.

Focus on health: Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal and Health Minister Satyendar Jain during the launch of the ‘Free Surgery Scheme
in Private Hospitals’, at Talkatora Stadium on Saturday. On the occasion, the government also announced an ‘Accident Victim
Scheme’, under which those hurt in road accidents, ire and acid attacks will be provided free medical treatment in private
hospitals. SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA
*

Feasibility report
According to the feasibility
report, the 17.11-km metro
corridor would connect
HUDA City Centre with

Gurugram railway station.
The corridor would feature
15 stations and would be
completed at a cost of ₹3,739
crore.
A highly placed source in
Haryana government told
The Hindu that the route for
the metro link was broadly
decided and would start
from HUDA City Centre to
reach Gurugram railway station connecting Subhash

Chowk, Sectors (34,35,36),
Hero Honda Chowk, Sector
10A, Sector 9A, Sector 4 and
Sector 5.

Two routes discussed
He said that two possible
routes were discussed for
the proposed metro link
passing through Rajiv Chowk
and Hero Honda Chowk, but
the latter route was finalised
because of low cost of con-

Defence quota aspirants Fate of 4 lakh SOL students at stake
at DU stuck in paperwork Final-year students at risk of dropping a year due to delay in result declaration

lot of SOL
<
> Astudents
are forced

Shinjini Ghosh
NEW DELHI

Lack of clarity over documents gives students a hard time

New beginning: Students take admission under the third list at Khalsa College in New Delhi on
Saturday. SANDEEP SAXENA
*

Shinjini Ghosh
NEW DELHI

Candidates who have applied
to
undergraduate
programmes at Delhi University
under the Children of War
Widows (CW) category are
facing a tough time due to a
lack of clarity over the documents required for admissions.
Waiting outside DU’s new
administrative block on Saturday, the aspirants alleged
that the university had asked
them to furnish further proof
of them being eligible for admissions under the category
despite them having the necessary documents.
“I produced certificates
and pension schemes to

show that my father had
served in the Army. However, these documents were
not accepted, and I was
given provisional admission
with an undertaking that I
needed to submit a certificate mentioning the phrase
‘death attributable to military service’,” said Mohit
Singh, a student.

From pillar to post
A woman, whose son has applied to DU under the CW
category, said she faced a
harrowing time during the
admission process.
“My son provided a certificate from the Rajya Sainik
Board (RSB) to seek admission under the CW category.

However, during the document verification process,
we were told that the document would not suffice. I had
to then visit the records office in R.K. Puram to prove
my husband’s death. I felt
humiliated during the entire
process,” said Neerja Sirohi.

Nearly 4 lakh final-year students at Delhi University’s
School of Open Learning
(SOL) are at a risk of losing a
year owing to a delay in the
declaration of their results.
While admissions to most
postgraduate courses in various universities are under
way, SOL students are in a fix
as their results have not been
declared yet.
SOL officials said the results would likely be declared
in October. This, however,
will not work in favour of the
students.

At a loss
“Admissions to most universities will close in September. However, our results
will not be declared before
October. This means that I
will have to waste one year,”
said Ravinder Kumar, a student of B.A. (Programme) at
SOL.
Harsh Gautam, another

Harsh Gautam
SOL student

Bad news: SOL oicials said the inal-year results would be
declared in October. FILE PHOTO: SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA
*

SOL student, alleged that the
university was deliberately
delaying the results.
“The university differentiates between SOL and its
regular colleges and SOL
based on the course structures and syllabuses. SOL
students have to suffer every
year because of the university’s negligence. A lot of
students are forced to discontinue their plans of
higher studies as they can-

not afford to waste a year,”
said Mr. Gautam, who is also
a member of the Krantikari
Yuva Sangathan (KYS).

‘Pleas unheard’
Accusing the university of
not paying heed to their concerns, Mr. Gautam said: “We
have been requesting the
university for the last four
years to resolve the matter.
We have even submitted
memorandums and met the

Vice-Chancellor. However,
nothing has been done to
rectify the issue.”
A senior SOL official, who
wished not to be named,
said the delay was due to the
large number of students at
the institute.
“We are told that the
delay is usually because of
the large number of students
that we have. However, this
cannot be a valid reason as
the future of lakhs of students is at stake,” said the official. SOL offers B. Com,
B.Com (Hons.), B.A. (Programme), B.A. (English) and
B.A. (Political Science).

Varsity declares list of selected ECA candidates
Registrations for irst round to begin on July 11; admissions from July 15-17
Staff Reporter

‘DU uncooperative’
Accusing DU of not being cooperative enough, Ms. Sirohi
added, “All other universities
like Indraprastha University
and Tata Institute of Social
Sciences are accepting these
documents. It looks as if DU
is trying to snatch away the
seats from us.” DU reserves
5% of its seats for applicants
under the CW category.

to discontinue
their plans of
higher studies
every year due to
the university’s
negligence

NEW DELHI

Delhi University (DU) on Saturday announced the list of
students selected under the
Extra-Curricular Activities
(ECA) category for admissions to various undergraduate programmes.
The merit lists have been
declared in 12 ECA categories, such as Hindi and English creative writing, Indian

classical and folk dance,
western dance, theatre, and
Hindi and English debating.
The university conducted
centralised trials for all categories this year.

Rules to go by
However, candidates need to
visit the respective colleges
between July 11 and July 13 to
register themselves and get
their documents verified.

A list of selected candidates will be brought out by
each college on July 14, and
admissions will take place
between July 15 and July 17.
The university has kept
the provision for candidates
to apply in colleges where
they
have
not
been
shortlisted.
The second session of registration and verification of
documents will start on July

18 and continue till July 20.
The lists of candidates selected for this round will be out
on July 21, and admissions
will take place between July
22 and July 24.

Fee payment
After approval of admission
from the respective colleges,
candidates need to log into
the DU undergraduate admission portal to pay the fee.

Project proposal
The Detailed Project Report
for the proposed linked is
likely to be prepared in the
next two months after a consultant is hired for it. The
construction for the project,
however, may start in another seven-eight months
after the DPR is prepared.
The proposed link could
be extended up to Dwarka in
Delhi in the next phase.

Lab reports:
eligibility
criteria
sparks row
Bindu Shajan Perappadan
NEW DELHI

The National M.Sc Medical
Teachers’ Association (NMMTA) has registered its
protest against a letter written by the Medical Council
of India (MCI) to National
Accreditation Board for
Testing and Calibration
Laboratories (NABL) regarding the eligibility of the
person authorised to sign
diagnostic
laboratory
reports.
“We feel that the NABL
was pressurised to exclude
non-doctors from this role.
NABL chose to seek the
opinion of the MCI on this
and after a delay of nearly
three years, the council
replied that all lab reports
should be signed/countersigned by persons registered with MCI/State
Medical Council,” said Dr.
Sridhar Rao, the president
of NMMTA.

‘Unethical step’
In 2005, members of an ad
hoc committee appointed
by the Supreme Court and
of the executive committee
of the MCI had approved
the decision of the ethics
committee that a person
with M.Sc. (Medical Biochemistry) degree with or
without Ph.D is entitled to
independently sign a medical biochemistry report in
a clinical lab. “The MCI executive committee has
claimed that it did not approve the recommendations of the ethics committee. It is unethical of the
MCI,” the NMMTA said
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Four arrested for cheating in SSB entrance exam
Prime accused in
Junaid murder held
Accused were equipped with earphones, bluetooth devices to pass questions to handlers, say police
Staff Reporter
NEW DELHI

Cops had announced ₹2 lakh for info on suspect

The Sashastra Seema Bal (SSB)
has busted an alleged gang of
cheats who impersonated applicants for a constable recruitment examination and used unfair means in the written test.
An SSB statement said the
accused were caught on July 2

during the written examination
for the post of constable
(tradesman) at the Patna
centre.

Involvement of official
“They were equipped with gadgets like earphones and
Bluetooth devices to pass the
questions to handlers for taking

help in the written examination. Involvement of one public
servant has emerged, against
whom a departmental enquiry
has been initiated by the department concerned,” said the
statement.
The modus operandi, said
SSB officers, also included artificial thumb impressions of

candidates to defeat biometric
identity and obtain entry into
the examination hall.

Machine sends alarm
SSB PRO Deepak Singh said it
was the machine that sent an
alarm and refused to recognise
the thumb impressions. Further inspection revealed that

‘candidates’ were wired as well.
Unable to provide details of
how artificial thumb impressions were made, Mr. Singh
said the investigation was with
the Patna police.
The accused were handed
over to the Bihar Police for using unfair means during the
examination.

Nabbed: Four suspects had earlier been arrested from Khambi village in Palwal in
connection with the case. FILE PHOTO
*

Staff Reporter
FARIDABAD

The Haryana Railway Police on Saturday arrested the main accused in the
murder of teenager Junaid Khan, who
was stabbed in a local train on DelhiMathura route last month. The police
claimed that the accused has confessed to having stabbed Junaid and injured his two brothers.
The man was arrested from Dhule
district in Maharashtra and will be produced at a local court in Faridabad on
July 9, said a press statement issued by
the Haryana Railway Police. The identity of the accused has not been revealed in view of the legal procedure.
Junaid was on his way back home
from Delhi in a local train along with
his brother Hasib and two friends on
June 22 when some men entered into
an altercation with him over sharing of

seats. The scuffle turned violent when
one of the passengers attacked him
and his two brothers with a knife. Junaid, 16, was later declared brought
dead at a civil hospital in Palwal.

Reward for information
Five persons, including four from
Khambi village in Palwal, have been arrested in this case so far. The police
claim that one of the accused —
Rameshwar Sharma (55), a Municipal
Corporation of Delhi employee — had
started an argument with Junaid and
his friends at Okhla railway station. But
the prime accused arrested on Saturday is not related to the five accused
arrested earlier.
The police had also declared a reward of ₹2 lakh for anyone providing
information leading to the arrest of the
prime accused in the case.

Court lets of Tanzanian
man held for drug traicking
Accused had already served 21 months in prison
Nirnimesh Kumar
New Delhi

A Delhi court has let off an accused
with a punishment of 21 months’ imprisonment already served during the
trial after he pleaded guilty to his offences in a Narcotic Dugs and Psychotropic Substances (NDPS) case.
The Narcotic Control Bureau had
arrested Ramadhan Ismail, a Tanzanian national, with 25 kg of
ephedrine at the Indira Gandhi International Airport in the Capital in 2015.
“The convict has no previous criminal antecedents and it does appear
from the totality of the attendant circumstances and material on record
that he is not a hardened criminal. He
may be forced due to his economic
condition to indulge in the illegal trafficking of controlled substance. No
doubt poverty is not a justification for
commission of crimes but in the considered opinion of this court, imposing a harsh sentence will also not subserve the interests of justice,’’ Additional Sessions Judge Sudesh Kumar
said while giving him a lenient
punishment.

“The convict has admitted his guilt
stating that due to his financial hardship he agreed to become the carrier.
He, being a foreign national, is unnecessarily putting liability on our jail,
and he is required to be deported
back to his country,’’ the Judge stated.

Counsel seeks ‘soft’ punishment
“Thus, taking into consideration the
nature of offence (particularly that
the amount of controlled substance
involved is only 25 Kg), the social and
economic status of the convict and
the reason for which he appears to
have committed the offence, this
court hereby sentences the convict to
undergo rigorous imprisonment for
the period which has been already
undergone...with direction to immediately deport him to his country following entire procedure and legal
provisions in this regard,’’ the Judge
further said.
Seeking a soft punishment, counsel
for the accused had also argued that
the convict belongs to the poor strata
of society and he got involved in the
present case due to extreme poverty.

0
DISCLAIMER: Readers are requested to
verify and make appropriate enquiries to
satisfy themselves about the veracity of
an advertisement before responding to
any published in this newspaper. Kasturi
& Sons Limited, the Publisher & Owner of
this newspaper, does not vouch for the
authenticity of any advertisement or advertiser or for any of the advertiser’s
products and/or services. In no event can
the Owner, Publisher, Printer, Editor, Director/s, Employees of this newspaper/
company be held responsible/liable in
any manner whatsoever for any claims
and/or damages for advertisements in
this newspaper.
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Two shot in drunken brawl
Aspiring air hostess murder:
stalker, 2 aides held in Mumbai
Staff Reporter

NEW DELHI

Police say Aadil confessed to stabbing 21-yr-old to death after being rejected by her
Hemani Bhandari
Gautam S. Mengle
New Delhi/Mumbai

Three days after 21-year-old
Delhi resident Ria Gautam
was stabbed to death near her
home, her alleged killer and
two of his friends were arrested in Mumbai late on Friday.
Delhi Police officers arrested 23-year-old main accused
Aadil, alias Banne Khan, from
his relative’s residence in
Behrampada in Bandra.
Police said that Aadil
showed little remorse for his
crime as he calmly recounted
how he had lain in wait for
two days for a chance to kill
the aspiring air hostess.
The murder took place in
Mansarovar Park in Delhi
around 5.30 p.m. on Wednesday when Ria stepped out for
groceries. Police said that
Aadil accosted her around
100 metres from her house.
According to eyewitnesses,
Ria and Aadil had an argument, during which he
stabbed her several times,
leaving her bleeding even as
people stood by watching.
She was taken to Guru Tegh
Bahadur Hospital, where she
died of severe blood loss early

Ria Gautam and main accused Aadil Khan.

on Thursday.
The Delhi Police said it had
discovered that Aadil had a relative living in Mumbai and
had sought assistance from
the city police to check if he
was holed up there.

‘Trio planned murder’
The house was placed under
surveillance and local informants were alerted. “One of the
informers told us on Friday
that three strangers were staying at the residence since
Thursday night,” A Mumbai
police officer said.
The three were picked up
and later identified as Aadil,
Junaid Ansari (19), and a juvenile.
The Delhi Police said that
Aadil planned the murder
with his two friends.

*

*

Deputy Commissioner of
Police (Shahdara) Nupur
Prasad said that Aadil had
been in a relationship with Ria
for three years and had got
enraged when she didn’t want
to continue.
“On July 3, Aadil met Junaid and the minor, and told
them that Ria didn’t want to
speak to him any more. The
two told Aadil that she had betrayed him... The three then
planned to kill her,” said Ms.
Prasad.
Aadil confessed that he and
his friends came to Delhi on
July 5 and went to Chhota
Bazar to buy a kitchen knife
for ₹120. “Aadil then sent the
duo to Ria’s house to alert him
when she comes out of her
home. As planned, the two informed him as soon as she

came out,” said the officer.
Aadil reached Ria’s street
and started talking to her,
which eventually lead to an
argument. He asked her to
give him back the phone he
had gifted. When she refused,
he started beating her and
then stabbed her once.
In an attempt to save herself, Ria ran inside a building,
which had an empty shop.
Aadil followed and after seeing that no one was around
proceeded to stab Ria multiple times.
The three accused then absconded to Ghaziabad. From
there they went to Mathura
before finally reaching Mumbai. Ms. Prasad that that
Aadil’s relatives and friends
were questioned to trace the
accused: “Teams were sent to
Uttar Pradesh, Gujarat and
Maharashtra”.
The Delhi Police were eventually able to trace the route
of the accused through technical surveillance.
Meanwhile, the police have
also set up an enquiry to look
into what happened after Ms.
Gautam had complained a
few months ago that Aadil was
stalking her.

Two friends allegedly shot at
each other after a drunken
brawl on Friday night in
south Delhi’s Mehrauli, the
police said. The two men —
Deepak and Deepak alias
Lilu — were rushed to a hospital and an FIR has been re-

gistered, the police added.
Around 10 p.m., Deepak,
accompanied by a few
friends, reached Mehrauli
police station and told the
cops that he has been shot
at. He and his friends then
left for Fortis Hospital in
Vasant Kunj. An hour later,
the police received a call

from AIIMS Trauma Centre
stating that Lilu had been
admitted for a gunshot
injury.
“Deepak was shot in the
palm and abdomen and Lilu
was shot in the forearm,”
said Additional Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(South) Chinmoy Biswal.

Man bludgeoned
to death in Rohini
Victim, 34, worked at a printing press
Staff Reporter
NEW DELHI

A 34-year-old man was allegedly bludgeoned to death
in Rohini’s Narela on Saturday morning.
The victim — identified as
Bhagat, a resident of Marmurpur and machine operator at a printing press —
was found beaten to death
in an open field near Ramdev Chowk. A passerby
found the body and called
the police and people who
had gathered by then identified him as he stayed

nearby.
The victim had been on
leave from work for the last
15 days and was set to join
back on Saturday, said the
police.

Post-mortem soon
“His body has been sent for
post-mortem. However, the
motive of the murder is not
clear and those who have
committed the crime are yet
to be identified,” said a
senior police officer. Mr.
Bhagat is survived his wife
and four children.

Taxi driver dies as
school wall collapses
Incident happened in Shrinivaspuri
Staff Reporter
NEW DELHI

A 52-year-old man died after
the wall of a school collapsed in south-east Delhi’s
Shrinivaspuri on Saturday
morning. The wall belonged
to Delhi Jal Board, said the
police.
The man, later identified
as Hardeep Singh, was a resident of Punjab’s Ropad and
a driver by profession. He
was rushed to AIIMS Trauma
Centre where he was declared brought dead.

According to the police,
Mr. Singh, who used to work
at the taxi stand of
Srinivaspuri, was standing
near the 65ft wall of GB Pant
school when it collapsed.
“When the police reached
the spot, Mr. Singh was
found trapped under the
debris,” said Deputy Commissioner of Police (SouthEast) Romil Baaniya. The police have registered a case
under Section 304A (death
due to negligence) and have
begun probe.

Hooda raises demands
of Haryana farmers
Says they don’t get fairly compensated
Ashok Kumar
JIND

Former Haryana Chief Minister Bhupinder Singh Hooda
on Saturday said that farmers
were in deep crisis and were
not getting the right price for
their produce, putting a
question mark over their
future.
He was speaking at “Kisan
Mahapanchayat” at New
Grain Market here on Saturday as part of a series of
similar meetings held across
the State over the past one
month in the wake of the
farmer killings in Madhya
Pradesh to highlight the
plight of the farming community in Haryana.
Mr. Hooda has raised 15
demands with the Haryana
government, including loan
waiver for Haryana farmers,
implementation of Swaminathan Commission report,
fixing minimum support
price for poplar, increase in
support price for sugarcane
commensurate with sugar
price and adequate power
supply in the villages.
Mr. Hooda said farmers
were forced to sell their proCM
YK

Bhupinder Singh Hooda at
the Kisan Mahapanchayat in
Jind. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
*

duce at throwaway prices.
“The farmers sold potatoes
for as low as nine paisa per
kg in Kurukshetra and were
forced to feed tomatoes to
their cattle as they did not
get the right price,” he said.
The former CM said both
the farmers and the consumers had suffered as the
fall in prices of agricultural
products had not reflected in
the prices of the endproducts.
He said the prices of
wheat, potatoes and tomatoes had nose-dived, but
there was no change in the
prices of flour, chips and the
sauce, adding that the farmer
was silent but not dumb.
A ND-ND
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GENERAL
AE Assistant Engineer (Civil) at
least 5−6 years teaching experience. In Itanagar (AP) Free accommodation & Salary per month one
lakh. Contact No: 9436268348

WELLINGTON GYMKHANA Club WGC requires a full time Secretary, to
look after the Club.Preference
would be given to ex−defence service
officers,
retired
planters
and persons with prior experience
in a similar job. Also candidates
whose wives can join our team as
Assistant Secretary (Housekeeping)
will be preferred. Decent emoluments, free accommodation and
food.Send your CV with photo, details of qualification, photocopy
of credentials and salary expected, to The Secretary Wellington
Gymkhana Club Wellington, Barracks
PO Nilgiris − 643 231 Email −
wgc@wellingtongymkhanaclub.co.in
The last date for receipt of applications is 30 days from the publication of this Notice.

MARKETING
MBA MARKETING FRESHERS Immediate
appointment for 20 years Old Bottling Machinery Manufacturing Company Factories at Chennai with Service Centers in CHENNAI, Delhi,
Jammu, Calcutta and Panoli. Mail
resume send with photo slibalaji8@
gmail.com To & Fro train ticket
will be reimbursed. Good payment,
incentives after one year successful probation.

MEDICAL

VACANCIES

FINANCE
LOAN ON prop/proj/T.over/agent required 08745080704

SELLING
FARMHOUSE /
LAND / RESORTS
70 Cents 2200 Sq Ft House−Garden−
Abutting Cauvery River At Thiruvaiyaru

GENERAL

VACANCIES

LOANS FROM 10L to 500Cr for Proper- 1.5 ACRES of land at Trivandrum
ty, Project, Business, Cheques. near Vizhinjam Harbour for sale.
Take over Done.Easy Process. Good 9847279391, 9739099169
Commission for AGENTS.Call 0−
8838928406 or Mail: hugefinance79@
RESIDENTIAL FLAT gmail.com

RESALE

3 BHK flat UDS 1162 sft., carpet
KOE − FDI LOAN. Avail 5 Cr & Above 1500 sft near KK nagar Pillyar temfor
sale.
@ 4 − 6% P.A. LAP, Business, ple,Chennai
Govt.Approved Projects, Take Over Contact:9445913400
Sale Deed Properties, Third Party
Collateral, Sick Units & Take
Over. Ct: 7667563978 Email: koefdi@
gmail.com

COMMERCIAL

FINANCE FOR property foreign
project & 3rd party Investment
9003092121

PARTNERSHIPS
PARTNERS REQUIRED : A leading contracting company based in Cochin
inviting Partners/investors for a
new project with minimum 100%
growth per year.8592070707, mail@
plantersindia.in
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TAMIL

DOCTOR
VANNIYAR, 28/160, Fair and beautiful Dr. Bride(MD) seeks fair and
handsome Dr.Groom(MD/DM) Ph:
9003069522

VADAKALAI HARITHA Uthiram−4 Kanni
28/167 MD OG Govt Dr.seeks Doctor
Groom
9790010078/vaidehiv66@gmail.com

IAS / ALLIED
SERVICES

TAMIL

CSI NADAR 1976 MA 162 cm fair, CHENNAI SETTLED Valluvan Divorcee
seeks suitable groom. First mar- Issueless 29/152 MA B.Ed. TN Govt
riage only contact: 9894976713
Teacher seeks Groom (Divorcee/Widower) in/around Chennai CNB
PROTESTANT CHRISTIAN, born again, 9443208536
25/167, fair, good looking, M.
Tech(Software) from Karunya , Coim- HINDU NADAR 25 B.E Software
batore, seeks Post Grad/ Graduate Vishakham native Tirunelveli setin engineering, working in MNC at tled Chennai seeks suitable Bride
Chennai/TN Cities/ Bangalore. Ct Groom vaiponraj@gmail.com
9788431790
HINDU NADAR 28 Star Aailyam B.E
CHRISTIAN GIRL 23/162cm very fair MBA native Tuticorin seeks suitBE S/W Engineer MNC Chennai, Any able Bride Groom.CT:9597745757
professionals
accepted.
Ph:9087374130
HINDU SC AD, 36/160, Dr MBBS, MD
PILLAI SOZHIYAVELLALAR 27/160 Very- Wkg Pvt Medical College, Seeks Dr,
Fair BE/IT/MNC/Chennai.Seeks IT MD, MS Only in Chennai Surround(Caste
No
Bar).
Ct:
Similar Field,SameCaste & Upper- ing.
Class Groom.9443122755/karpaga66@gm 09566265944
ail.com
SC HINDU Uthiram Kanni 30/160 slim,
THULUVA VELLALAR Utiradam−1 Chev−8 Wheatish BE,ME seeks Well Qualiwheatish 29/165 ME A.P SRM Univ fied Employed below34 CNB
40K seeks employed Groom BE/MBA/ Ct:9840174244
ME. Ct: 9444802077 apkumarsark@
SC HINDU Poosam Kadagam 33/160
gmail.com
slim,fair MA(Eng) seek WellQlfd EmHINDU SC−AD 25/165, Uthiram, Slim, pld below36 Business/Govt CNB
Wheatish, GoodLooking BE,MBA Chen- 9840174244
nai based Affluent Family seeks
IAS/ IPS/ IRS/ IFS/ IIM−MBA/ PG HINDU, Vanniyakula Kshatriyar
Doctor with Metro Background Well Girl, 24 yrs, 5’, Fair, B.Tech,
Settled Groom. samdcif@gmail.com/ TCS, Uthradam Star Seeks Chennai
9445836677
Based Handsome, Well Educated, Employed Groom with Clean Habits
Well settled,Hindu,Tamil,boy for from Well to do Family.Send BHP to
divorced,mudaliar,doctor
38/5’5". E mail: nkgparan@yahoo.co.in, Ct:
Contact−9844378299
9841986024

IRS, Hindu Girl, 27yrs,163cms,
OBC, seeks Groom, preferably Civil MUDALIAR Fair, Beautiful 36/164
servants. Caste no bar. Email: M.Com, Pvt Firm,Reputed Family
mailformatrimonyinfo@gmail.com
Seeks,Qualified well settled Groom,
Clean Habits, Upper Middle Class
doing Business/Profession/Employed
MALAYALAM
upto 40 Yrs. Caste No Bar.
CHENNAI SETTLED Malayale CSI Girl Ct:95979 15237.
26/161 BCom MBA. 09791129009 /
abrahamjacob39@gmail.com
MUDALIAR 29/154 Hastam fair MCA UpprMdleClas
seek
Mudaliar/Pillai
CHRISTIAN GIRL 23/162cm very fair profly qlfd setld in Chennai
BE S/W Engineer MNC Chennai, Any 8220757159
professionals
accepted.
Ph:9087374130
Agamudaiyar 42 (Chevvai in 12th)
MSc IT Consultant In MNC Seeks
ASST. PROF Govt. Serv Kerala Dalit Groom (1st Marriage) From OBC
40/159 seek Understanding Educ. nskumar1946@gmail.com
Mob−
Groom 9475382218 sbmangattil@ 9444865135
gmail.com
SAIVA PILLAI Veg 33/175 MCA/SWE,
NAIR 22/163 Pooyam BE employed working in USA Divorce,issueless,
goodlooking seeks professionally well−settled seeks Well−educated
qualified & employed groom. Sub- below 38,Veg pref, Hindu−Caste
sect no bar. 9841066666/ messagejk@ NoBar.Ct− 9600043356/ banumathi567@
gmail.com
gmail.com

TAMIL HINDU AD divorcee 31/165,
MBBS, Punarpoosam, Midunum, normal
complexion seeks Doctors/Engineers/
Academicians. Caste no bar.
7358303928
MUDALIAR 30/ BE, MNC divorcee with
5yrs Boy upper middle class family
Sub−Caste no bar. Ct:9444946270
ADIDRAVIDAR, AGE: 26, BE, Private
Salary 35,000/− wants suitable
Groom. Ph: 044−24347949 /
08122289871
T V MUDALIAR, Oct 1981,154cm,
Wheatish,Star Aswini, B.Tech,MBA,
Working in a Pvt Firm as Dy.
Mgr,(HR), Seeks suitable qualified
and well employed groom, either in
Mudaliar or Pillai, preferably below 42 years. Ct: 09444931866
ksai56@gmail.com

TAMIL

TAMIL

TELUGU

TELUGU

TAMIL

INTERCASTE MUDALIYAR−SC/AD Chithirai Kanni 22/160 BBA,IT Chennai
30K pm seeks WellQulified Settled
Groom anyIntercaste Acceptable
9941630844

HINDU NADAR 33/ 155 MCA V.Fair
Seeks Suitable Groom in Same
Caste. Send BHP to paandiyanraajam@
gmail.com

NAIDU FAIR Looking Girl 25/163Cms
BE−Civil Sadhayam / Kumbam Seek
Groom
from
India/Abroad
Ct:9500009694 / 8056093838 /
shanthi8756@gmail.com

REDDY (CNB) / FAIR / SLIM / 21/
167/ MBBS Doing / Chennai / Doctor’s Fmly / 50Cr.
9500147440/
9566002501

PILLAI 31/168 Exe Engr−Qatar BE
Barani Pari Hara Cevai Seek Educatd girl wiling to be in Qatar,
Abroad brides will be accepted Ct:
9787106868

TELUGU DEVANGA 30/158 B.Com, MBA,
Kiruthigai/Rishabam, Widow, No issue, Working. Seeks alliance from
BE / PG working Broad Minded Persons, Widower without issue. Ct:
044−22654788, 09444558474

PARENTS OF VEGETARIAN Beri Chettiar Boy,30 Doctor(OPTHAL)MS, Divorcee,No Issues With Moderate Assets,Seek First Time Alliance
Bride, Graduate,Unemployed From
NAIDU (KAMMA) 25/168 / FAIR / MBBS Same Caste Decent Family,Contact
/ DCH Final yr doing / Busi.Fmly / 9600019104
20Cr Prop, 7358378866/ 8056091059
HINDU, VANNIYAKULA Kshatriyar Boy
WANTED US settled Andhra Brahmin 28/170,Fair,Krithigai,BE.,Infosys
Groom for Booth MBA student 26/ 6L (pa) Seeks Suitable Bride,
163, fair with excellent job of- Fair, Educated, Working from Same
fers.
Subsect
No
bar.
Ct: Community, Decent Family. Send BHP
naaraagan@gmail.com
to
Mail:
nkgparan@yahoo.co.in
BANGALORE BASED Telugu Smartha Fam- Ph:9841032967
ily Seeks Alliance for their Daugh- HINDUNADAR B.Tech(ECE) 29/180 1.5L
ter 30 yrs Slim and very Fair/Cor- pm Same Caste Bride 9380791999/rama
porate Lawyer Alliance Saught from nnadar2004@gmail.com/www.srirmt.com
any South Indian Brahmin Boy Post
Graduate and above with Clean YADAV TIRUVATHIRAI 29/161 BE MS
Habits/Handsome and Good Family SWE TCS 60,000 pm Seek educated /
Background,
Contact: employed Girl. Caste no bar.
ramachandra.tk@gmail.com
9514986600

THENKALAI ATHREYAM 27yrs Aswini−2
working in SBI, Chennai fair complexion girl seeks, Thenkalai,
well educated, well settled, fair
complexioned Height not less then
180cm with good family background,
MUKULATHOR 29/160 Doctor Fair, in- Chennai based boy. Ct: 98844 12043
nocent Divorce Seeks well Qulfied
Settled
Groom
98825981559/ ANUSHAM NAIDU 28/164 BE MS Fair
Wrkng USA Seek Gd Lkng WellEmpd
9445373015
Groom USA/TN−09841598847/gyraj5@gma
HINDU AD Former GM Ch. seeks em- il.com
ployed Groom from Decent Up Mid
class family for daughter 25 / BE PILLAI, 35/162 Maham Lean Looking
/ AM / PSBank / Tiruvadarai. Ct: Fair BE, SWE, TCS Chennai 82000/−
pm Seeks ME/BE/MCA/BDS−Professors/
9786860914
SWE employed Groom. Accepts FC/BC
24 YRS Naidu Girl with Own House Send BHP. sundar.sundar@gmail.com
Seeks Permanently Employed Suitable Alliance below Age 27yrs: MUDALIAR THIRUVONAM, 27/170, MS
Computer Science S/W Engineer MNC
9841603756
Singapore
willing
to
relocate
seeks suitable groom, Subcaste no
HINDU Devandra Kullavellalar 34/ bar. Ct:9381015593. Mail: g8_bala@
160 MCA Swathi Public Sector Bank yahoo.com
Assistant Manager, 40000 PM Tnj
seeks
suitable
bridegroom
ADIDRAVIDAR 30yrs BSc Computer
9487028764.
Sci, Employed Pvt School Chennai
seeks
suitable
Groom.
Cont:
DIVORCEE Doctor BDS Seeks suitable 09444274899
groom
with
equally
qualified
Adidravidar age upto 35 years lo- SAIVA PILLAI Veg 36 B.E.working in
cated at Chennai. Ct : 09789000688
top IT Company Seeks Brahmin/ Pillai / Mudaliar Groom. Ct :
VALLUVAN BRIDE 35, working in Govt 9677033021
Bank,Chennai. Seeks Groom from decent family. Caste No Bar VANIYA CHETTIAR 24yrs Rohini
9444760542
M.A,B.Lit good looking Girl Seek
suitable Groom below 30yrs prefd.
VANNIYAR 38/156 Poosam fair M.Sc 9444684141
IT seeks same caste only.
9940488024/ 8939608040/ ramasun@ ADIDRAVIDAR / FAIR / HOMELY / 23/
hotmail.com
160 / B.E / Unemployed / Only
daughter / 20Cr., 9500085718/
DIVORCE/CNB 29/B.E., [PVT.Admin] 9789850231
40,000p.m. & 28/DECE 30,000p.m.
Fair Seeks Groom Mrs. Malar. MUDALIAR / FAIR / 26/160 / MBBS /
9962514855
Doctor / ReputedHospital / Ch /Sks
Dr/Eng/Busi,
9500147440/
AYER 27 Years BE Thiruvonam Fair 9566002501
Seeks Educated Ayer Bridegroom Minimum Earning 15 Lakhs PA CT 80561 PILLAI (SAIVAM)/ 24/160/ MBBS/Doc92711
tor/ Busi.Fmly/ OnlyDaughter,Settled/Sks
Dr/Eng,
9677086774/
HINDU SC−AD 24/167 BE GoodLooking 9789850231
Chennai seeks Suitable Qulifed Employed Groom from MiddleClass Fami- YADAVA/ FAIR/ 25/150 / B.E / MBA /
ly
Ct:7397460592/9840480433/ ENG / Erickson /B.lore/50000PM,Sks
India/Abd, 8056091059/ 7358378866
9445953572
BRIDE 31yrs, 165Cm, MS/DNB Gynac,
SC Adi. Wanted Doctor Grooms 31−
35Yrs. Caste No Bar. Call:
09566229433

NAIR GIRL B.Tech Software engg 28/
160 Poorurtathi, MNC Kochi seeking
alliance from professionally qualifed grooms. 9496670843,7907964411

✔ PROPOSALS ARE invited for 28
yrs/157cm Nair Girl, pursuing PhD,
from well qualified and settled
Kerala boys. Father is a senior
Central Govt Class I Officer
placed in Delhi. Please contact
vijayanpunnathur@gmail.com
or
09968284661.
MALAYALI NAIR Girl, Chennai, 36/
166 Thiruvonam, Homely, M.Phil,
Ph.D. 044−22521413/ 9941988801
Kannur, Nambiar Girl, 39, fair,
165cm, Chithra, MDS Doctor, working abroad seeks suitable boys.
Email:
thankamtm@gmail.com, SC/AD GIRL from Chennai, 25/156,
9400535852
Meena Rasi/Utharatadhi, B.E seeks
employed groom from decent family.
Alliance sought for Employed BTech Ct− 9940347310. onesasirekha@
MBA Vilakkithala Nair girl 27 gmail.com
Makam 08618351742
WANTED SUITABLE Alliance for
Engineer, professor parents seeks Maruthuvar Girl, 30 yrs, 5’7",
alliance for their
daughter MBBS,MS prefers Doctor/Engineers/
B.Tech, 26, Nair, 163cms, Revathy, any other Professionals. Caste no
Shudham from professionals of well bar. Ct: 9944185279/ 09567975711
to do families. 9446260126
HINDU YADHAV 29/171 Tiruvadirai MiSEEKS UNMARRIED Hindu Malayalee Al- tunam MBBS, MD, Pvt Hospital 70Kpm
lopathy Doctor for a smart lady Innocent Divorcee seek Doctors, En53, MA. 09605594282
gineer,
Professional
Groom
9443228358

COMPUTER /
INFO.TECH.
HINDU GUJARATI Vaishnav Girl,Professionally
Qualified,well
settled
in California with 15 year old
son.US GC Holder,born in 1976,
height
165cm.Inviting
alliance
from
educated,cultured
family,
willing to settle in USA. Plz Ct
91 9925700099 | shreevivah.2017@
gmail.com

TAMIL
COSMOPOLITAN

MUSLIM 23/151 BE(ECE)residing Chennai seeks well qlifd empld GoodUSA BASED Groom‘s BHP invited for looking Groom same Community
Doctor Girl MBBS,MSc, 1986 born, 9003160269
Fair, Ht 5.4" Parents− MCC Tambaram, Religion Caste& Language no TAMIL MUSLIM 39, widow, one son,
bar 9444748844 venkat_barla2003@ educated, religious living with
yahoo.co.in
parents in Chennai seeks religious
educated
Muslim
groom.
Ct:
TAMIL VISWAKARMA 15 Aug 1985/165, 9952911075
BTech, MBA, MS employed in Toronto
seeks groom willing to settle in BORN AGAIN 1st Generation believer
Canada.CNB
(BC/FC
only) 26/159 MBBS Medical officer in TN
Ct:09080168625
Govt. seeks born again doctor
groom from brethern/baptist/bakth
singh churches Ph: 09629653728
DIVORCEE
HINDU GUJARATI Vaishnav Girl,Professionally
Qualified,well
settled
in California with 15 year old
son.US GC Holder,born in 1976,
height
165cm.Inviting
alliance
from
educated,cultured
family,
willing to settle in USA. Plz Ct
91 9925700099 | shreevivah.2017@
gmail.com
HINDU NADAR, BE, MBA 35, divorced,
no issues, employed in USA seeks
professionally
qualified
Tamil/
Malayalam Hindu (caste no bar),
grooms preferably working in USA.
r.groomsearch@gmail.com/09895022376.

CSI NADAR MSc Phy MSc IT MPhil CS
174/1977 School Principal seeks
groom from good Christian family.
Ph: 9444935123/ 9444576423/ 044−
26600106
CSI / VELLALAR / 36 /165cm/
Wheatish/M.E/Seeks Groom B.E &
above Qualification Settled in
India.8056405017
Born again Christian SC 25/155cm
Fair Nationalised Bank Officer
M.Sc, Seeks born again Non Pentecostal Believer Groom with Govt
Job CT−9363266927 / 9344060610

CHRISTIAN DOCTOR MBBS 32/156 Fair
Goodlooking Employd seek Christian
Engineer/Doctor,OC/BC/MBC
CSI NADAR fair 4/85,157 MBBS, DMRD, 9940529886
1Lac pm seek Christian Nadar PG
Dr. Ct− 9487758755, gthiya@ CSI NADAR 23/165 Very Fair B.Com
Diploma in FFS seeks educated well
gmail.com
employed handsome groom. Ct 0−
HINDU NADAR Girl, MBBS, Chennai, 9444913899, Mail: raghulprasad19@
25yrs seeks Doctor groom from same gmail.com
community. Ct: 9500071949
CSI CHRISTIAN Nadar Girl Fair,
PARVATHARAJAKULAM, 23 yrs,162 cms Good Looking, 03−04−1986 born /
Fair looking Bride MBBS Doctor, 152cm / M.Sc M.Phil, Working as AsSeeks MD/MS/PG doing Doctor sistant Professor in a Reputed WomGrooms. Apply Horoscope, Biodata, en’s College, Mount Road, Chennai.
Photo, Box No−HB−3371,THE HINDU Both Parents Doctors (Private),
Suitable Alliance, Employed / SetChennai−600002
tled in Chennai / With Clean
Habits from Same Community. ConTAMIL MARUTHUVAR 26 / 165cm/ MDS tact: 9841182514
fair girl seeks Suitable Groom
Cont: 9159940445 / 9003257904
PROTESTANT CHRISTIAN Bride 23/162
MA seeks Lovable Well Qualified,
SC AD 30/170 Fair MBBS DGO Avitm Well Mannered God Fearing ChrisKumbm,Nat:Tirunlveli,CBE
Doctor tian,teetotler Groom with Clean
Parents seek MD MS MCh DM Groom.CT: Habits. Caste No Bar.Ct:9840332782/
9443479337,9787686937, drithrc@ 9840576951
gmail.com
RC DEVANGAR 26/163, MCA, Fair,
SC/TELGU YADAV 27 MBBS PGDM seek Working seeks Professional/ BusiCaste
no
bar.
Ct:
doctor/IAS/IPS/any Equl Cast No ness.
Bar 9962310155/205/7 kasus2016@ 9443569083/
9994373957/
gmail.com
selvarajcecri@gmail.com

DOCTOR

CM
YK

WORKING GOVT.Lady Teacher seeks
TAMIL
life Partner between age 50 to 58
years those who are suitable HINDU NADAR BDS, (MDS), 23/170 1,
(Caste No Bar) may please contact: 00,000/−p/m
seeks
Groom:
9786208540
8608791999
9380791999/
ramannadar2004@gmail.com
TAMIL YADAVA GIrl 28/162, Chithirai PG DR (Anes) Chennai Parents
settled in TNV Dt seeks Groom same SENGUNTHA MUDALIAR, Aswini 28/157
caste MBBS , PG, Engr, PG from De- CA & CS working in leading MNC,
cent family send Horoscope, Bioda- Chennai, Fair seeks suitable groom
ta & Photo marirajdr@gmail.com, preferably CA / MBA upto 31yrs
from any Mudaliar. 09445059202/044−
9750809864
48513266
YADAV BRIDE 40 M.A. and 37 B.Sc
Sisters Smart first marriage upper TAMIL YADAVA Mirugaseerisham Dimiddle class kilpauk chennai seek- vorcee 34 BE, EPF(Govt),Chennai
35Kpm(6Yrs Son) seek Divorcee
ing suitble groom. 9710404062
Groom SameCaste Dr,Er,Pg,IT,GovMUDALIAR REMARRIAGE 33/157 MDS Ash- tJob. 9444419684
wini Chennai Seek Dr/Er Blw38
ChennaiOnly.Geetham:9884858014/9884 TAMIL Reddiyar Girl 26 / 161 cm /
658014
56 kg BSLLB Earning 12LPA Working
as a Lawyer at Chennai Highcourt,
MUDALIAR 34/160 ME Anusham Banga- V. Fair, Good Looking, Vegetarian
lore Seeks PG Er. CA Blw 39 Banga- (Star : Kettai, Viruchigam. Seeks
lore Only.Geetham: 9884858014/ suitable Groom Preferably Advocate
9884658014
/ Lawyer / Judge / CA / Govt.Job/Do
ctor/IAS/MBA/Scientist / Ph.D with
TAMIL VISWAKARMA 34/150 ME Thiru- clean Habits send Horoscope, Biodavonam Fair Rich seeks same caste ta & Photo, Ct : 9360011034,
BE/SW Er, India/Abroad. 9486320982 9360011038, 0422−2400795. Box No−
HB−3375,THE HINDU Chennai−600002
MUDALIAR UNMARRIED 37/164 MCA SW
MNC Seeks Educated Employed Groom VALLUVAN SC AD Pooratathi Kumbam
CNB. 9444909656/ segaran1950@ 25 ME SWE Infosis Chennai seeks
gmail.com
Suitable Groom 044−26550248 /
9444931011
MUDALIAR
25
B.E,"5.
4",Fair,Working,Seeks Suitbl Groom,
Caste No Bar,Ch−87 Ct:7200866346/ SAIVA VELLALA Pillai (Veg) 36/162
BE Divorcee seeks BE/PG Well Emwhatsap 8778514465
ployed Groom Below 41Years
/
HINDU NADAR 25/165 MBBS, USA 3Lac Mail:muthuvel4354@gmail.com
p/m seek Groom(Doctors) same caste Mob:8903143181
9380791999/
ramannadar2004@
MUTHIRIYAR 27/155 MBBS Ayilyam 2
gmail.com
Girl seeks Groom MBBS MD Doctor
26YRS, SAIVA Pillai, Asst Prof, Govt Officers CNB 7598177519
Star Karthigai, seeks educated,
SC−AD 44, 152 Cm, Phd., Asst.
veg. groom. Ph: 09442214745
Prof. Govt 50000 PM seeks Suitable
Hindu Adidravida 28 M.Sc, M. Aliance. Caste no bar. 98403 66072
Phil,Ph.d, Star Bharani Fair Look- / kmt1008@gmail.com
ing Educated well Empld Groom CT−
9597756712
VANIACHETTIAR MAGAM 36/165 VFair
MSc(BITS) seeks Well Qualfd Setled
Hindu Chettiar Girl 31/160 Revathi/ Veg Groom Respd Family CNB
Meenam B.Tech Working in CTS 9444390092
USA.Seek US Empld Groom from Pillai,Gounder,Naidu or Equal Caste. DIVORCEE MUDALIYAR 27/172 M.A,M.
CT−09047739117
Phil.Dance Bharathanatiyam Constructed own Classical Fine Arts
MUDHALIAR SWATHI 28/163 IRS Asst. School in Chennai Subrubs,Seeks
Commr(Customs & Central Excise) Suitable
Groom
9042900431,
Chennai seeks Groom from Good Fami- 9003089159
ly with Similar Employment Civil
Service 9840136141 E.Mail:dskflats@
TULUVA VELLALA Divorcee 38/160
gmail.com
with Boy BE Well Employed seeks
VELLALAR MIRUGASERISHAM Vegetari- well employed Groom below 42.
an 36/170 Divorcee with 5year Ct:8870953674
Child BE Well Paid Executive Professional
Goodlooking
Spiritual HINDU SC AD 25/163 BE (MBA) pursuseeks Employed Unmarried/Divorcee ing job, homely & fair fm God fearwithout
Child.
vcsekaranjs@ ing elite fly seeks bridegroom below 29y employed similar fly caste
gmail.com / 9444202772
no bar 9444952477 mknnd@yahoo.com
Sozhia Pillai MCA 24 Pooram Fair
Goodlooking Seeks Profnl Below 30 VANIYA CHETTIAR M.SC B.Ed, M.Phil
Send BHP vrm1759@gmail.com 36/157 Karthigai equal qualifica7010312098
tion Boy employed. Ct: 9486507399

ALLIANCE INVITED for 27 yrs Girl,
167cm wheatish (intercaste, telugu) MBA Sr. Business Analyst in
an MNC at Chennai − Contact No
9848540822
BALIJA 24/173 Satabhisha Mars(in
8th)Dosham Fair BE(EEE)Wrkng SWE
Chennai Seeks Suitble Groom
9444187416

BALIJA ASHWINI 26/162 Fair BE SWE,
Chennai 9L seek BE/SWEr, EduFmly
URDU
9840396707/
krishnamurthyrag@
FOR
DHAKHNI
shaik urdu muslim
gmail.com
daughter 28/155, fair, MSc, Ph.D
chemistry, Govt.College Assistant
Balija B.E,ECE 23 pooratadhi 162cm Professor,Thrissur, Kerala, seekseeks suitable professional back- ing bride Ph : 9947739921
ground groom same Community. Call
9994774100
ASM PARENTS settled Hyd invite alliance for their daughter 24yrs/
KAMMA NAIDU 31/170 Fair BE SWE,USA 155cms, fair MS (USA H1 Visa, wkg)
seeks Profnl in USA below 35. looking for MS MBA & Doctor wkg
USA with H1 Visa Green card. Ph:
victoryraghavan@yahoo.co.in/
7674811817
9841067737
NAIDU (BALIJA&GAVARA) / 25/162 / SUNNI MUSLIM Girl 26yr, 157cms, SW
FAIR/ MBBS/ DGO/Govt.Hosp/Doctor/60 Engg, Chennai, looking for educat0000PA,30Cr.
8056174102/ ed
Groom.
Ct:
9894389920,
8056272922
9980164701

COSMOPOLITAN
GOVT. OFFICER. Widower 45, seeks
widow bride age below 35yrs.
Ct:8870233160 / jacksonbabu2017@
gmail.com
Well−Qualified US−Educated Green
Card Holder 43/5.8ft Unmarried
South Indian Seeks An Alliance
With A Girl Well Educated Able To
Relocate To The USA. Interested
Parties Call (678−215−1702) Email:
gnatara@gmail.com Bio, Recent
Photos.

DIVORCEE

CHENNAI, MUDALIYAR ,30yrs,166CM,
Fair,Caste No Bar, Mariner/ Chief
Officer 40L PA, Well Settled,
9344175425

TAMIL

TAMIL
B.Tech.Age 37,12L. 9841277047.
Child Not Together No Brokers.Only
VISWAKARMA/ 25/160 / FAIR/ B.E / Serious Callers
Accenture / SWE/ Ch / 40000PM, Sks
Dr/Eng/Busi,
8754415378/
HINDU GRAMANI B.E PGDPE 37 Di9566002501
vorced No issue Work@MNC Asst Mngr
CHETTIAR/ FAIR/ 23/160 / B.E / Un- 78K PM Seeks Any Degree bride
employed / Busi.Fmly / 30Cr Prop/ 09444804953
Sks India/Abd,
9500085718/
9789850231
DOCTOR

HINDU SAIVA VELLALA 24yrs. Pious,
Final Year M.Tech, NIT, Seeks well
educated, well employed, Vegetarian, Teetotaler groom with Clean
Habits.Ct:9442121371/kl.geetha@gmai NADAR / 24/160/ FAIR / B.E /TCS /
l.com
SWE /Chennai / 30000PM, 30Cr, Sks
Dr/Eng/Busi,
8056174102/
✔ WANTED WELL Qualified,employed 8056272922
Groom from Australia/USA from
Tamil/Telugu families for fair WANTED USA Settled Bride groom
good looking ,171cm, May 89. work- aged 36 to 44 being Iyer, iyengar
ing as Finance Accountant, (CPA) or madhva Brahmin for slim fair
beautiful USA educated divorcee
in Melbourne.Contact 9840071211
girl with two masters degrees,
aged 35 working in MNC Chennai.
Veera Saivam, 36/155, Fair, Thiru- Send photo and horoscope with pervonam, M.Sc,M.Phil,B.Ed Professor sonal and family details to Email:
in Engg College seeks suitable rapsun7@yahoo.com
qualified and well employed Groom
either in Veera Saivam, Iyer, Mu- VADAKALAI VATHULA Magam 21/167 Fidaliar (or) Pillai, Age below 39 nal Yr MBBS seeks Dr Groom below
yrs preferred ct: 0 9095142936 / 25y. aagu2000@hotmail.com/+97150802
35.
7788
MUDALIYAR ROHINI 48/163 MCA Govt
seeks
Qufld
Settled
Groom.
CasteNoBar. 9841725589/gdhinakar196
8@gmail.com

THENKALAI IYENGAR 24/177 Avittam
Kousigam B.Com MBA emplyd in Consultancy Firm Seeks Professionally
Qualified,well
placed
Groom.
24411228/ 9444077873/ skrishnan100@
HINDU NADAR 24/160/MA/Anusham Fair hotmail.com
Central Govt Seeks suitbale Groom
send BHP santhalingam152@gmail.com

CHRISTIAN 29/165 cms, 64 Kg, Fair,
MD(Gen. Med.) (Doing Cardiology)of
Doctor Parents seeks suitable
Christian Doctor UG/PG bride. Ct:
9486467979/
drsmurugan@
rediffmail.com
HINDU TAMIL Yadhava 30/173
Pooraadam MD seeks, a well mannered MBBS/MD/MS bride with good
values,God fearing, calm nature,
good looking from a respectable
family. Caste no bar. contact:g_rad
hakrishnan@yahoo.com,
+91
8903562297
Balija MBBS 29 Chitirai 176cm
seeks Suitable Doctor Bride Same
Community.Call 9994774100
REDDY TELUGU Doctor 30/157 doing
M.ch Surg Gastro Wanted Lady Doctor with Clinical PG Degree.
09440014646

GUJARATI
HINDU GUJARATI Vaishnav Boy MBA UK
1979 born / 180 height, never married, highly successful businessman, very well settled in Gujarat,
India. Inviting alliances from educated, cultured, beautiful family
oriented girl. Plz Ct 9925700099,
shreevivah.2017@gmail.com

TAMIL

MUDHALIAR, 27/ 172, M.Tech (CS)
NIT Tirchy CISCO− Blore 15 Lakhs/
pa, Sadhyam 9940148697 (Caste no
bar).

TELUGU

DEVANGA CHETTIYAR No Issues Handsome 37/163 Divorcee Software EngiCHENNAI SETTLE Malayale CSI Boy BE neer Settled in Chennai. Expecting
29/180 Working MNC Chennai Graduate Girl Employed/ Unem09791129009
/
reubenabr01@ ployed, Fresh/ Divorcee/ Widow
Caste No Bar Contact: 8838432453/
gmail.com
044−26385278
VISHWAKARMA BOY, Chennai. Age 30,
Rohini, Working Railway. Seek Suit- OM SRI SAI RAM Hindu Vanniar PURE
VEGETARIAN 39/164 M.A. GOVT 44k pm
able Bride. Ct : 9500198064
Seeks CNB (BC MBC FC) PURE VEG +2
or Graduate Fair Below 30 Ct:
NAIR CHENNAI Settled 37/180, 08056820129 07871789132
Astham, Diploma in Catering, Working in Sportsline International CHETTIAR, 33, BSc., Danusu, Raagu,
Referee seeks suitable working Kethu, Business. Expected Degree
bride. Caste no bar. 9791017297.
Holder. Contact: 9383564628.

MALAYALAM

Balija (Subsect Nobar) 27/
✔ DEVANGA− DIVORCED 37/PhD/Asst Gavara
165cm MS(US) USA / Canada Groom
Professor/ Girl seeking well edu- Preferred Mobile−09791769068
cated,Good looking groom(Age below
39) from Good family(Hindu). GAVARA, 32/155, Pooradam, M.
Ph:9791220134
Sc.,Working In California, Seeks
Suitable Groom,Subcaste No Bar. Ct
TANJORE SAIVA pillai PG Qulify 28/ dhanskin@yahoo.co.in,9940644626
REMARRIAGE 34 Years, Ezhava groom
175 fair 11.5LPA chithirai works
in govt seek suitable veg Groom REDDY, 38, Unmarried, Govt. Job, MD of an IT company. Suitable prosame community 9952027915
posals invited.. 9605678337
9092752686

HINDU SC−AD, 31/172, Uthiradam,
Makaram, IAS in NE State seeks
IAS/ IPS/ Gp.A/ PG Doctors, CNB.
Send BHP: mjcjpd@gmail.com /
9087340038
MUDALIAR 28/180 Pooram−2 BE CTS
Bangalore seeks graduate girl Subsects
acceptable.
9962671655/
9884916979
CASTE NO Bar SC(A), 33/165, PhD
Govt.Professor, 60 K/pm @ Karaikudi, Punarpusam,Veg Only seeks good
family Ct: alunanoram@gmail.com
SC−AD, 29, 176 cm, bba , central
govt, 30k pm, kanni rasi, chithirai 8220972962 rkpgreen@gmail.com
PILLAI UTHIRAM−1 Simam 32/170 MFA/
MBA
Animation
Dir,Indore(MP)
seeks Bride 9884749241/sun_hil@
gmail.com

TAMIL MUSLIM 28/167 BE MBA Manager
PSU Respected Family Seeks Educat- PILLAI MIRUGASEERISHAM, B.E /31/
ed bride contact: thalaash.10@ SWE Cognizant USA seeks Good lookgmail.com 9442378648/9751459939
ing
Professionally
Qualified
Bride.Caste No Bar. No Demands.
TAMIL SPEAKING Muslim bride wanted Ct: 9443339137,7373610869, cssm343@
for affluent broadminded Doctor gmail.com
groom 27yrs doing MD in Chennai.
Mail: csc18242017@gmail.com
MBBS, GOVT Doctor, 39, Own Hospital, Unmarried. Seeks well settled
CSI Nadar B.E.MS (USA), V. Good Bride. Widows / Divorcees are welSalary, 179 handsome, Educated & come. Email : RSV79@OUTLOOK.COM
Good Family Background seeks suitable Bride. Better in US. Ct: TAMIL VISWAKARMA 35/162, BE, MBA
9677164054
Software Firm Partner Chennai. Divorcee. Belongs respectable family
TAMIL CHRISTIAN BA/ Business 35/ Koilpatti seeks Fair well educated
171 Wheatish 75kg/ well settled Bride. Caste No Bar. Contact :
fly from Vellore, seeks god fear- 9442132774
ing/ fair/ slim/ educated/ well
settled fly/ age bet 25−33/ cell VANIYA CHETTIAR Uthram M.Sc 40/175
8939877330, Email: maryamalraj27@ Central Govt Gr.1 Officer girl.
gmail.com
Any
Degree.Subcaste
also.Ct
9486507399
CSI NADAR MBBS doing MD Paediatrics 26/175 Seeks MBBS/PG Doctor SAIVA MUDALIAR Pooram 41/174cm BA
Bride from Good Christian Family. 32Kpm Seeks Unmarried Bride MuContact: 9444665120/dananth_rajan@y daliar/Pillai send BHP mjmohans@
ahoo.com
gmail.com
CHRISTIAN NADAR, Caste & Edu No− CHETTIAR CTS Mngr Caste No Bar 34/
Bar, Software MNC Bangalore, BE BE & MBA 16LPa Seeks ProfessionalME, 30 L/Pa, 37yrs/173cms, Set- ly Qualified Bride. 08220205794
tled, Divorcee, Seeks Fair B’ful
Girl Without Child, No Dowry, Con- TAMIL/ SC AD/ Hindu 30/168 Thirutact
Parents:
8098780161
/ vonam, Fair, Affluent BE (Civil)
newmatch9@gmail.com
MNC, B’lore, 5.3 lakhs PA, seeks
PILLAI REVATHI 32/180 Handsome CA working bride from same caste.
Singapore Citizen seeks Fair, Good- Mob: 09620432082/ mkramalingam@
looking
professionally
Qualified yahoo.co.in
Bride Age below 26. Caste No Bar. MUDALIAR PILLAI 30/176 BSC KiruthiContact:9444760950/surigovinda@gmai gai, Self Emp, Well Settled,Chenl.com
nai Seeks Suitable Bride from good
BRIDE For Maruthuvar Groom age 26, family. Ct:9444947544 / 9486100566
employed in Private concern and
30,
Uthirataadhi,
Business.Mother
State
Govt. Mudaliyar,
Employed. Caste / Religion No Bar. B.Com, MCA, 6ft height, Fair, working in Chennai (HYDERABAD BASED)
Contact: 7373778064.
seeks suitable bride. Ct: 98414
30/176 BE MBA IIM BLR 45LPA DGM@ 05961
Mumbai Seng Mudaliar Hastham NV
seeks well qualified Tamil Hindu TAMIL YADAVA 28/178 Moolam 4L/PA
Bride Caste No Bar id4mat@ Chennai seeks goodlooking educated
suitable
girl.
sekhardamu@
gmail.com
yahoo.co.in
TAMIL REDDIAR boy 47/172cm issueless legally divorced,settled in HINDU SC AD, 38yrs/5.5 B.E, TL in
Kerala State, TVM. Caste no bar. MNC, 14Lakh pa, seeks suitable
Looking for suitable girl. Mo- bride from good family background
bile:8921871791
Email: Caste no bar Mail: tpremnath27@
gmail.com
ganeshrtvm69@gmail.com

Hindu ADI PR 31 B.E, Uthiratathi
Meenam EE in ONGC 15LPA Seeks Fair
Same Caste BrideCT−
VOKKALIGAR COMMUNITY boy B. WellEducated
EM: kalyanirengaraj@
E.(Mech) M.S.(London) Industrial- 9894476024
gmail.com
ist 29 Yrs belongs to Coimbatore
seeks same community bride from in- Mudaliar Barani 28/179 B.Tech Emdustrialist or Business circle be- pld in Saudi Arabia QA Leader 15
longs to Coimbatore or Erode Dis- lacs p.a. Clean habits. Seeks suittrict.
Ct:9841737747,
Email: able
girl.
09445862382
info.everbright@gmail.com
gnsathishkumar@yahoo.co.in

Looking Groom For Our Daughter(27)
164cm Nanjil Vellala,Chennai Settled,MS Job At Sweden.Groom Should
Be Qualified, Decent Family Around
29 To 32,Contact 9884287907,(rajuye
s@yahoo.com)

UNMARRIED RTD., Govt. Teacher 59
yrs Hindu Chettiar, Pension Holder
Rs.30000/− pm seeks Life Partner (
above 45 yrs). Caste No Bar.
mahendravel.d@gmail.com
Ct:
9003679540

ADIDRAVIDAR, AGE: 29, BE, Private,
Salary 75,000/− wants suitable
Bride.
Ph:
044−24347949
/
NAIR BOY age 30 Height 179cm 08122289871
BTech, MTech(IIT) Assistant Executive Engineer, now Hyderabad HINDU, AGE:47, Settled in London
Ph:9790887444
(UK Citizenship). Seeks Tamil Hindu Bride in FC/ BC/ MBC with Fluency in English. Cont: 95668 00060.
MARATHI

KANNADA

HINDU BRAHMIN, 35 / 158 , MS (US),
Divorcee, No issues, employed in
Seattle USA, seeks professionally
qualified groom, working in USA,
age limit 35 − 40. Contact:
07338857805 / Email: bchitra65@
gmail.com

SC/AD 29/171 B.Tech,MBA working in
State Bank of India seeks educated
Fair Bride 9788257030/8270726760

MALAYALAM

MADHWA DESASTHA,Bhardwaj Gothram,
Marathi Speaking, Veg, 30/192,
Uthiram 4th Padam, B.Tech, Working
in USA, Well Settled, TeeTotaller,
Traditional Family seeks suitable
bride. Ct: 9894624944/ 9940596270/
0452−2537794/, Email Id: prithyrao@
50/180 ENGINEER US Citizen, Seek- gmail.com
ing a Professional Girl (Doctor
etc.− US Pref.). Ct: cshore9@ MADHWA DESASTHA,Bhardwaj Gothram
Marathi Speaking 31/180cm Bharani,
yahoo.com
M.Com/MBA,Maverik System CH,8.
5Lakhs/PA.Seeks Suitable Bride in
SON STAYING in US, Green card hold- Marathi/ kannada.Ct:09176982288/044
er, MS in US, above 40 years seeks −26241966,
Email:ozzvicky@
Educated, fair & good family back gmail.com
ground Girl, Caste no bar. Staying
in US also apply, Divorcee please BRAHMIN GIRL for Desastha Marathi
do
not
apply.
Call
on: Boy
wellsettled
35
B’lore
08019465632, or Email: gnatara@ Utharadam Bharadwaj subsect nobar
gmail.com
09739089153

Keralite CSI YOUTH 45/177 UK Citizen, Physiotherapist, Divorcee (No
liabilities),
no
demands.
9961068290, 0495−2769964, ukrish1@
yahoo.co.uk

SAIVA PILLAI Uthiradam Divorcee 35/
158 MSc,Mphil Professor 30Kpm
seeks Veg WellQualyfd Settled
9443154173

GOOD LOOKING Software Er/Employed
Girl wanted for Devendra Kula Vellalar Rtd. Bank Officer’s only son
BE 29yrs Working at Chennai 4.
5Lakhs/yr. Dhanusu Moolam Caste no
bar. CT:8220960888, sasideva007@
gmail.com

SAIVA PILLAI 35, 172cm, Meenam, Uttrathi, Govt.Job seeks any Degree
Bride. Cont: 9789172102

SON STAYING in US Green Card holder, MS in US, 45 yrs, seeks Educated fair & good fmly back ground
Girl, Caste No bar, Staying in US
also apply, Divorcee please do not
apply. Ph: 08019465632, natar002@
gmail.com

NRI

Elite − Only Daughter, 1987/Tall/
Slim, MS From Johns Hopkins University, USA. Now, Cyber Security Manager In U.S. Highly Educated Looking For Elite & Handsome Groom (MS/
MD/Business) From Any South Indian
NRI Families. Pillai − Religion/
Caste No Bar But Must Possess High
Moral Values. Send BHP: Basky.949@
gmail.com

BE (IT) MNC Divorcee Fair Beautiful 34/159 Balija Seeks Suitable
Alliance. renukadevi.k11@gmail.com

RAJAKAMBALAM 33 Fair Mesham Aswini
ME Working as Lead in MNC at Chennai, Earning 19.5L pa seeks Doctor/
Engineer Grooms. Any Naidu acceptable. 044−22420019, 9841418308

AGED 40, 160cm, B.Tech, PGDM, Consultant, well−settled in Chennai,
seeks an Educated Girl. Caste/ Language no bar. E−mail kvbhoopathi@
gmail.com, Mobile: 7338852448
HINDU 32/6 Ft B.Tech, Empd in reputed Multinational Company 16L
PA, Chennai, Seeking suitable educated Bride, Caste no bar,044−22672
558/09884358042,ashwin.venkatesh04@
gmail.com
SAIVA PILLAI Barani 34/162 MCom
Divisional Manager MNC seeks SameCaste Employed Chennai Bride
9600642596
SOZHIYA VELLALAR 31/170 B.E Mech
Anusam parigara Sev works in Singapore seeks Educated Bride. CT:
09442794092, mohraju92@gmail.com
SOZHIA VELLALAR Pillai 38/5.
4"Handsome Boy seeks Bride from
any Caste/Language (Marriage Nullified on same day) Contact:
09845027589
TV MUDALIAR 31 fair MS Australia
Permanent Resident, Aswini, seek
girl from same community decent
fly. Ct:9884045454/ ashokumark.k@
gmail.com

More on Page 2 of Section 2
A ND-ND
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Tension in Dakshina
Kannada after stone pelting
Funeral procession of RSS volunteer turns violent near Bantwal

Women’s panel to probe
actor Innocent’s remarks

Raghava M.

KOCHI

Bantwal

The Kerala Women’s
Commission has decided to
conduct a probe into the
alleged anti-women remarks
of Malayalam actor Innocent.
He had commented that the
“casting couch — the practice
of giving roles in exchange
for sexual favours — was a
thing of the past in the
Malayalam film industry.” PTI

Tension prevailed for sometime at B.C. Road near Bantwal in Dakshina Kannada on
Saturday after stones were
hurled at the funeral procession of RSS volunteer
Sharath, who died on Friday.
Two people were injured
and several vehicles damaged. Shops and business establishments
remained
closed in the B.C. Road area
and in Bantwal. Sharath was
attacked by unidentified
miscreants on July 4.
As the vehicle carrying
the body of Sharath from
Mangaluru passed B.C. Road
Junction, stones were hurled
at the vehicles that followed
the hearse. Soon, those in
the procession retaliated.
Several vehicles were
damaged even as those in
the procession caught hold

Vizag-Colombo
flight launched
VISAKHAPATNAM

The inaugural flight of
SriLankan Airlines from
Visakhapatnam to Colombo
was flagged off by the Union
Minister of Civil Aviation P.
Ashok Gajapathi Raju at
Visakhapatnam International
Airport on Saturday. A total
of 103 passengers travelled
on the inaugural flight.

stones were taken into custody. “We are questioning a
few persons. We have all the
evidence against those involved in the violence,” said
Inspector General of Police
(Western Range) P. Harishekaran.

Uneasy mourners: The funeral procession that suddenly
became the target on Saturday. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
*

of a motorcyclist and assaulted him. The police rushed
to free the motorcyclist and
shifted him to a nearby
hospital.
Lohit, who was in the procession and suffered an in-

Access to Mullaperiyar is
not absolute: Kerala to SC

jury in the stone throwing,
was shifted to a private
hospital.
The police rushed reinforcements and brought the
situation under control. A
few persons who threw

Saffron outfits protest
Police strengthened security
on Friday following a protest
by Sangh Parivar organisations and the BJP, against the
attack on Sharath, who was
attacked
with
sharp
weapons at his laundry on
B.C. Road.
Hundreds of activists
gathered in front of A.J. Hospital in Mangaluru, from
where the body was taken in
procession, and at B.C. Road
on Saturday. BJP leaders, including former Minister
Krishna J. Palemar, were
present.

‘Corruption under Naidu’s
watch went up to ₹3.75 lakh cr.’
Jagan releases second edition of Emperor of Corruption
G. Venkataramana Rao
AMARAVATI

The quantum of corruption
under Andhra Pradesh Chief
Minister N. Chandrababu
Naidu’s watch had gone up
to ₹3.75 lakh crore and the
YSR Congress Party would
take the details to every
household with evidence,
said YSR Congress Party
president Y.S. Jagan Mohan
Reddy at the third party
plenary here on Saturday.
Releasing the second edition of the Emperor of Corruption, a 178-page book, Mr.
Jagan said Mr. Naidu was responsible for corruption to
the tune of ₹1 lakh crore in
capital lands and an equal
amount in the Visakhapatnam land scam. Adding the
corruption in irrigation project contracts, GENCO,
earth, sand and liquor auctions, the total touched ₹3.75
lakh crore, Mr. Jagan said.
Mr. Jagan said over
30,000 copies of the book

NEW DELHI

of free access is not an absolute or unqualified right.”

Denying Tamil Nadu’s allegations that its officials were
obstructed from accessing
the Mullaperiyar dam, the
Kerala government said the
right of free access to the
dam is not an “absolute or
unqualified one.”
A counter-affidavit filed
by Kerala said the “right of
free access to the Mullaperiyar Dam by the officials of
the State of Tamil Nadu by
reference to Clause 7 of the
lease deed of 1886 is not
available through the Vallakadavu-Mullaperiyar forest
road. Secondly, such a right

Right of access
It said the 1886 deed for the
lease of the land on which
the dam and its supporting
structures are situated,
which is relied upon by
Tamil Nadu, reserves all sovereign rights of Kerala.
“Even otherwise, Kerala has
necessary overriding Constitutional authority and responsibility to regulate the
right of access by insisting
on the production of identity cards and the necessary
authorisation, both in the interest of the safety of the

Krishnadas Rajagopal

CM
YK

dam and the protection of
forest, environment and
wildlife,” contended the Kerala government’s affidavit,
authored by the Secretary,
Water
Resources
Department.
It said Central laws, particularly the Indian Wildlife
(Protection) Act, 1972, imposes responsibilities on the
State of Kerala to protect and
preserve wildlife in sanctuaries from movements, encroachments or trespassing.
The land, leased in 1886,
is a part of the Periyar Wildlife Sanctuary, as declared
under Section 18 of the 1972
Act.

*

would be distributed at the
session so that the party
workers could take them to
their villages and brief the
people about it. He asked
the people to question the
Chief Minister about the
charges.

‘World class scam’
Party leader Ambati Rambabu, giving the details, said
the first edition was released

over a year ago with the
evidence of corruption to
the tune of ₹1.45 lakh crore.
The magnitude of corruption had now increased and
would increase further in
the next couple of years.
The Telugu version of the
book
titled
Avineethi
Chakravarthy, asked if Amaravati would be a world
class capital of a “world
class scam”.

Filling a void in southern biographies
Critical biography on former TN chief minister MGR ofers insights to non-Tamil readers
grammes of the MHRD.
Kasturi and Sons Chairman N. Ram recalled the watershed moment when a regional party, the undivided
DMK, was underestimated
and even called the Koothadi
Katchi (party of street
performers).

Special Correspondent
Chennai

‘State has responsibility to protect dam, environment’

Graft record: Y.S. Jagan Mohan Reddy, right, releasing the
second edition of Emperor of Corruption. T. VIJAYA KUMAR

There is a need for books in
the English language about
stalwarts of the non-Hindi
heartland since their contributions tend very often to be
marginalised or forgotten in
the national narrative, Member of Parliament Shashi
Tharoor said on Saturday.
Speaking at the launch of
MGR: A Life by R. Kannan at
Kalaivanar Arangam here, he
said biographies of northern
leaders and accounts of history from a northern perspective were widely available.
Mr. Tharoor said the
present volume on former
Tamil Nadu chief minister
M.G. Ramachandran (MGR)
was important since it would

Shashi Tharoor, MP, hands over the irst copy of MGR: A Life to
R.M. Veerappan, founder, MGR Kazhagam. N. Ram, Chairman,
Kasturi & Sons, and author R. Kannan are seen. M. VEDHAN
*

open the doors for nonTamil readers to gain insights into the history and
growth of the Dravidian
movement.
On MGR, he congratulated
“that great Tamil hero, who
is still also a Malayalee,” who

had vowed that no child
would go hungry under his
rule and was responsible for
feeding over 69 lakh children, destitute and the elderly through the midday
meal scheme, which is now
one of the flagship pro-

Watershed moment
But, he said, this was a great
political miscalculation and
the dominant political party
of that time [in the State] was
permanently relegated to the
position of the junior partner. The Congress has remained in the second division and the BJP and others
hardly mattered, he said.
Underlining the need for
respecting the federal structure and regional political

parties, Mr. Ram said, “The
same kind of arrogance that
brought the Congress low
will happen to anyone else
who tries to succeed to that
throne in Delhi. This is a
political lesson that has to be
learnt and Kannan’s book expresses this, without being
dogmatic.”
State Congress party president Su. Thirunavukkarasar
recalled how even people in
distress just loved to meet
MGR.
“When
MGR
visited
Nagapattinam and asked
them what they wanted, the
affected people just told him
his visit was enough,” he
said. Long-time associate of
MGR, R.M. Veerappan, said
the book must also be translated into Tamil.

A ND-ND
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Manipur CM visits
lood relief camps
IMPHAL

Manipur Chief Minister N
Biren Singh on Saturday
visited flood relief camps and
directed officials to ensure
rehabilitation of affected
people at the earliest.
Priority will be given to those
whose ‘kachcha’ houses were
destroyed during last week’s
flash flood that hit several
parts of Imphal valley, Mr.
Biren said at a relief camp. PTI

Debi Prasad Dash takes
over as DRI chief
NEW DELHI

Debi Prasad Dash, a 1985batch Indian Revenue Service
(customs) officer, has taken
over as director-general of
the Directorate of Revenue
Intelligence, the premier
agency that tackles
smuggling and black money.
Mr. Dash was the acting DRI
chief for the past five
months. He has earlier
worked in the UN Security
Council, Commonwealth
Secretariat and the CBI.

Power-packed show: The Champakulam Moolam Boat Race under way at the Pamba in Kuttanad, Alappuzha, on Saturday.

*

SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT

Kerala boat races of to colourful start
puzha was marked by festivities. The annual race falls on
Moolam star in the month of
Mithunam in the Malayalam
calendar.

Hundreds of oarsmen take part in the
Champakulam event, the season’s irst
R. Ramabhadran Pillai
ALAPPUZHA

The season of snake boat
races in Kerala started off in
a grand way with the race
held on the Pamba river at
Champakulam in Kuttanad
on Saturday. The State will
witness a host of races in
various districts in the coming months.
Six snake boats (chundan),
each with about 100 oarsmen, and 10 smaller boats
thrilled thousands of spectators lined up on either side of
the river in the afternoon. A
mass drill of the boats and an
exhibition race preceded the
event, popularly known as

4 held for helping Chhota
Rajan gang member
BHUBANESWAR

The Odisha police on
Saturday arrested four
persons on charges of
providing SIM box service to
Suresh Pujari, a key member
of the Chhota Rajan gang.
Pujari routed his ransom calls
through SIM boxes installed
in Berhampur to demand ₹ 2
crore from a Mumbai-based
real estate businessman. The
police seized fake SIMs, and
five SIM boxes worth ₹ 5 lakh,
from the accused persons.

‘Champakulam Moolam vallomkali’. ‘Ayaparambu Pandi
chundan’ won the race.
Public Works Minister G.
Sudhakaran inaugurated the
race amidst zestful cheers
from supporters of boat
clubs that sponsor the boats,
and rendering of vanchipattu, the song sung to enthuse the oarsmen. The
clouded skies provided the
perfect setting for a splendid
event that brought physical
prowess to the fore while reminiscing a glorious past.
The history of the race
dates back to the 15th century when the erstwhile
Travancore State was ruled

Celebration time: The oarsmen of Ayaparambu Pandi chundan
after their victory at the Champakulam race on Saturday.

by the Chembakassery dynasty. The Moolam boat race
commemorates an episode
associated with the installation of the idol of Lord
Krishna at the Ambalappuzha Sri Krishna temple.
The idol was brought from

Kurichi near Kottayam by
boat. The boat carrying the
idol had a halt at Mappilasseri, a traditional Christian
home at Champakulam. It
was given a reception by
people of all communities
and the voyage to Ambalap-

Final round held afresh
The three snake boats that
won
the
heats
were
Nadubhagom, Champakulam and Ayaparambu Pandi.
The other chundans in the
race were Sree Vinayakan,
Karuvatta Puthanchundan,
and St. George.
The final round was
marked by a dispute at the
starting point and it was held
afresh. Ayaparambu Pandi
won the race and took the
Rajapramukhan
trophy.
Nadubhagom and Chambakkulam came second and
third.

Five aboard IndiGo coach hurt in ‘jet blast’ Citizens group calls for law
Front window of bus ferrying passengers shattered as a Spicejet plane was taxiing at Delhi airport
Staff Reporter
New Delhi

Five passengers on an IndiGo
coach at the Indira Gandhi
International airport were
injured on Friday evening
after a coach window
shattered, allegedly due to
the blast from the engine of a
taxiing Spicejet plane.
IndiGo claimed that the jet
blast — the rapid movement
of air from jet engines produced at or prior to an aircraft’s take off — from the

SpiceJet aircraft broke the
right front window glass of
the coach.
SpiceJet said there was no
damage to the window panes
of any aircraft.

Police file case
The Directorate General of
Civil Aviation (DGCA) has
been informed of the incident while the Delhi police
have registered a case of
causing hurt due to negligence and are in the process

of establishing culpability.
According to IndiGo, its
coach number 34 was
parked at Bay 17 at 4:50 p.m.
for the boarding of passengers on flight 6E-191 en route
to Mumbai from Delhi when
an incoming Spicejet flight
SG-253, chose to park at the
allocated bay and the jet
blast from the aircraft
shattered the right front window glass of the coach.
“Five of our passengers
seated in the coach received

minor
injuries.
IndiGo
ground staff immediately
alerted the airport staff and
took them to the airport
clinic where they were given
all the medical assistance.
Two of the passengers decided to continue their journey after receiving first aid.
The flight departed from
Delhi after ensuring all passengers had been given assistance,” the statement said.
SpiceJet said flight SG 253,
flying from Chandigarh to

Delhi, was following ATC instructions and taxiing after
landing at Delhi and that it
was too early to say if the incident was caused by an outside object or jet blast of its
aircraft or the IndiGo bus
had violated the vehicular
movement lane or any other
reason.
“It is also too early to apportion responsibility as the
pilots were following normal
procedures as is done world
wide,” it said in a statement.

limiting number of children
Special Correspondent
NEW DELHI

A citizens group, Taxpayers
Association
of
Bharat
(TAXAB) endorsed by personalities such as agricultural scientist M.S. Swaminathan and actor Adil
Hussain, is demanding a
central law for restricting
the number of children a
couple can have.
The TAXAB, headed by
agriculturist and social

worker Manu Gaur will
launch a petition on July 10
asking for the same from the
government at a function
where Dr. Swaminathan, Lt.
Gen. (retd) Arun Sahni and
singer Suresh Wadkar are expected to be present.
“We occupy 2.5% of the
land mass and have over 17%
of the world’s population,
how is that not an issue that
needs to be addressed on an
urgent basis,” said Mr. Gaur.

Several State governments, most recently Assam,
have linked access to government jobs, facilities and
even eligibility to contest
local body polls to following
the two-child norm. “We
want a central law that mandates all that. As a country ...
the spreading thin of our resources over such a large
population has a really bad
effect on the future of our
children,” said Mr. Gaur.

1993 Mumbai blasts accused
held in U.P. after 24 years
He played a role in landing explosives supplied by Memon
Special Correspondent
LUCKNOW

Qadeer Ahmed, an accused
in the 1993 Mumbai serial
blasts, was on Saturday arrested from his native district of Bijnore in western
Uttar Pradesh, 24 years after
the attack.
He was arrested in a joint
operation by the Uttar Pradesh Anti-Terror Squad and
the Gujarat Anti-Terror
Squad, a U.P. ATS spokesper-

son said. Ahmed is an accused under TADA (Terrorist
and Disruptive Activities Prevention Act) and has been
absconding all these years.

250 persons were killed
He is alleged to have played
a role in the landing of
weapons and explosives in
Jamnagar in Gujarat, supplied by Tiger Memon for
the blasts.
Memon is one of the al-

Parties seek proof of
Haryana CM’s degree
We have all authentic documents: BJP

leged prime masterminds of
the devastating attacks that
left more than 250 persons
dead.
“The U.P. ATS and the Gujarat police are questioning
Qadeer Ahmed,” said Aseem
Arun, Inspector General,
U.P. ATS. The police said the
accused would be produced
before a magistrate and
taken to Gujarat on a transit
remand for further investigation.

‘Cow deaths
expose BJP’s
real face’
SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT
CHANDIGARH

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT
CHANDIGARH

After questions were raised
about the educational qualification of Haryana Chief
Minister Manohar Lal Khattar, the Opposition parties
have demanded that he
come clean on the issue and
produce his graduation
certificate.
Even as BJP Haryana
president Subhash Brala
claimed that the Chief Minister had completed his
graduation in Economics
and Political Science in the
year 1975 from Delhi University and that the party was
in possession of authentic
information in this regard,
the main Opposition parties
— the Indian National Lok
Dal and the Congress —
wanted Mr. Khattar to share
the details of his educaCM
YK

Manohar Lal Khattar
tional qualification with the
public.
“If any doubt is being
raised on the educational
qualification of the Chief
Minister, the onus lies on
him to come forward and
produce his degree in the
public domain,” Congress
spokesperson Randeep Surjewala told The Hindu.

The Congress has hit out at
the Manohar Lal Khattar
led-BJP government in
Haryana over its alleged
failure to protect the cows
in a government cattle
shelter.
Congress spokesperson
Randeep Surjewala on Saturday said the deaths of at
least 25 cows at the shelter
in Mathana village of Kurukshetra owing to lack of
fodder and infrastructure
had exposed the BJP government’s real face.
Nearly 25 cows had reportedly died after continuous rains swamped
their shelter.
The Animal Husbandry
department said it was taking proper care of the animals, adding that the cows
that died in the past week
were weak.
A ND-ND
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Study to track impact
of Chinese FDI
According to a January 2017
‘Special Report’ by the Institute of South Asian Studies
(ISAS) of the National University of Singapore on an
international workshop on
‘China and South Asia’, the
Ambassador of China to Sri
Lanka, Yi Xianliang had said
he considered China in
many respects part of South
Asia, especially in terms of
geography. Current Chinese
cooperation with south
Asian countries is undertaken within the framework
of OBOR, the report said,
adding, however, that Mr. Yi
had explained that OBOR
has no strategic, security or
political intent.
The report said India
does not believe in the
Chinese clarifications that
OBOR projects only have
economic objectives, and
quoted ISAS Editor (Current
Affairs) P.S. Suryanarayana
as saying that “economic initiatives have strategic and
security dimension”.
According to a study by
the New Delhi-based national security and defence

services think tank, United
Service Institution of India
(USI), “As far as India is concerned, CPEC has added a
layer of complexity with
more projects in PoK being
drawn into its ambit without
taking Indian concerns on
board. That makes projects
in contested areas politically
vulnerable.”

Roll back investments
The USI study said if CPEC
and OBOR are actually
about regional economic
growth, as the lending nation, China should rethink
and roll back investments in
PoK. Significantly, the USI
study further said: “The
ability of Pakistan to absorb
the (CPEC) investments in
given period and thereafter
pay back is also suspect considering historic trends.
Hence, these debts could
eventually become strategic
equities for China, especially the Gwadar Port (the
main CPEC investment in
the port sector), which can
worsen security in South
Asia.”

ED searches house
of Lalu’s daughter
The agency found that 1.2
lakh shares of Mishail Packers and Printers were
bought during 2007-08 at
₹100 per unit, allegedly by
four shell companies. The
ED has identified them as
Shalini Holdings Limited,
Ad-Fin Capital Services(India), Mani Mala Delhi Properties and Diamond Vinimay. These companies
were controlled by the Jains,
the ED alleges.
The Mishail shares were
later allegedly repurchased
by Ms. Bharti at one-tenth
the rate of ₹10 per unit.
“During investigation, it
has been found that Rajesh
Agarwal, a Chartered Accountant and mediator,
provided ₹90 lakh in cash to
the Jain brothers in advance
so as to invest in Mishail
Packers and Printers as
share premium. It is pertinent to mention that Mr.
Agarwal is also mediator in
another accused company
Jagat Projects Ltd,” said the

official. The Jains purportedly disclosed that their
modus operandi was to receive cash in advance and
invest it as share premium
in the companies of the
beneficiaries.
Subsequently, the shares
would be later sold back to
the directors or close relatives of beneficiaries at a
huge discount, thereby
transferring the funds to
project it as a legitimate
transaction.
Mishail Packers and Printers was registered at the address 25 Tughlak Road, then
occupied by the RJD chief,
till the shares were bought
back by Ms. Bharti. It was
only in 2009-10 that its address was changed to Farm
No. 26, Palam Farms at
Bijwasan, the ED said.
The ED has already arrested the Jains and the
Chartered Accountant and
provisionally attached properties worth ₹65.82 crore in
the case.

Army returns after 2
deaths in Darjeeling
The police, however, said
they did not have any report
of firing. “We don’t have any
report of police firing as of
now. We are looking into the
incident. We can give you
details later,” a police officer
said. Clashes erupted as the
procession carrying Bhutia’s
body turned violent and
protesters attacked a police
outpost at Sonada. A
pitched
battle
ensued
between the protesters and
police. The protesters also
set ablaze the Sonada station of the heritage Darjeeling Himalayan Railway.
The violence soon spread
to Darjeeling town with
clashes at Chowk Bazar. Police resorted to tear gas
shelling to disperse the
mob, which allegedly tried
to attack the office of
Deputy Superintendent of
Police. A second youth later
succumbed to bullet injuries
sustained during the violence. He is yet to be identified but is thought to be a

resident of Singhamari.
Clashes were also reported
from Kalimpong where protesters set on fire property
of the State Forest Department.
Two columns of the
Army, one at Sonada and
the other in Darjeeling
town, were deployed to control the situation. “One accident has happened at Sonada. This is because they
attacked the police.. We will
have to look into who is responsible,” Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee said at the
State Secretariat.
Urging pro-Gorkhaland
supporters to shun violence,
Ms. Banerjee said she was
ready to hold meetings with
political parties in the hills
in the next 10-15 days. “I am
asking the administration
and the people to exercise
restraint,” she said.
She asked protesters to
allow the government to
send food and other supplies to the hills.

PM seeks U.K.’s help
for return of Mallya
“These are the brief discussions at such forums where
leaders mostly touch upon
these top priority matters,”
he said. Mr. Baglay refused
to answer directly to any
question on Mallya.
Mallya, who is wanted in
India for Kingfisher Airlines’
default on loans worth
₹9,000 crore, has been in
the U.K. since March 2016.
In April, he attended a central London police station for
his arrest and was released
on conditional bail a few
hours later after providing a
bail bond worth £650,000,
promising the court that he
CM
YK

would abide by all conditions associated with extradition proceedings, such as
the surrender of his passport and a ban on his possessing
any
travel
document.
Lalit Modi, the former
chief of the Indian Premier
League, is wanted by the Indian authorities in connection with a money-laundering probe. He is said to be in
the U.K. He has denied any
wrongdoing in any of the
IPL deals. The Enforcement
Directorate had registered a
money-laundering
case
against Lalit Modi.

Curfew in Valley on Wani death anniversary
Three soldiers injured after militants open ire at Army patrol in Bandipora; clashes break out in a few areas

Pak. accuses India of
targeting civilians

Peerzada Ashiq
Srinagar

Curfew and other restrictions were imposed in large
parts of the Kashmir Valley
on Saturday, the first death
anniversary of Hizbul Mujahideen
“commander”
Burhan Wani.
Wani was killed in a gunfight with security forces in
the Kokernag area of Anantnag district last year.
A police official said all
roads leading to Wani’s
house in the Tral area of Pulwama were sealed. A bid to
organise a march was foiled.
All major towns, including
the capital Srinagar, were
placed under tight security
restrictions. Security forces
disallowed any movement of
vehicles. A police official said
the situation was under control all day “due to wellplanned measures taken on
the ground”. However,
clashes broke out in parts of
Shopian, Pulwama, Srinagar
and Anantnag. Security
forces used smoke shells to
disperse protesters.

Highway ban
The authorities stopped
traffic on the SrinagarJammu Highway. No Amarnath pilgrim was allowed
to proceed to the Valley.
Train services were also suspended. Internet services on
landline and mobile phones

Peerzada Ashiq
Mubashir Zaidi
Srinagar/Karachi

Taking control: CRPF jawans during clashes in Srinagar on Saturday.
were also suspended. Scores
of quick-reaction teams were
deployed around sensitive
locations in south and north
Kashmir “to keep militants at
bay”.
However, three soldiers
were injured on Saturday
morning when militants
opened fire at an Army
patrol in Bandipora’s Hajin
area. “All the injured are
stable,” said the Army.
Union Home Minister Rajnath Singh chaired a highlevel meeting to review the
security scenario in the Val-

ley. Separatist leaders, including
Mirwaiz
Umar
Farooq, Syed Ali Geelani and
Yasin Malik, accused the security forces of “unleashing
a reign of terror against the
civilian population on Wani’s
anniversary”.
All top separatist leaders
remained under house arrest. However, JKLF chief
Yasin Malik was sent to the
Central jail.

Pak. PM pays tribute
Pakistan Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif paid tributes to

*

A statement issued by
Pakistan’s
Inter-Services
Public Relations, the PR
wing of the Pakistan military, on Saturday said Indian
troops had resorted to unprovoked firing in the
Chirikot and Satwal sectors.
“Pakistan Army effectively responded to Indian
unprovoked firing of small
and heavy weapons including mortars across the LoC.
Two individuals embraced
shahdat while three citizens
were injured,” the statement
concluded.
Indian Deputy High Commissioner J.P. Singh was
summoned to the Foreign
Office after the incident and
Director General (SA &
SAARC) Dr. Mohammad
Faisal condemned the ‘unprovoked ceasefire’ violations resulting in death of
two civilians (a 22-year-old
girl in Satwal village and a
man in Tetri Note village)
and injuries to three others.
A statement issued by the
Pakistan Foreign Office accused India of deliberately
targeting civilians, which is

NISSAR AHMAD

Wani, saying his death “infused a new spirit in the
struggle for freedom” in the
Kashmir Valley. Pakistan
Army chief General Qamar
Javed Bajwa also praised
Burhan.
Meanwhile, Wani’s father
appealed for peace and harmony in the Valley. “I don’t
want any untoward incident
or killing. I only want peace
and harmony,” Muzaffar
Ahmad Wani said in a video
message.
(With inputs from
agencies)

Jawans during a patrol at
the LoC in Poonch. PTI
*

deplorable and contrary to
human dignity and international human rights and humanitarian laws.
“The Director-General
urged the Indian side to respect the 2003 ceasefire arrangement; investigate this
and other incidents of
ceasefire violations; instruct
the Indian forces to respect
the ceasefire, in letter and
spirit and maintain peace
on the LoC,” the statement
said.
The fresh firing forced villagers on the LoC to stay
away from their fields all
day. Many civilians had to
move to safer locations, a
local official said.

Modi’s G20
visit a photo
op: Congress

China issues advisory for citizens
Asks travellers visiting India to pay close attention to the security situation

IPFT to go
ahead with
agitation

Asian News International

Press Trust of India

Syed Sajjad Ali

New Delhi

Beijing

Agartala

The Congress on Saturday
said that Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s G20 summit appearance was a
photo opportunity.
“Prime Minister Modi’s
visit to G20 was a photo
opportunity, not foreign
policy,” senior Congress
leader Mani Shankar Aiyar
said. He asked if Mr. Modi
was ready to meet Chinese
President Xi Jinping and
Naga rebel leaders, why
did he not talk to the separatists in Jammu and Kashmir and the Maoists in
Bastar?
“If the PM is ready to
meet Chinese President Xi
Jinping and Naga leaders,
why doesn’t he talk to
Geelani in J&K and Maoists
in Bastar? Why does PM
Modi have such a twofaced policy,” Mr. Aiyar
asked.

China on Saturday issued a
safety advisory for its citizens travelling to India amid
the stand-off between Indian
and Chinese troops in the
Doklam area in the Sikkim
sector. “It is not a travel
alert. It is advisory asking
Chinese travellers to be careful,” an official of the Foreign
Ministry here said.
The
advisory
asked
Chinese travellers to India to
pay close attention to the security situation and take necessary precautions. The advisory was issued through
the Chinese embassy in New
Delhi.

The Indigenous Peoples
Front of Tripura (IPFT) rejected appeals from tribal
intellectuals and groups to
withdraw its indefinite National Highway and railway
blockade agitation from
July 10. The IPFT has been
pressing for the creation of
a separate State by carving
out the Tripura Tribal
Areas Autonomous District
Council. The party, accused by ruling CPI(M) of
conniving with the Prime
Minister’s Office (PMO) to
hatch out ‘divisive blueprint’ to create anarchy,
has been busy preparing
for the stir.
CPI(M) and tribal fronts,
have slammed IPFT for taking up ‘anti-people position’. They also lashed out
at BJP for its ‘reluctance’ to
condemn IPFT.

Played down report
On July 5, China had said
that it will decide on issuing
a travel alert for its citizens
visiting India depending on
the security situation, play-

In Kerala, BJP bid
to poach UDF votes
With just one MLA, party tries hard
Nistula Hebbar
NEW DELHI

After ensuring some crossvoting in the upcoming
presidential polls for National Democratic Alliance
(NDA) candidate Ram Nath
Kovind in the northeast, the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
is determined to strike an
ideological blow to the Opposition by managing the
same in Kerala.
According to senior office-bearers of the BJP, the
party is in talks with at least
six MLAs, Independents and
members of the Congressled United Democratic Front
(UDF) for votes for Mr.
Kovind.
This, they said, would
also come as a morale
booster for the party cadre
in the State.
The defection of six Trinamool Congress MLAs to the
NDA camp in Left-ruled
Tripura has been one such
boost.

Boosting presence
“A senior general secretary
of the BJP is in touch with
some UDF MLAs and the
party will be much boosted
in the State even if it gets
one more vote than its current strength of one MLA,”
said a senior leader involved
in the process.
The target is for six UDF
MLAs to vote for Mr. Kovind
and some air miles are being
clocked between Delhi and
Kerala for these negotiations.
Incidentally, the UDF
constituent Kerala Congress

O. Rajagopal
(Mani) has already declared
support for the Opposition's
candidate, former Lok
Sabha Speaker Meira Kumar.
The party’s chief K.M.
Mani, however, did break
with party ranks to attend
the midnight launch of the
Goods and Services Tax
(GST) regime at the Central
Hall of Parliament on June
30.

Lone BJP MLA
The BJP in Kerala has just
one MLA, party veteran O.
Rajagopal. In fact, Kerala
and Puducherry MLAs supporting Mr. Kovind had to
travel to Chennai to meet
him when he was there to
canvass support.
Mr. Kovind, meanwhile,
will be travelling to Chhattisgarh, Gujarat and Himachal
Pradesh in the next few
days, according to senior
party leaders.
“We are asking for support from everyone for Mr.
Kovind and we are in touch
with almost every MLA in
the country,” said the
leader.

Tense standof: A ile photo of the Nathu La pass border in north Sikkim.
ing down reports in the official media asking Chinese investors to be on alert in view
of the stand-off.
China and India have
been engaged in the standoff in the Dokalam area near

the Bhutan tri-junction for
the past three weeks after a
Chinese Army’s construction
party attempted to build a
road. Doka La is the Indian
name for the region which
Bhutan
recognises
as

*

VIJAY SONEJI

Dokalam, while China claims
it as part of its Donglang region. Of the 3,488-km long
India-China border from
Jammu and Kashmir to Arunachal Pradesh, a 220-km
section falls in Sikkim.

Bufalo traders attacked in Delhi
The six injured say mob pounced on them, alleging they were transporting cows

Mayawati
lashes out
at BJP

Hemani Bhandari
NEW DELHI

Six men transporting buffalo
calves from Haryana to a
slaughterhouse at Ghazipur
in East Delhi were beaten up
at Jharoda Kalan village on
the outskirts of the city on
Friday night. The police have
registered a case against unknown persons.
Shokeen, 26, a victim,
said the assailants attacked
them saying they were transporting cows. “We pleaded
with them and tried to tell
them that we were transporting buffaloes, but they
didn’t listen to us,” he said.
Mr. Shokeen said he was
coming from Maham in
Haryana, along with his
brother Dilshan, and had 17
buffalo calves in his pick-up
van. “They started stopping
the vehicles around 7.30
p.m. Initially, there were
four or five boys, but they
phoned others and gathered
around 50 people who beat

Press Trust of India
Lucknow

Sitting ducks: One of the bufalo transporters attacked on the
outskirts of Delhi on Friday. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
*

us up with rods and wooden
sticks, apart from their bare
hands,” he alleged. The mob
broke open the vehicles and
released the buffaloes.
Shokeen, Salim (25), Ali
Jan (40), Dilshan (22), Saif Ali
(15), and Kaala (32), were
rushed to hospital, he said.

Police version
Deputy Commissioner of Police (Outer) M.N. Tiwari said
that they received a call at
8.35 p.m. He, however, said

that only three were injured.
“When
the
police
reached, three persons who
sustained minor injuries
were taken to hospital. They
were medically examined
and discharged,” he said.
The police have seized six
pick-up vans and registered a
case under Sections 323 (voluntarily causing hurt), 341
(wrongful restraint), 379
(theft), 427 (mischief causing
damage), and 34 (common
intention) of the IPC.

Bahujan Samaj Party chief
Mayawati on Saturday attacked the BJP-led governments at the Centre and in
Uttar Pradesh, alleging that
they were trying to hide
their failures by resorting
to ‘gau raksha’.
She also claimed that
the GST was ushered in
without preparation and
that the BJP and the RSS
were “misleading” people.
“The RSS is using government wealth, facilities to
push
its
agenda
of
casteism, communalism
and violent politics. We are
specifically targeted,” she
said. They are spreading
rumours, Mayawati said.

Toll in Bikaner cracker godown ire rises
Debris cleared on Saturday; 3 other buildings adjacent to the unit also collapse
Special Correspondent
JAIPUR

The death toll in the firecracker godown fire in the
Nayashahar area of Bikaner
city rose to seven on Saturday with the recovery of
three more bodies from the
debris. Several workers
were trapped when the
building collapsed on them
after the fire on Friday. The
police have arrested the

godown’s owner, Kailash
Pareek, and registered a
case against him under
Sections 304 (culpable
homicide not amounting to
murder) and 308 (attempt
to commit culpable homicide) of IPC as well as Section 3 (causing explosion
likely to endanger life or
property) of the Explosive
Substances Act.
The police said 12 injured persons were under-

going treatment at various
city hospitals while several
others had been discharged after primary
medical aid. The debris
was cleared by Saturday
morning, even as three
other buildings adjacent to
the unit also collapsed.

Intermittent explosions
While intermittent explosions were heard till several hours after the fire

broke out, the fire fighting
team had found it difficult
to reach the spot since the
godown was located in a
narrow lane. Many houses
situated nearby also developed cracks.
According to eyewitness
account, the ambulances
too could not reach the
spot and the deceased and
the injured were wrapped
in blankets and taken to
the ambulances.
A ND-ND
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Was not in the know of CBI raids, says Bihar government
Rejects reports that the CBI had alerted the Chief Secretary and the State Police chief on Thursday night to the searches on Lalu’s premises the next morning
PRESS TRUST OF INDIA
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Patna

On the draw Keshav

The Bihar government on
Saturday rejected news reports that senior civil and
police officials were tipped
off about the CBI raids on
locations linked to Rashtriya
Janata Dal chief Lalu Prasad
and his family on Friday.
“It is a totally baseless
news,” an official release
said.
Quoting sources, reports
said Chief Secretary Anjani
Kumar Singh and State Police Chief P.K. Thakur were
alerted by the CBI on
Thursday night to the impending raids on the
premises of Mr. Prasad,
Deputy Chief Minister Tejashwi Prasad Yadav and
other members of the family.

PMO role?
Some reports from New
Delhi said the Prime Minister’s Office had informed
Chief Minister Nitish Kumar
prior to the raids, apprehending law-and-order problems and seeking adequate
security measures.
“Information regarding
raids was given by the CBI to
the Director-General of Police around 7.30 a.m., some
time after the raids began
following which the police
made necessary security arrangements in view of law
and order,” the official statement said.
CM away
Chief Minister Nitish Kumar
has been away at Rajgir in his
home district of Nalanda
since Thursday afternoon reportedly because of health
issues.

Bungalow under raid: A view of Misa Bharti’s residence at Sainik Farms in New Delhi, which was
searched by the Enforcement Directorate on Saturday. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
*

Mr. Kumar and his party,
Janata Dal(U), have remained
tight-lipped about the raids,
while the Congress, another
RJD ally, has backed Mr.
Prasad’s claim that those
were part of “vendetta politics” by the BJP and the Modi
government.
Additional security personnel were deployed at the
offices of the BJP, the RJD
and the JD(U) in Patna while
the raids were on.
Additional Director-General of Police (Headquarters)
S.K. Singhal said a general
alert was sounded across the
State in view of the political
ramification of the raids.

‘No dispossession
without development’
Sinha seeks empathy for landowners
Vikas Dhoot
NEW DELHI

Acquiring land without offering jobs and opportunities for landowners’ families
is simply not possible in the
country, Union Minister of
State for Civil Aviation Jayant Sinha said on Saturday,
echoing the views of Congress MP Jairam Ramesh,
who said present-day Indian
politics make instantaneous
and coercive dispossession
of land impossible.
“Dispossession without
development under the
land acquisition law of 2013
and today’s political economy is simply not possible.
Compensating them [land
owners] four times the market value [of land] is well-established, but it’s not
enough, because in the
political economy of India
today, nobody will give up
land without getting a job,”
Mr. Sinha said.
“Jobs and security are vital; otherwise dharnas,
hartals (protests) begin and
it’s not possible to move forward. People will prostrate
themselves in front of excavation equipment and not allow you to proceed,” he
noted, adding that resettlement efforts need to inculcate empathy for the
landowners for whom the
loss of land is a “traumatic
change”.
Politicisation of land acquisition efforts make it
doubly hard to arrive at a
common ground as land is
an “emotive issue” that is
easy to polarise people over,
Mr. Sinha remarked at a dis-

Jayant Sinha
cussion during Oxford University’s first South Asia
Conclave held in the capital.
Mr. Ramesh, a Rajya
Sabha member, said that
most of the political debate
focuses on the Central land
acquisition law while most
land for coal, the Railways
and power projects, was acquired under other legislation.

Contentious law
The United Progressive Alliance (UPA) had amended
the country’s contentious
1894 Land Acquisition law in
2013 and introduced four
key pillars, which were
missing in the original legislation, centring around
compensation, consent, social impact assessment
(SIA), and resettlement and
rehabilitation (R&R) measures.
The National Democratic
Alliance (NDA) government
had issued an ordinance to
amend the law that was
seen as difficult for investors, but it did not follow
through with legislative
changes. Political debate
has focussed on consent
and SIA norms, he said.

Cong. draws close to Lalu, Nitish moves away
Special Correspondent
PATNA

Congress leaders visited Lalu
Prasad to express their solidarity on Saturday, a day after
the 10-hour CBI raid at 10 Circular Road, where the
Rashtriya Janata Dal chief
lives with his wife and two
Minister-sons. The Congress
is in a ruling alliance with the
RJD.
But the Janata Dal(U), another partner, maintained its
distance, with party chief

and Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar remaining at Rajgir in Nalanda district, for
rest. Party sources said the
CM visited Ghorakatora, a
scenic place. After seeing off
presidential nominee Meira
Kumar, whose three-day Bihar visit ended on Sunday,
State Congress chief and
Education Minister Ashok
Choudhary, accompanied by
Legislature Party leader
Sadanand Singh and ministerial colleagues Awadhesh

Nitish Kumar

Kumar Singh and Madan Mohan Jha, visited Mr. Prasad at
his residence.
Mr. Choudhary slammed

the Bharatiya Janata Party
for the raid at Mr. Prasad’s
residence and other places.
“Since they [the BJP] have
failed to defeat us [the grand
alliance]
through
the
people’s mandate, they are
now misusing the government machinery to target
us,” he said. He alleged that
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and BJP president Amit
Shah were behind the CBI
raid to browbeat their opponents like Mr. Prasad.

Chhota Barda awaits its fate
Villagers asked to vacate houses which lie in the Narmada submergence zone

The State BJP leaders have
been appealing to Mr. Kumar
to break his silence and take
action against Mr. Prasad’s
sons. “He always has been
talking of zero tolerance of
his government on the issue
of corruption and, earlier,
has sacked some of his colleagues like Jitan Ram Manjhi on the corruption issue …
we’re hoping that Mr. Kumar
will not compromise with
corruption,” Sushil Kumar
Modi, senior leader, said.

Special Correspondent
New Delhi

BARWANI

The Defence Acquisition
Council (DAC), headed by
Defence Minister Arun Jaitley, on Saturday accorded
approval to upgrades worth
₹2,806 crore for the Army.
Of this, the upgrades of
armoured fighting vehicles
is expected to cost about
₹2,400 crore, while the Carrier Command Posts of the
artillery will need ₹400
crore.
The upgrades will be carried out by the ordnance
factory in Medak, a Defence

Gates closed
After getting permission
from the Narmada Control
Authority to close the
floodgates of the Sardar
Sarovar dam, the Gujarat
government has closed all
the 30 gates of the dam,
causing water level in the
reservoir to rise to 139
metres from the earlier 122
metres. This will generate
hydel power, irrigate fields
and provide drinking water
to parts of Gujarat.
However, it will submerge
many villages such as Chhota
Barda.
“If it rains continuously
for 24 hours, much of our
village will be submerged,”
says Vinod Yadav, a doctor
who practises in Anjad
nearby.
As the ongoing march by
farmers’
organisations
enters the village, residents
serve the guests lunch in a
large open space next to a
temple.
The Narmada is visible,

HYDERABAD

A day after the CBI raided RJD
chief Lalu Prasad and his
family members, Union
Minister Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi
said no politics was involved
in the matter. The law will
take its own course, he said.
The raids were conducted in
connection with a corruption
case in which Mr. Prasad, his
wife Rabri Devi, and son
Tejashwi are among the
accused. He was speaking on
the sidelines of the Annual
Conference of SCAs (State
Channelising Agencies). PTI

Army gets nod for
₹2,806-crore upgrades

Vikas Pathak

Tucked away near the Narmada river in Barwani district of Madhya Pradesh, the
people of Chhota Barda village has just one topic of discussion — what will they do if
their houses get submerged
days from now?
They say that they have
been told by the administration to start vacating their
houses a week from now. By
the month-end, they say,
they have been asked to shift
to a site 7 km away, where
many of the families have
been offered alternative
land.

Naqvi denies politics over
CBI raids on Lalu

Ministry official said. The
Carrier Command Posts on
tracked vehicles will be for
technical control of artillery
fire, officials said. The
Medak factory will manufacture the command posts,
equipped with latest communication systems and
computers, to enable the
commander to direct fire at
targets. The posts will also
have unmanned aerial
vehicles to assist the commander to gather precise information about the battlefield scenario in real time,
sources said.

Sustaining livelihood: Social activist Medha Patkar addresses villagers, as Swaraj Abhiyan
leader Yogendra Yadav looks on, at Dhamnod village in Dhar on Saturday. R. V. MOORTHY
*

flowing at a lower level at
some distance. This very
space — which has been submerged in floods in the past,
too — will go under water, villagers say.
“This is already in the submergence zone. It will go under water any day,” social
activist Medha Patkar tells
The Hindu.
The district collector of
Barwani and the Narmada
Valley Development Authority Commissioner at Indore,
could not be reached despite
attempts over phone.
Residents claim that the
alternative land offered is far
away from their fields, which
lie close to the village and
are outside the submergence
zone.
“There is no motorable

road yet from the site to our
fields. How do we sustain
our livelihoods?” asks Naren
Yadav.
They also claim that basic
facilities have not been
provided at the alternative
site. “There is no drinking
water facility there yet.
There is no drainage system
there yet,” says Himanshu
Chaubey, a resident of the
village.

Trouble on ground
Mr. Chaubey claims that the
land he has been allotted is
in a depression. He adds that
officials have offered to give
him just ₹ 2000 to level it.
Dayaram Yadav has an additional complaint. He says
that his house was not surveyed when the survey took

place more than a decade
back.
“There are 70 such families, whose houses have not
even been surveyed. What
do we do? We built our
houses here. Where do we
go after leaving them?” he
asks.
Some villagers say they
will not move out of their village, leaving the property on
which they spent money to
perish.
Asked what they would do
if the waters indeed come in
and submerge their houses,
they reply with a counter
question — will they have an
alternative
when
their
houses will get submerged
without a new settlement
that’s anything close to what
they built over decades?

GST relief for aircraft on lease
Somesh Jha
NEW DELHI

In a major relief to airlines, the import of aircraft on lease will be exempted from the Goods and Services Tax (GST), the Finance
Ministry said in a notification on
Saturday.
“We represented the matter to
the Revenue Department. The Revenue Department moved expeditiously and clarified the matter immediately,” Civil Aviation Secretary
R.N. Choubey told The Hindu.
Airlines will not have to pay
taxes on import of aircraft on lease
if the GST is already paid on lease
rentals, according to the notification by the Finance Ministry.
“The government has finally
provided exemption from the levy
CM
YK

of GST as part of customs duty on
the import of aircraft, engines and
parts on lease basis. Thus, GST
would only be payable on payment
of lease rentals and not at the time
of import,” said Abhishek Jain, tax
partner, Ernst & Young.
“This would bring huge relief to
the airline industry by resolving
the issue of dual levy of GST, especially for the reason that GST paid
at the time of import was not creditable against economy class
travel,” Mr. Jain said.

‘Huge burden’
The Finance Ministry had given no
relief to airlines for import of aircraft and spares under the GST. A
5% levy was charged under GST on
the import of aircraft.

In the previous tax regime, customs duty was exempt on the import of aircraft and spares, and service tax was also not applicable on
aircraft taken on operating lease.
The Federation of Indian Airlines ,
which represents major domestic
airlines IndiGo, SpiceJet, Jet Airways, GoAir and Air India, had told
the government that a dual levy on
aircraft leasing — 5% GST at the
time of import and 5% tax again
when lease rentals are paid — “will
result in huge financial burden to
the airlines”. “The move comes as
a huge relief to the airline industry,
which was expecting annual losses
worth ₹ 800 crore due to the
double taxation on aircraft lease,”
said a senior airline executive, requesting anonymity.
A ND-ND
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Smriti
Mandhana,
Pulling of
a class act

After two blistering knocks in the early
stages of the ongoing ICC Women’s
Cricket World Cup in England, lefthanded opening bat Smriti Mandhana
grabbed most of the headlines. Her 72ball 90 helped India floor England, host
and favourites, in the opening match on
June 24, and she followed this up with
an elegant, unbeaten, match-winning
106 against the West Indies.
The 20-year-old’s attacking style,
marked by delightful drives and punishing pulls, has ushered in a new wave of
fans to the often forgotten world of women’s cricket.

Where are her cricket roots?
Born in Mumbai in 1996, Mandhana’s
family moved to Sangli in Maharashtra
when she was two years old. She developed a keen interest in the sport
after watching her elder brother,
Shravan, showcase his skills for the
Sangli district and State junior teams.
When she was 12, Mandhana’s father approached Anant Tambwekar, a private
coach, to train her. Tambwekar was
happy to take Mandhana under his

wing. Her father knew Tambwekar well,
because he was the coach of the Sangli
under-16 team, which Shravan had
played for.
“He asked me if I would train Smriti
and I agreed. There were a few people
who didn’t think much of a girl playing
cricket, but I was not bothered by this
sort of negativity,” Tambwekar recalls.
The duo trained at the Chintaman Rao
College of Commerce grounds. When
Tambwekar and Mandhana began their
journey of training together, they would
have to roll and water the pitch themselves. But now that Mandhana has
gained a level of popularity, a lot of
people come forward to help. Mandhana did not consider moving to a big
cricket centre like Mumbai because she
was convinced that her hard work and
focus would pay off even if she stuck to
facilities in a small town, says
Tambwekar.

What’s her success story?
At the age of 15, Mandhana displayed a
penchant for big scores, recording three
centuries and a double-century for the

Maharashtra under-19 team in the West
Zone one-day tournament. This included an unbeaten 224 off 150 balls
against Gujarat. She earned her maiden
India call-up a couple of years later. In
February 2016, Mandhana scored her
first international century at Hobart
(102 off 109 balls), in a match that Australia won by 6 wickets. Later that year,
Mandhana became the second
Indian, after all-rounder
Harmanpreet Kaur, to sign
up for the Women’s Big
Bash League in Australia.
Turning out for Brisbane Heat, she had a
sub-par
campaign,
scoring only 89 runs in
12 matches.

Have there been injury
scares?
During the Big Bash
League, Mandhana
injured her knee,
and it was later revealed that she
had ruptured her

anterior cruciate ligament (ACL). This
forced her out of action for five months,
which took a toll on her self-confidence.
Tambwekar admits Mandhana was
hugely demotivated during that period
and says his only task was to make her
mentally strong through constant positive reinforcement. She took inspiration
from Test star Cheteshwar Pujara, who
has successfully negotiated two ACL
tears. The ongoing World Cup has
marked Mandhana’s return to
the international arena. All
concerns surrounding her
match-fitness were set aside
when she hit the ground running in her comeback match,
against England.

Why is she important to
the team?
Mandhana, who will
turn 21 on July 18, is at
ease against pace,
getting into good
positions early to
play her shots.
This sound tech-

nique comes from her training routine,
where she regularly faces promising junior and senior boys in the fast bowlers’
nets. The charged-up lads are told to fire
on all cylinders.
“She plays the boys comfortably.
They bowl quick, but she pulls and
hooks the bouncers. In comparison,
women fast bowlers are quite easy to
handle,” says Tambwekar. Mandhana
has a playing style all her own, but
cricket fans may be reminded of two
great timers of the ball when they see
her cover drives and pull shots — Sourav
Ganguly and Sri Lanka’s Kumar
Sangakkara.
In Mandhana and the consistent
Punam Raut, India boasts of a worldclass opening pair. Punam is the less adventurous of the two when it comes to
shot selection, which lends stability to
the top of the order. With accomplished
names like Deepti Sharma, Mithali Raj
and Kaur waiting for their turn to get a
hit, rival bowlers are up against the
wall.
ASHWIN ACHAL
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The lowdown
on farm loan
waivers

Farm loan waivers are
not new to the Indian
economy. In 2008-09, the UPA-I government announced a farm loan waiver of
₹60,000 crore (that was the initial estimate, which went up to over ₹70,000
crore later). It hit the exchequer, and

What is it

not the banks, but it distorted the credit
culture since it discouraged farmers
from paying up their dues. In addition,
when one State offered a waiver, it
raised expectations in other States too.
Since the BJP took office in May 2014,
starting with Andhra Pradesh, several
States have joined the farm loan waiver
bandwagon, with Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra being the most recent ones,
despite Union Finance Minister Arun
Jaitley’s stand that the States would
have to foot the bill.
Mr. Jaitley had shown resolve to
maintain fiscal discipline during his
budget speech earlier this year, which
was lauded by industry and investors.
Hence, he told the States that the Centre
would not pay for the waiver. On the
other hand, the Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) warned about the deteriorating
fiscal position of the States. “We need to
create consensus so that such loan
waiver promises are eschewed. Otherwise, sub-sovereign fiscal challenges in
this context could eventually affect the
national balance sheet,” RBI Governor

Urjit Patel said. He pointed out that if on
account of loan waivers, the overall government borrowing went up, yields on
government bonds would also be impacted. In a cascading effect, this would
crowd out private borrowers as higher
government borrowing could lead to an
increase in the cost of borrowing for
others.
Two successive years
How did it
come about of below normal rainfall, in FY14 and FY15,
are being seen as the main reason for
the loan waiver demand. But the recent
farmers’ unrest in Madhya Pradesh took
place despite a good monsoon that resulted in a bumper crop. However, the
prices of farm produce came under
pressure because of demonetisation as
there were ‘fire sales’ of vegetables — a
fact which was acknowledged by the
RBI. The sharp decline in food prices in
the consumer price index-based inflation was evident. Retail inflation
dropped to 2.18% in May as the decline
in the prices of food and beverages was

sharper in May than April (-0.22% in
May against 1.21% in April).

Why does it
The loan waiver will
matter
have a significant impact on the States’ finances. According to a report by the
State Bank of India, the impact on Punjab will be the maximum, with the
State’s fiscal deficit jumping by an additional 4.8% of the GSDP. The report says
that the States will make provisions for
farm loan waiver in their budgets in
multiple years. In its recent report on
the States’ finances, the RBI also pointed to the worsening position of their
financial health. It noted that the consolidated finance of the States had deteriorated in recent years, with the
gross fiscal deficit to GDP ratio averaging 2.5% in the last five years (from
2011-12 to 2015-16), compared with 2.1%
during the previous five-year period.
The RBI observed that the State governments faced severe resource constraints as their non-debt receipts were
often insufficient for fulfilling their de-

velopment obligations. There is one
positive aspect of the current loan
waiver schemes, as highlighted by some
economists: the schemes announced in
several States have emphasised that
loans should be waived only up to a specified threshold limit (mostly ₹1 lakh),
and any amount over that will have to
be paid.
More such schemes
will possibly follow as
the States going to the polls have started
upping the ante for a farm loan waiver.
There are protests in several parts of
Gujarat demanding a waiver. The State
will go to the polls later this year.
Bankers have been concerned about
this. As SBI Chairman Arundhati Bhattacharya put it: “In case of a farm loan
waiver, there is always a fall in credit
discipline because the people who get
the waiver have expectations of future
waivers. Future loans given often remain unpaid.”

What next

MANOJIT SAHA
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is our air
becoming
dangerous?

What is polluting cities?
* It is now a part of record that several
cities in India are among the most polluted in the world. The villain, in most
cases, is aerosols and particulate matter.
It is a catch-all term for particles of a
certain size that are suspended in the
lower reaches of the atmosphere. Aerosols emerge from a range of sources including dust, half-burnt carbon
particles from vehicle exhaust and crop
residues. Natural sources of aerosol include fog and haze. Studies, most of
them in Europe, have drawn a link
between particulate matter-levels and
increased incidence of cardiovascular
disease and respiratory problems. Now,
it turns out, aerosols may be a grave
threat to the Indian monsoon and
maybe a bigger worry than greenhouse
gases, like carbon dioxide.
What about greenhouse gases?
* There’s an ongoing debate on the relative role of greenhouse gases, such as
water vapour and carbon dioxide, and
aerosols in their influence over the

South Asian monsoon. To step back a
bit, monsoon clouds gust into the mainland due to a pronounced difference in
temperature between the land and the
sea. Greenhouse gases trap heat and,
over time, cause temperatures to rise
over the land and the sea. This affects
the temperature gradient between them
and, over the decades, leads to a rise in
the frequency of extreme rainfall or
long, rainless spells. The IMD last year
recorded 2016 to be the hottest year in
India for over a century, and India has
seen at least five drought years since
2002.

How are aerosols different?
* Aerosols, while responsible for air
pollution, smog and asthma, are known
to shield the land from solar radiation.
Though short-lived in the atmosphere
compared to carbon dioxide, their absence would have made the earth hotter. However, the enormity of these dust
clouds means that they depress land
and sea temperatures. Consequently,
this reduces the strength of the mon-

soon circulation. More than the quantity, it makes rain spells more erratic and
because much of agriculture in India is
still dependent on monsoon rains
between June-September, they pose an
additional threat to farmer livelihoods.

greenhouse gases — responsible for
global warming and climate change —
on Indian monsoon, over the next century. In 2015, Mr. Krishnan reported in
the peer-reviewed Climate Dynamics
that a combination of greenhouse gases,
aerosols and changes in forest-and-agricultural cover was weakening the monsoon over the last 50-odd years. They
derived this from mathematical modelling and simulating the climate on supercomputers. Then, the relative contribution of each of these factors were not
known. “New simulations however suggest that aerosols may be a far more important factor than GHGs,” said Mr.
Krishnan while discussing preliminary
findings at a meeting of the Indian
Academy of Sciences in Bengaluru last
week.

Why are aerosols a threat?
* A study at the Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, Pune, led by climatologist R. Krishnan made us aware of aerosols. It is based on the institute’s
ongoing work to forecast the effect of

What does this mean for India?
* The relative role of these climatemeddlers has consequences for India’s
plans to mitigate the effects of climate
change. Measures to reduce aerosol
emissions without curbing greenhouse

gas emissions could mean a hotter land
mass and more instances of untimely,
extreme rainfall events. Persistent aerosol emissions might lead to more instances of moderate rainfall but could
mean anomalous weather and health
hazards over large parts of north India.
The aerosol-greenhouse gas relationship in exacerbating climate change is
an old area of research but teasing out
the relative contribution of each is challenging and influences the costs countries must incur to address them.
India has generally maintained that
man-made carbon dioxide pollution is
largely due to the years of pollution by
the developed West. However, such an
argument might weaken if aerosols
were brought into the picture because
this is a largely South Asian concern.
Were carbon dioxide and aerosol interactions proven to be strongly linked, India could be under pressure to adopt
more
stringent
climate-proofing
policies.
JACOB KOSHY
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The thin red line: Fireworks exploded
over Victoria Harbour to mark 20 years of
Chinese rule, but President Xi Jinping,
who travelled to Hong Kong for the
occasion, had some harsh words. He
warned that Beijing would not tolerate
any challenge to its authority. “Any
attempt to endanger China’s sovereignty
and security, challenge the power of the
central government ... or use Hong Kong
to carry out iniltration and sabotage
activities against the mainland is an act
that crosses the red line and is absolutely
impermissible,” Mr. Xi said. Soon after he
left the island, protesters took out
annual pro-democracy marches, some
carrying a large image of jailed Chinese
Nobel Peace laureate Liu Xiaobo. Hong
Kong was handed over by the British to
China two decades ago in a tearful
farewell. The Chinese President and
Hong Kong Chief Executive Carrie Lam
watched a presentation during their visit
to a section of the Hong Kong-ZhuhaiMacau Bridge, which is under
construction. This was Mr. Xi’s irst visit
to Hong Kong after he became President
in 2013. AP & AFP
*
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In Mysuru, a
yoga hub in
the making

On June 21, Mysuru’s yoga practitioners
made headlines after 54,101 of them
performed asanas on the turf of the expansive Mysuru Race Course on the
foothills of Chamundi to commemorate
the third International Day of Yoga. It
missed making it to the Guinness Book
of World Records but the event highlighted the fact that Mysuru is becoming
a yoga hub.
Why is it a tourist spot?
Mysuru attracts a lot of tourists. Once
the capital of the kingdom of Mysore, at
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its heart lies the Mysore Palace, seat of
the erstwhile rulers, the Wadiyars.
Mysuru is also the gateway to several national parks. Other than tourism, another reason for foreigners to visit
Mysuru is yoga. Like Rishikesh in Uttarakhand and Pune in Maharashtra,
which are important yoga destinations,
Mysuru attracts many foreign nationals
who want to learn the ancient art. Not
just international visitors, enthusiasts
from metros and IT sectors from key Indian cities also visit Mysuru to learn the
ancient practice from yoga gurus.
Some yoga studios like Ashtanga
Yoga Research Institute, Nirvana Yoga
Shala (Mystic Yoga) and Vedavyasa Yoga
Foundation are well-known internationally. The yoga education centres draw
practitioners from the U.S., Europe,
South America and other nations
between October and March, considered the peak season for yoga.
Legendary gurus the late K. Pattabhi
Jois and the late B.K.S. Iyengar popularised yoga globally. While Jois founded
the Ashtanga Yoga Research Institute in

ber of students from the United States
and Europe to learn yoga. Pop star
Madonna, rock icon Sting and Hollywood actor Gwyneth Paltrow were
among the disciples of Jois. Importantly,
the reason why yoga got a firm grip on
Mysuru is the fact that the Wadiyars patronised it.
Is the infrastructure in place?
The upmarket Gokulam and Lakshmipuram are the city’s leading yoga education destinations. On an average, about
2,000 foreigners visit the city every
month in peak season to learn yoga.
There are 150-plus yoga schools in the
city, including 20 reputed studios.
Foreigners clutching yoga mats are a
common sight in these localities. They
take up short-term and long-term
courses such as Hatha Yoga, Ashtanga
Yoga and Pranayama, based on the duration of their stay.
Mysuru and popularised Ashtanga
Yoga, Iyengar, who learnt yoga in
Mysuru, practised and taught in Pune.
These stalwarts motivated a large num-

How has yoga helped tourism?
Many practitioners claim that yoga has
played a role in bringing more tourists

to Mysuru, a most-sought after destination in the southern circuit, and benefited the local economy, especially
the hospitality industry. Many PG accommodations have come up to house
these visitors, giving employment to the
locals.
Stakeholders in the tourism sector
say that foreigners coming to learn yoga
often write about the magnificent
palaces, heritage buildings, the temples
around it and so on, in their respective
countries, helping to increase the tourist arrivals, especially during the worldfamous Dasara festivities. Yoga guru
Shashi Kumar of the Nirvana Yoga Shala
says e-visa has helped to promote yoga
with many foreigners applying for visa
naming it as the reason for their trip to
India. The perception of yoga has
changed and people have started making it a part of their life. Mr. Kumar says
the change can be attributed to the international status yoga got three years
ago.
SHANKAR BENNUR
A ND-ND
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The monster in our drawing rooms
And it has its own priesthood: people, often very rich, very privileged, convinced that for whatever reason many millions need to die
cious whisper. I pretend the whisper
comes from elsewhere. It is easy to do
so: there are similar whispers coming
from elsewhere too, other drawing
rooms, even the TV sets, for of course a
similar monster is breathing down
everyone’s neck.
Often, the monster says this: Capital
is the only index of value. Sometimes it
also says this: You are only responsible
for yourself. Or this: If they cannot manage, it is their headache. Or this: God
would not have made them sheep if he
did not want them butchered. Or this:
Evolution means the survival of the fittest. Or this: Greed is good. Or this: Violence is natural. Oh, the monster says a
lot of things. But there is one word it
does not utter. That word is its own
name. That word is: Genocide.
It does not utter its own name, because it does not want us to see it. Yet.
Yes, the monster is called Genocide,
and it sits in our drawing rooms, justifying the eradication of those different
from us in the name of wealth, science,
god, nature, necessity, whatever. The
monster whispers to us that this is inevitable. Some people just cannot man-

Tabish Khair
is an Indian novelist and academic
who teaches in Denmark

How did it enter?
Or did it enter our drawing rooms, wafted like a germ from the neighbourhood, where people spoke of teaching
some other people a ‘lasting lesson’? It
might even have entered on the glare of
the TV set, for instance, when talk panels justified the sufferings of the poor
and the vulnerable by quoting economic factors. I don’t know. But believe
me, even if we do not see it, the monster is there in our drawing rooms.
Yours and mine.
Recently, an American friend exclaimed to me: “I do not understand
how these Republicans can deny medical care to Americans! Can’t they see
that thousands of poor Americans will
die needlessly and, at times, horribly?”

Ten million famine deaths are expected
to take place in parts of Africa over the
next few years. Around 300,000 indebted farmers have committed suicide
in the hinterlands of India since 1995. At
least 150,000 people have been killed
by war in Afghanistan and Pakistan
since 2001, and about half a million in
Syria since 2011.
Do you want to be quoted the figures
from Iraq, Libya, Sudan? The Christians
killed in Egypt; the Muslims killed in
Burma; the innocents mowed down by
gun-rights fanatics in the U.S.; the
refugees allowed to drown off the coasts
of European nations?
There is a monster sitting in our
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drawing rooms, and it has been swelling
like a bedbug on all this bloodshed.
Was it always there, a homunculus
hidden in the folds of our sofa, sucking
tiny drops of blood every time we refused to protest the brutalisation of
some person or group different from us
in terms of caste, colour, religion, region, gender or sexuality?

I felt like asking her, haven’t you seen
the monster in your drawing room? But
I didn’t because I have myself been
avoiding the monster in my drawing
room.
I can sense the monster getting bigger, but I refuse to look at it. I can feel its
foul breath on my neck; I can hear its vi-

age, it murmurs. The world is over-populated, it smirks. Who cares for losers, it
scoffs.
The monster has its own priesthood.
There are people – often very rich, very
privileged – who are convinced that (for
whatever reason) many millions need to
die. Some because of a different faith,
some because of a different lifestyle,
some because they are farmers, some
because they are unemployed, some because they are poor Africans, some because they are poor Americans. The
reasons do not really matter. This elite
priesthood would find other reasons, if
necessary, to justify the murder of
millions.
I suppose when 1% of the world
comes to own more than half of its
wealth, it is inevitable that the lives of
the other 99% will be progressively devalued. Some cut medical benefits in
the U.S.; some talk of colonising Mars.
It’s the same devaluation of life on
Earth.
People say we are living through an
‘Age of Conflicts’, an ‘Age of Anger’, an
‘Age of Fundamentalisms’. I am convinced that we are living through the

‘Age of the Monster’. And that monster
is a hidden genocide, a slow genocide
that is meant to cull the Earth of its ‘undesirables.’ In some circles, I suspect,
this is said; in other circles, it is implicit.
But the genocides are on, and they are
multiplying, even as we sip tea in our
drawing rooms.

Other mass murders
And behind these silent genocides are
other, larger and more silent, mass
murders: those of entire species of
plants, birds, fish, animals, insects. The
‘necessary’ killing of those we can use
in the short term, and those we find
useless in the shorter term. The ‘market-justified’ reduction of the immense
complexity of life on Earth — to the simplification of capital, usage, convenience. The monster in our drawing
rooms is swelling. It looms over us now,
but we still refuse to see it. Will we ever
see it? Or will we see it at the last moment, and realise that we are powerless
to do anything to stop it now?
As it always happens in horror
movies, the last moment is too late for
words: one can only shriek then.

The Aligarh connection

Being born a human, on a ball of dirt with no future, is a sign of cosmic dumbness

Both Shias and Sunnis ofer congregational prayers in AMU’s Jama Masjid

G. Sampath

Rana Safvi

is Social Afairs Editor, The Hindu

is a historian, author and blogger
documenting India’s syncretic culture

Liberation from a ‘prison house’
Just imagine: once upon a time, you
were a carefree soul wandering the
ether, having only recently been liberated from the prison house of the
body. You could go wherever you
liked, visit whichever country or
planet or solar system that caught your
fancy.
You could be in Iceland one moment, enjoying the view from Mt. Eyjafjallajokull, and in Asgard the next,
dancing with the gods in a rave party
on Rainbow Bridge. You could make
surprise appearances at random
séances and scare the shit out of stupid
teenagers mucking about with Ouija
boards. You didn’t have to worry about
filing IT returns or booking an Ola cab
— ever. You were a happily disembodied soul for whom the entire universe
was an open book, just like private
data in post-Aadhaar India.
And yet, this was the life I chose to
give up — for what? For the opportunity to pay 18% GST on dental wax? To
be bullied by heartless apps and mindless algorithms? To awake one morning from uneasy dreams and find my-

For every Aligarh Muslim University
(AMU) alumnus, October 17 is special
as it marks the birth anniversary of its
founder, Sir Syed Ahmad Khan.
When I was studying at the AMU,
the only time I saw its Jama Masjid was
during a celebratory dinner somewhere near the Sir Syed Hall. But as it
was dark and there was a huge crowd
there, it didn’t register. It was only
while reading Sir Syed’s book Aasar-usSanadeed (Remnant Signs of Ancient
Monuments) that I realised its
significance.
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I am at that stage in life where ‘one
plus’ is not good news unless it’s a
phone I’ve been gifted. In the context
of my age, it’s the opposite of good
news. The last thing I want is to attract
undue publicity to my existential depreciation by a factor of 365 days.
But the day came by last week, and
as happens every year, the barrage of
birthday greetings plunged me into
mild depression.
I find it impossible to make people
understand that I don’t want to be reminded of the day I took the most foolish decision of my life — a blunder that
must pale in comparison to the one
the Americans made recently when
they picked a President. Invariably, I
spend the day brooding over what
might have been if only I had chosen
wisely.

self transformed into a gigantic
alphanumeric that’s no longer valid?
Just consider: as per the latest estimates by NASA, there are at least 200300 billion galaxies in the universe.
Together,
they
offer
you
1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000
planets to choose from. And I chose to
be born on that one ball of dirt that has
no future. What kind of cosmic dumbness is that? If you thought that was
bad enough, hold on. There are 8.7
million species on Earth, still. As a soul
on a long sabbatical from mortality,
even if I had begun to miss the comforting warmth of biological tissue, I
could have easily opted to be born as,
say, a koala. I could have spent my life
blissfully munching away on raw cauliflower or whatever it is that koalas eat.
Or I could have been born a sponge
— where you wake up every day with
the happy certainty that you need to
do absolutely nothing to stay alive. No
predators to flee from, no obsessing
about finding a mate, and no deadlines. To top it all, you are beautiful,
non-vegetarian, and get to live by the
sea. Perhaps my soul craved excitement a little too much to settle for the
life of a sponge.
And yet, even if I wanted a parasitical life of violence, death, and killing
with zero risk of repercussions for my
actions, I could have chosen to be born
a virus. I’d be immune to the death
penalty no matter what I do. I can
right now think of at least five people I
would love to infect, one of them a

large politician with a larger following
on Twitter.

Penchant for self-destruction
Instead, I picked a dying species with a
penchant for genocidal self-destruction. I picked Homo sapiens. Only to
witness every day its steady extermination from the face of the earth. Today
Homo sapiens have everywhere been
displaced by different breeds of Bt humans: Homo economicus, Homo technologicus, Homo avarus, Homo
mendax, and Homo ignorans, with the
two most populous varieties being
Homo patiens and Homo demens.
It was while processing these depressing thoughts that I got a message
asking me to come to Jantar Mantar for
the ‘Not in My Name’ protest. Thinking
it might do me good to get some fresh
air, I decided to go.
Imagine my horror when I reached
the protest site and found it teeming —
literally teeming —with rootless cosmopolitans. Every single one of them was
busy practising emotional treachery.
Though the protest was presumably
against murder in the name of the cow,
not one of the protesters chanting ‘not
in my name’ was actually a cow.
Neither was I. Then what was I? And
why was I here?
That’s when it hit me. No more mistakes. In case I don’t crack moksha in
this birth and must apply again by reentering the cycle of rebirths, I knew
exactly which species to pick: Homo
taurus indicus.

Destruction in 1857
The year 1857 was a watershed for India, especially for its capital Delhi.
After a four-month-long siege of Delhi,
the Indian ‘rebels’ — as the British
termed them — were defeated and the
British East India Company with its
army seized control of the Lal Qila
(Red Fort) and the city of Shahjahanabad (Old Delhi) and imprisoned
the ageing Mughal Emperor, Bahadur
Shah Zafar. He was exiled to Rangoon
after a travesty of a trial where he was
accused of sedition against his own
empire.
Having gained control of the city,
the British systematically went about
destroying all the places they thought
had housed the ‘rebels’ or had played
an important part during that time.
One of these was the beautiful Akbarabadi Mosque built by Aizaz-unNisa Begum, wife of Shah Jahan, in
1650 A.D. She had been given the title
of ‘Akbarabadi Mahal’ after the place
of her birth and thus the masjid also
became famous by that name.
It was lovingly described by Sir Syed
in the first edition of Aasar-usSanadeed as being a “beautiful and
heart-pleasing masjid”, one that “refreshes the eyes and rejuvenates the
spirit”.
He went on to write, “In front of it,
even the Masjid of the Green Dome (in
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Medina) looks small.”
The mosque followed the prevailing
style of the era and was built with
three domes, seven arches in the
façade and two lofty minarets. Sir Syed
wrote, “In front of that there is a
square 12 x 12 yards hauz, which can
make the springs of the sun and moon
blush.” It stood in an area which was
earlier known as Faiz Bazaar.
After its destruction in 1857, when
Sir Syed visited the place, he was in
tears to see the rubble. He allegedly
said, “Sahib, angrezo ney Akbarabadi
Masjid ko shaheed kardiya hey (Sir, the
Englishmen have martyred the Akbarabadi Masjid).” The foundation and
platform of the mosque were completely demolished when Edward Park
was built in 1911. It is now known as
Subhash Park.
In the aftermath of the Uprising of
1857 and the systematic persecution of
the Muslim community, especially the
elite who the British felt were mainly
responsible for the ‘revolt’, Sir Syed set
about thinking of ways to rehabilitate
the community. One of them was to integrate them into Indian society via
Western education and thus was born
the idea of the Muhammadan AngloOriental College, which went on to become the Aligarh Muslim University.
Though the foundation of a Jama
Masjid (congregational mosque) for
the college’s students was laid in 1877,
its construction got delayed due to
various reasons, getting completed
much after Sir Syed’s death. It was declared open in February 1915.
Ali Nadeem Rezavi, a professor at
the AMU’s history department, tells

me that the inscriptions on the Akbarabadi Mosque, which included the
Surah Fajr, were unique as they were
done by Abdul Haq Amanat Khan, the
same genius behind inscriptions on Taj
Mahal and Sikandra.
To cite the AMU’s gazette, these inscriptions were presented to Sir Syed
for use in the Jama Masjid by Shahzada
Sulaiman Jah Bahadur. The latter had
bought them from a scrap dealer in Aligarh, who had the rubble of 1857
monuments brought for sale.
As Mr. Rezavi says: “These Shahjahani calligraphic panels in black stone
on white marble connect the AMU
Jama Masjid with the Taj Mahal and Akbar’s tomb in Sikandra. At all three
places one can see the workmanship
of the same master-calligrapher.”
He says many features distinguish
the AMU’s Jama Masjid. It was the last
mosque in India to be built with an arcuate-style true dome. (An arcuate
dome is built on the system of true
arch, with the help of voussoirs and
keystones.)
Emperor Jahangir claims in his
memoirs that in the reign of both him
and Akbar, his father, Shias and Sunnis
offered congregational prayers in the
same mosque. The AMU’s Jama Masjid
is the only place where it still happens,
says Mr. Rezavi.
To the west of this grand mosque
are the cricket grounds where, as a student, I remember cheering for my favourite team.
Sir Syed himself lies buried in a
simple yet very elegant grave and it is
to him that many owe their education
and career.

The moral coarseness of our public culture
also condemn all brutal rapes in the
past. The moral coarseness of this response simply jumps to the eye.

Rajeev Bhargava
is a political theorist with the Centre for
the Study of Developing Societies, New Delhi

If some wrong is done to people close to
us, to our family or friends, we respond
with utter horror, as we must. Why then
do we react feebly or, worse, not at all
when people beyond our little community are treated cruelly? More specifically, why has there not been greater
collective outrage at mob lynching of a
poor Muslim or the horrendous brutality regularly faced by Dalits?
Why is it that instead of a chorus of
straightforward condemnation, we confront moral indifference or troublesome
public statements such as that we must
first or also condemn other instances of
brutality in the past? Imagine
Nirbhaya’s mother being told in the aftermath of the dastardly incident that
any denunciation of what happened is
conditional: we must in the same breath
CM
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Our public culture
Has the savagery around us numbed our
sensibilities to the suffering of others?
Has the ‘dirty’ politics around these incidents put off ‘decent’ men and women, compelling them to withdraw into
their shell, fall silent? I don’t know. I admit to having no direct explanation of
this phenomenon. But I draw attention
to two aspects of our public culture that
contribute to our shared moral coarseness.
First, many of us, the metropolitan
middle and upper classes, have begun
to believe that moral values are individual preferences, a matter of subjective taste, something each individual can
choose, so that what is valuable for one
person need not be valuable or good for
another. Moral values, it is claimed,
vary from individual to individual.
There is no objective morality — call it
moral subjectivism. Two lessons are
usually drawn from this: that (a) we can
never arrive at a common understanding or agreement on moral values, and
since there is no shared morality, (b) no
one should pass moral judgment on others. One step further and we arrive at

the calamitous consequence of presuming an absence of common moral judgment even on issues where agreement
can easily exist, such as that it is wrong
to be cruel to other human beings. This
too is mere subjective opinion!
The second, equally serious, is the
other side of the moral subjectivist coin.
This is the widespread belief that while
no common judgment is possible in
value-laden human affairs, in the nonhuman domain, in the world of nature
and things, where no moral values
reside, a unique common judgment,
one right answer is always available. Get
rid of subjectively moral values from the
world, free it of moral or human understanding, and shared judgment and objective knowledge will follow — objectivism. Furthermore, wherever humans
can be viewed as objects or things, as in
purely scientific treatment of human affairs, mainstream Western medical regimes or in the economic domain, a
unique value-neutral answer exists,
valid not just for one but for all.
Where both subjectivism and objectivism converge is that they make common human understanding either impossible or redundant. In the moral
domain, subjectivism tells us, there is
no common human understanding.
And the objectivism of the scientific
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Our complex moral sensibilities are cultivated less within the family, more through systematic teaching in the humanities

world view tells us that a common understanding is possible only in a world
free of moral values.
But an urgently needed moral response to all kinds of social situations,
including lynching or bombing of innocents, depends precisely on human-tohuman or common understanding, the
ability of one human to actually or imaginatively share a situation with others
and to understand his pain, suffering or
predicament. Moral judgment and
moral outrage depend on empathetic
understanding and compassion.
But we are not born with these capacities; they are learnt. Understanding
the perspectives of others by their own

lights and imagining their sufferings and
predicaments is an acquired skill; we
are taught to rise above one’s own provincialities, to respect difference and
plurality, to value the social uses of
reason that help explore new forms and
levels of agreements or experiment with
reasonable disagreements; to critically
examine received knowledge, to make
sound judgment in the face of complex
dilemmas, to achieve greater self-understanding.
All these capacities depend upon
thought and imagination that are cultivated. And for all this we need not physics, chemistry and mathematics, but
philosophy, literature and narratives
embedded in different religious traditions. We need to read and think with
the Panchatantra, the Jatakas, the Mahabharata, with Plato, Buddha and Confucius, with Al-Ghazali and Rumi, with
Annamacharya and thinkers in the
Varkari tradition. In short, we need education in the humanities.

Not just employability
Our complex moral sensibilities are cultivated less within the family and more
through systematic teaching in the humanities. An education system that neglects the humanities is slowly moving towards a moral disaster. But it is just this,

a technocratic, humanities-free education system that devalues common human understanding, that many of us
from the middle and upper classes wish
to have for our children. By viewing
education solely in terms of its employability quotient, how it helps us secure
jobs — instruments of greater material
prosperity for individuals, and tools for
multiplying objectively measurable national assets (GDP, bigger profits and
greater power) — we unwittingly invite
moral coarseness upon ourselves.
When it comes to our family and
close friends, our raw moral intuitions
suffice. These intuitions are so strong
that they overwhelm the moral vacuum
encouraged by our humanities-devaluing education system. But when it
comes to all other humans, our raw intuitions are too feeble. We desperately
need a humanities-sensitive education
to cultivate a sophisticated moral sensibility, for moral enlargement beyond
kith and kin.
Alas, what we are receiving instead is
further moral restriction. A culture that
once treated all its elders with generosity and respect shows increasing sign of
moral callousness towards even old parents. I fear this development may not be
unrelated to the brutishness with which
we treat those outside our fold.
A ND-ND
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IISc works to make a common
antibiotic more efective against TB
R. Prasad

Zika and microcephaly
There is better understanding
of how Zika virus infection in
pregnant mothers can cause
microcephaly in the child. A
neural precursor protein MSI1
binds to the Zika virus RNA
enhancing virus multiplication
in the cells. This interaction
leads to risk of giving birth to
a child with microcephaly.

Spreading cancer
It was thought cancer spreads
from the tumour to the lymph
nodes supplying that area and
thereby to distant organs. This
sequential progression model
is now found to hold true for
only one-third of people. In
the rest, spreading to distant
organs and lymph nodes rose
from independent sub clones
in the tumour.

Galapagos is hot!
The earth’s mantle, the layer
between the crust and the
outer core, is not uniformly
hot everywhere. Studies have
found that below the
Galapagos region, the mantle
is about 400 degrees hotter
than the average! This was
found by examining the
chemistry of the Tortugal lava
suite from the Galapagos area.

Bacteria
develop
resistance
against a drug only when they are
exposed to it or when the drug is
misused. But now, a team of researchers from India has found
whether and how drug resistance
can develop against a candidate
drug called Augmentin even before the drug is approved for
treating patients with drug-resistant TB. Augmentin is currently
undergoing clinical trials in patients with drug-resistant TB; it is
already being used for common
bacterial infections.
Besides deciphering the mechanism by which TB bacteria can
develop resistance against Augmentin, the researchers have
found ways of overcoming this potential resistance mechanism,
thereby making Augmentin a potentially powerful drug to treat
both multidrug-resistant TB (MDRTB) and extensively drug-resistant
TB (XDR-TB).
The beta-lactam class of antibiotics such as penicillin, ampicillin
and amoxicillin is one of the most
widely used class of antibacterial
drugs. Despite its ability to kill
several types of bacteria, the betalactam antibiotics have never
been used against TB bacteria.
This is because TB bacteria are
naturally resistant to this class. TB
bacteria inherently produce an
enzyme called beta-lactamase
which breaks down beta-lactam
class of antibiotics (through hydrolysis) and makes the drug ineffective against TB disease.

Making of Augmentin
One of the strategies of getting
around using the beta-lactam
class of antibiotics is developing
an inhibitor against betalactamase enzyme. Clavulanic

On a mission: Prashant Shukla (Left), Amit Singh and Saurabh Mishra used
integrated experimental technology and computer tools to understand
the mechanism by which resistance sets in. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
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acid is one such inhibitor, which
blocks the beta-lactamase enzyme. Augmentin, which is a combination of a beta-lactam antibiotic
(amoxicillin)
and
beta-lactamase inhibitor (clavulanic acid), can thus be an effective drug against TB bacteria.
“Till now no one knew the exact mechanism of how the combination of beta-lactam and betalactamase inhibitor was killing TB
bacteria and how resistance
against the combination can
emerge in future,” says Dr. Amit
Singh from the Centre for Infectious Disease Research at the Indian Institute of Science (IISc),
Bengaluru, and the corresponding author of the paper published
in the journal eLife. “Our study
was able to provide insights into
how resistance against Augmentin
can emerge.”
The team used integrated experimental technology and computer tools to understand the

mechanism by which resistance
against Augmentin can set in.

Deciphering the mechanism
The first thing that the researchers asked was how the TB
bacterium senses the presence of
the drug combination in and
around it. “We found the bacterium when exposed to this drug
combination changes its metabolism and respiration, which led to
the production of sub-lethal
amount of reactive oxygen species
(ROS). The ROS acts as a danger
signal for the bacteria to mount a
defence mechanism against Augmentin,” Dr. Singh explains.
The defence mechanism is
through a protein called WhiB4,
which is normally present in bacteria and is responsible for regulating the production of betalactamase enzyme. When the
WhiB4 protein senses the ROS signal, it produces large amounts of
beta-lactamase enzyme in the TB

bacteria. “This could be one
method by which the bacteria can
become resistant to Augmentin,”
Dr. Singh says.
Besides
producing
betalactamase enzyme, the WhiB4
protein also controls the production of an antioxidant molecule
called mycothiol. The main role of
mycothiol is to reduce the excessive increase in ROS so that ROS
level is kept in balance; excessive
ROS can kill bacteria by damaging
proteins, DNA, and cell wall lipids.
“The WhiB4 protein can detect
the ROS signal produced by antibiotics and direct the production
of both beta-lactamase and mycothiol, which work together and
contribute to bacterium’s ability
to resist augmentin,” says Saurabh
Mishra from the Centre for Infectious Disease Research at IISc and
the first author of the paper.

Making Augmentin powerful
The researchers demonstrated
that it is possible to kill MDR-TB
and XDR-TB by simply changing
the levels of the regulator, WhiB4,
and/or increasing the ROS levels
inside the bacteria. “When we
knocked out mycothiol production, the level of ROS increased inside the bacteria and ultimately
resulted in efficient killing of drugresistant TB bacteria,” he says.
There are certain antibiotics
(such as clofazimine) that work by
increasing the ROS levels inside
bacteria. The researchers are currently testing if using such antibiotics along with Augmentin can
efficiently kill drug-resistant TB
bacteria. Augmentin and clofazimine antibiotics can together elevate the production of ROS. The
excessive ROS inside the bacteria
can then kill all forms of drug-resistant TB bacteria.

Tea plantations decrease bat diversity
Forests now fragmented by tea or cofee plantations were their home
Aathira Perinchery

Gossiping bees
It is not that bees find nectar
by searching flowers only.
They also pick up a lot from
social cues. This came to light
by studying 42 species of bees
that were collecting honeydew
from shrubs, produced by
scale insects. Since honeydew
is usually unadvertised, the
guess is that they use social
cues to locate it.

Feminist butterflies
Male cabbage butterflies
produce complex ejaculates
contained in spermatophores
along with sperm. This helps
their sperm defeat those from
other males in the race to
fertilise the eggs. This sets off
an arms race between males
and females. The female
develops a range of proteases
that can restore her own
control over her receptivity.

A recent study shows that tea plantations in the Western Ghats harbour less-diverse bat communities
— that perform fewer ecological
functions — than those found in coffee estates and forests. Protecting
existing forest fragments and river
stretches in such intensively-cultivated landscapes could be crucial for
bats, which are important insect
controllers,
pollinators
and
seed-dispersers.
Different bat species can perform these varied ecological functions due to the physical features
they have evolved, which help
them specialise in hunting different
prey across habitats. Bats with
short, broad wings, for instance,
are better suited to plucking off
large insects on the wing, in
densely-vegetated patches like the
forests of the Ghats.
But forests in this mountain
range have changed drastically. In
Tamil Nadu’s Valparai, for instance,
tea and coffee plantations have
fragmented natural forests. To examine how bats respond to such extreme changes in land use, scient-

Homeless: Bent winged bat
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ists from the Nature Conservation
Foundation, National Centre for
Biological Sciences and the University of Leeds (UK) quantified bat
communities in Valparai, based on
their ecological functions. Across
different habitats, they examined
bat diet, echolocation, body size
and wing morphology (which determines their mode of hunting and
what habitats they are adapted to).
The scientists found that tea
plantations fared badly: only few insectivorous bats that could adapt to
highly modified habitats thrived
here. However, rivers running
through plantations helped offset

Our sense of smell is key
to our enjoyment of food,
therefore, it may be no
surprise that in
experiments at the
University of California,
Berkeley, obese mice who
lost their sense of smell
were found to also lose
weight.
Researchers developed
ways to temporarily
eliminate the sense of
smell in adult mice and
discovered that those
mice that lost their sense
of smell could eat a
high-fat diet and stay with
a normal weight, while
littermates that retained
the sense of smell
ballooned to twice the
normal weight.
Supersmellers gained
more weight than did
normal mice on the same
high-fat diet. Smelldeficient mice burned
excess fat instead of
storing it, thereby
suggesting a link between
smell and metabolism.
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Twenty-ive giant radio
galaxies found
Shubashree Desikan

A team of six scientists has discovered the presence of a large
number of what are known as giant radio galaxies (GRGs) across
the universe. Such galaxies are, as
the name suggests, huge, and the
smallest one in this batch that has
been discovered could big enough
to hold 33 copies of the Milky Way
placed next to each other. The
galaxies have a supermassive
black hole, which could be even
billions of times as massive as the
Sun, at their centre. Jets of
charged particles are ejected from
this black hole at very high
speeds, close to that of light. In
fact, the jets reach out to a distance even larger than the giant
galaxies which host them, making
the galaxy prominent when imaged with a radio telescope.
Nearly 200 new GRG candidates spread across the sky were
found by the six researchers, most
of whom were in institutes in
Pune. “Twenty-five select galaxies
are published in this work. [The]
Rest will be published soon. Some
are followed up for further studies
with our own Indian radio telescope — the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT) located
near Pune, India,” says Pratik
Dabhade, who is a PhD student of
Joydeep Bagchi of IUCAA in Pune,

and is an author of the paper, published in The Monthly Notices of the
Royal Astronomical Society.
In order to discover the 200
GRGs, Pratik and colleagues had
to search carefully through 300
big radio images from the NRAO
VLA Sky Survey, taken nearly two
decades ago, From this they identified candidate GRGs and then
further searched the (optical) host
galaxies by poring over the literature.
What started off as a Master’s
thesis problem for Pratik grew
into a project with six people getting involved.
This is, however, not the first
detection of a GRG by Indian astronomers. “There was the previous detection of a single GRG from
India in 2015-16 using GMRT. It
was special because it was found
at a very long distance from us,”
says Pratik in an email to The
Hindu.
He also describes the significance of the discovery thus: “Since
GRGs extend to Mpc [megaparsec]
scales (which is almost the size of
a galaxy cluster), they can be used
as a probe of the medium between
galaxies and clusters of galaxies.
Finding them at a larger distance
from us means finding them in the
older universe. GRGs are very useful in understanding the growth
and evolution of radio galaxies.”

Studying the health of Arabian Sea
The impacts of annual ban on trawl ishery will be assessed
K.S. Sudhi

The marine ecosystems of eastern Arabian Sea would soon
become the stage for a series of
biogeochemical and biological
studies, which are expected to
throw light into the ocean dynamics and economy.
The Centre for Marine Living Resources and Ecology
(CMLRE), Kochi, and the Integrated Coastal and Marine Area
Management – Project Directorate, Chennai, both functioning under the Ministry of Earth
Sciences, have drawn up a
three-year-programme to study
the coastal seas of western India. The researchers have
primarily identified health of
sea, carbon credit, biological
productivity, trawl ban effects
and oceanography as the
thrust areas for the research.
Under the category health of
sea, the researchers would assess ecosystem status of western coastal India for biological
resources which are influenced
either by natural processes or
man-made effects.
The green house gas emissions from the ecosystems
would be assessed for redefin-

Coastal zone: The study would
redeine marine carbon credit
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ing marine carbon credit, as
part of India’s commitment to
the 2016 Paris Climate Change
Summit, said M. Sudhakar, Director, CMLRE.
The impacts of annual ban
on trawl fishery and its impact
on fishery resources will be
looked into. The influence of
coastal upwelling and associated biogeochemistry and biological
oceanography
on
coastal fishery including their
mortality, will be studied as
part of the project, said G.V.M.

Gupta, the Principal Investigator of the project.
Preliminary studies carried
out at the south-western coast
of India, according to a project
note prepared by CMLRE, have
indicated that monsoon trawl
ban had a positive impact on
benthic production. Similar
studies are essential for entire
west coast to assess the overall
impact of monsoon trawl ban
on fishery resources, it said.
The “evolution to decay of
upwelling, its dynamics and associated bio-geo-chemistry all
along the eastern Arabian Sea,”
the inter-relationship between
winter convective mixing (oxygen minimum zone) and
coastal upwelling, “factors behind the formation/intensification of seasonal hypoxia
(deoxygenation) and greenhouse gases production along
the eastern Arabian Sea shelf ”
will be monitored under the
project.
The National Institute of
Oceanography, Kochi, and
Physical Research Laboratory,
Ahmedabad, and a host of fisheries and scientific research institutions are expected to join
the project.

Cocoa: A tonic for cognition and memory retention
This third-in-line beverage tops the other two, cofee and tea, in health beneits, yet it has not become as popular

ODD & END
Supersmellers get fat

RAHUL KHANOLKHAR

this slightly. Coffee plantations did
better because of native tree presence which is required for coffee
growth; but protected areas and
forest fragments were the most
‘functionally’ rich, home to bats
with diverse morphologies corresponding to their several functional
roles in the ecosystem.
The team’s results show that bats
with shorter and broader wings,
like the lesser woolly horseshoe
bat, are most vulnerable and require urgent conservation action in
Valparai. “These bats are insect eaters; they keep ecosystems healthy
and functioning by keeping the insects they eat in check,” says lead
author Claire Wordley.
Bats and other fauna could benefit if tea plantation owners leave a
buffer of native trees on both sides
of every river, write the authors.
Protecting existing forest fragments
and extending them wherever possible could also help.
“While tea plantations will never
be as rich for wildlife as coffee
plantations, it can be more biodiversity-friendly if small changes in
land use practices are implemented,” says Divya Mudappa of NCF.

Superstars: Nearly 200 candidates were found.

SPEAKING OF SCIENCE
D. Balasubramanian

Coffee and tea came to be popular in India essentially due to colonial history.
They are both imports into our country,
and we now grow them in large plantations. Today, Darjeeling Tea and Coorg
Coffee are world famous and coveted. Yet,
an equally popular drink, cocoa, has not
become that popular. All we do is, pretty
much to eat it in the solid, processed form
as chocolate bars, but not as a “Cuppa.”
Colonial history has a role in the popularisation of cocoa too, but elsewhere.
Cocoa was first discovered and coveted by
the Mayan civilisation of Central America.
The Mayans gave the plant (and its seeds)
the name cocoa (or cacao), meaning ‘The
Food of the Gods’. Cocoa seeds were used
in family and community functions, and
even used as currency. The Aztec Indians
there made a drink with cocoa powder,
chilli, musk and honey, calling it Chocolatl
or “beaten drink”; hence the name
chocolate.
When the Spanish colonised much of
the Americas, they popularised and
monopolised cocoa, making its production a well guarded secret as they brought

it to Europe. Cocoa became the drink of
the super rich. A lot of romance and class
was associated with it. Love songs, courting the beloved, were written and sung
(and are still done) in Europe and America. (For example, you can enjoy watching
Doris Day singing “A Chocolate Sundae on
a Saturday Night” on Youtube). But as the
Industrial Revolution made machines
popular, the grinding of cocoa seeds in
large amounts and making them available
to “all and sundry” made cocoa or hot
chocolate lose their fancy.

Only 3 million tons
Today, while 10 million tons of coffee and
5 million tons of tea are produced yearly
across the world, cocoa has a production
of about 3 million tons. Yet, this third-inline beverage tops the other two in health
benefits. Indeed, much to the consternation of many in South India, we need to
point out that coffee is a “drug,” albeit a
mild one, because of the caffeine it contains. Because of this, many people have
taken to drinking “decaf” coffee (which is
neither here nor there!). Tea, on the other
hand, is now recognised to be a health
drink, with its content of molecules of the
so called flavonoid family acting as antioxidants and cell-protecting molecules
(True, it too has caffeine and theobromine, but much less than coffee). But
it is cocoa that tops the list as the healthiest drink. Yet it has not become as popular as tea and coffee — a quirk of history
based on who our colonials were!
Over the years, it has become increas-

Health drink: Should one quit cofee and tea and go for this dark brown powder?
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ing clear that cocoa and chocolates not
just good to taste, but are good for cognition as well. Of particular interest is a paper published by Valentina Socci and colleagues, titled “ Enhancing human
cognition with cocoa flavonoids,” which
has appeared in the journal Frontiers in
Nutrition, 16 May 2017 ( free access). The
authors point out that the family of flavonoids (catechins, quercetin, anthocyanidins) present in cocoa not only act as antioxidants and cell protectants just as tea
does, but they protect human cognition,
counteract cognitive decline and memory
loss as well. In other words, they act directly on the nervous system of the body
and the brain. The Socci paper above
quotes several earlier works, both relating

to the basic biology of the flavonoids in
improving health and cognition, but also
about a dozen trials involving human volunteers, many of whom show improved
working memory, in addition to improvement in blood pressure and insulin resistance.

Cocoa and cognition
An Italian group led by Dr. G. Desideri has
conducted randomised controlled human
trials, and found benefits in cognitive
function, blood pressure and the metabolic profiles of elderly subjects with mild
memory impairment. They call these
studies the Cocoa, Cognition and Aging
(CoCoA) study.
What are the molecular underpinnings

involved in the mechanisms contributing
to learning and memory? An earlier paper
by Dr. J.P.E. Spencer, in the journal Proc.
Nutr. Soc., 2008, on the control of longterm potentiation and memory lists a
series of proteins and enzymes, and how
these plant flavonoids reach the brain,
crossing the blood-brain barrier, and effect
their action. While the exact modes of action are yet to be clarified, it appears that
they may protect neurons against damage,
reduce inflammation, promote and even
generate new connections between nerve
cells.
An editorial in the American Journal of
Clinical Nutrition in 2015 agrees with much
of the conclusions drawn on the positive
effects of cocoa on memory retention and
gain, and points out that unsweetened and
unprocessed dark cocoa powder would be
the best, while that processed with alkali
(which is paler, and more common in
candy-bars) is less effective. It is estimated
that 100 grams of the usual dark chocolate
contains about 100 mg of flavonoids, while
100 mg of unsweetened and unprocessed
cocoa powder may have as much as 250
mg.
Should one then quit coffee in the
morning and go for dark cocoa powder? A
friend (whose name skips me for the moment) has suggested that I drink a cup of
cocoa every day, along with the morning
coffee and the afternoon tea, and perhaps
include a glass of red wine in the evenings,
so as to maximise benefit — sound advice!
dbala@lvpei.org
A ND-ND
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Faltering in the TB ight
A recent global report says India brings up the rear on most critical fronts to ight the disease
21% of people with multidrug-resistant TB (MDR-TB) in India are on
treatment relative to the estimated
incidence. The estimated number
of MDR-TB cases in the world
stands at 5,80,000, of which 40%
have died and only 1,25,000 are on
treatment. In 2016, the World
Health Organization (WHO) recommended a shorter (nine-month) regimen to treat MDR-TB. But India is
yet to make the shorter MDR-TB regimen as part of India’s national
TB control policy, the report says.

R. Prasad

I

AROUND THE WORLD
A boost for gene therapy
for cancers
Researchers at Kyoto University’s
Institute for Integrated Cell-Material
Sciences (iCeMS) in Japan have
developed a new method that modiies
the surface of nanorods, making them Getty Images/iStockphoto
more eicient in transporting cancerkilling genes into cells. The team has also developed a gene
carrier, known as a plasmid vector, which includes a ‘heat shock
protein’ that is activated in response to heat. First, the vector
was bound to the ‘enhanced green luorescent protein’ (EGFP)
gene, and then transferred into mammalian cells by the lipidcoated gold nanorods. Exposing cells to near-infrared laser for
10 seconds heated up the gold nanorods, turning on the EGFP
gene. Surrounding, non-targeted cells showed little to no EGFP
expression. The lipid-coated gold nanorods could potentially
help with molecular cancer therapies.

Checking for anaemia after
malaria treatment
Researchers have adapted an existing
diagnostic test for malaria to predict
the dangerous complications that
sometimes arise after the parasite is
Getty Images/iStockphoto eradicated from patients’ blood. An
estimated 3.2 billion people in 95
countries are at risk of malaria infection, and even though
treatment with a class of drugs called artemisinin is associated
with fatality rates lower than 5%, some patients receiving
these agents develop severe anaemia weeks after clearance of
the parasite. Now, scientists have repurposed a diagnostic
already in use — the BinaxNOW malaria kit — to predict PADH
(Post-Artesunate Delayed Haemolysis) with 89% sensitivity
and 73% speciicity. The assay measures remnants of a malaria
protein named HRP2 on red blood cells, and was successfully
validated using diluted blood samples from 95 Bangladeshi
patients and 53 French travellers. The authors say the accuracy
of the test must be conirmed in larger-scale prospective
studies, and may be preferable to current recommendations for
mandatory 28-day monitoring of all malaria patients — to help
high-risk patients achieve better post-treatment outcomes.

n 2015, India accounted for
nearly 2.8 million (27%) of the
10.4 million new tuberculosis
(TB) cases in the world, and 0.48
million (29%) of the 1.8 million TB
deaths globally. Yet, India brings
up the rear on most critical fronts
to fight the disease. This has been
clearly highlighted by the ‘Out of
Step’ report. Released recently by
Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF)
and the Stop TB Partnership, the
report surveyed 29 countries that
account for 82% of the global TB
burden.

Lag in practice, policy
Correct and timely diagnosis of TB
is the first step in treating the disease and preventing its spread. Unfortunately, both the private and
public sector in India heavily rely
on smear microscopy as the initial
diagnostic test. This is despite
smear microscopy’s ability to diagnose only about 50% of the positive cases. The over-reliance on the
century-old method becomes particularly worrying as the private
sector caters to 70% of TB patients.
The problem becomes exacerbated with only about 735 Xpert
MTB/RIF molecular diagnostic machines — a better TB diagnostic tool

Restricted drug supplies
Though India’s TB control policy
follows WHO’s guidance for bedaquiline drug for adults with MDRTB, the drug is currently available
only in five cities — Ahmedabad,
Delhi, Chennai, Mumbai and
Guwahati. Union Health Minister
J.P. Nadda had said in a written
reply to Rajya Sabha in April this
year that the drug’s availability
would soon be expanded to the
rest of the country.
“Delamanid, which is another
drug to treat MDR-TB, has been approved for use in India by the Drug
Controller General of India. Four
hundred courses have been
ordered,” says Dr. Soumya Swaminathan, Director-General of the

A smudge: “Both the private and public sector in India heavily rely on
smear microscopy as the initial diagnostic test.” GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO
*

— available at reference or tertiary
hospitals across the country.
In fact, India lags behind even at
the policy level — Xpert is to be
used as the initial diagnostic test
only for high-risk groups. Unfortunately, Xpert is not widely available even for this limited target
group. The Central TB Division
plans to increase the number of
Xpert machines to over 1,000 by
2019.
Ironically, an even simpler initi-

ative such as changing over to a
daily drug regimen for drug-sensitive TB is yet to be implemented
across India. Except for one
province of China, India is the only
country that continues using intermittent dosing (thrice weekly) during the intensive phase of treatment, says the report. Unlike the
daily regimen, the thrice-weekly
approach more than triples drug
resistance risk.
According to the report, only

The ‘missing’ cases
At 41%, India has a huge gap
between the estimated and detected cases. The ‘missing’ cases (the
gap between estimated and notified cases) is made up of two
groups — one is the undiagnosed
TB, and the other is the group that
is managed in the private sector
but not notified to the national TB
control programme. According to
WHO’s 2016 Global TB report,
between 2013 and 2015, India accounted for 34% increase in notifications, which is by the private
sector.
prasad.ravindranath@thehindu.co.in
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Sordid practice,
willing actors

Here to see a doctor

n June, as the southwest
monsoon rolled into
Mumbai, strange hoardings
at
prominent
sites
sponsored by a well-known
cardiac hospital made big
news. In contrast to the
sanjay nagral
usual claims of “cutting
edge” medicine, these advertisements announced: “Honest opinion; no commission to doctors.” What was being attacked was the
practice of cuts and commissions in the referral of patients in Indian health care. Predictably, this raised the
hackles of doctors and medical associations who demanded that they be pulled down. Dr. Ramakant
Panda, the founder of the hospital, defended them and
upped the ante by holding a press conference with
other doctors where a campaign against this practice
was launched. With uncharacteristic efficiency the
State government appointed a committee with a brief
to draft a law to curb commissions in health care.
As this episode in the very old saga of “cut practice”
awaits its outcome, it’s important to dissect what lies
beneath. What needs to be uncovered has repercussions for something all of us will inevitably need — decent, trustworthy health care. Around two decades ago
when I joined private practice, friends warned that if I
was too “idealistic” I would not survive. In the early
years, colleagues would refer a patient and after I had
offered advice, would call and say curious things such
as: “Do you believe in keeping your colleagues happy?”
I knew what they were alluding to and nipped it in the
bud. If I had chosen to play along, I could have been
doing much more work and maybe earned more
money. But I have survived on my own terms.

I

Brain peek explains
preference for order
or change
Why do some people prefer stable,
predictable lives while others prefer
frequent changes? Why do some people
Getty Images
make rational decisions and others,
impulsive and reckless ones? UCLA
behavioural neuroscientists have identiied changes in two
brain regions that may hold answers to these questions. The
research has been published in the open-access online science
journal, eLife.
The new experiments, which involved studying the
orbitofrontal cortex and basolateral amygdala brain regions,
assessed the ability of rats to work for rewards under both
stable and variable conditions. — Science Daily

Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR). With restricted supplies, the availability of delamanid
for the needy is likely to be similar
to bedaquiline’s.
“‘Out of Step’ reveals that countries are too conservative in implementing new treatment regimens
that could signiicantly improve
cure rates for drug-resistant TB,
and help curb the spread of drugresistant strains,” notes the report.
This observation seems to be particularly pertinent in the case of
India.

Roving medical service: For many in remote parts of the United States, who are often uninsured and ind health care
prohibitively expensive, some of their options to have access to medical care are at free, “pop-up clinics”. Remote Area
Medical (RAM), a volunteer medical relief corps, is a force behind some of these clinics that provide care that includes
“dental and vision work”. After venturing to work in countries with less developed medical systems, RAM began getting
calls to hold clinics in the U.S. Founded in 1985 by Stan Brock, it has held over 700 “RAM expeditions” across the U.S. It
estimates that over $75 million has been given away in care, with 85,000 volunteer stafers, including doctors, dentists,
glasses-makers and administrative staf. Picture shows a patient being examined at a camp in Emporia, Virginia. AFP
*

Redness, blistering, and soreness are
just three of the dreaded symptoms of
sunburn. But according to new
research, these symptoms could be
Getty Images/iStockphoto reduced with a vitamin resulting from
sun exposure: vitamin D. In a pilot
study, researchers found that participants who took high doses
of vitamin D within an hour of sunburn experienced a reduction
in swelling and inlammation. These indings appear in the
Journal of Investigative Dermatology. While many of us
welcome a hot, sunny day with open arms, we need to make
sure those arms are well protected. According to the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), just 15 minutes of
ultraviolet (UV) radiation from the sun is enough to cause skin
damage. — Medical News Today

A happy face spells success
Put on a happy face, your success may
depend on it, suggests a study by
psychology researchers at Canada’s
University of Toronto’s Faculty of Arts
and Science. In a new twist on irst
impressions, the study found people
Getty Images/iStockphoto
can reliably tell if someone is richer or
poorer than average just by looking at a “neutral” face, without
any expression. People also use those impressions in biased
ways, such as judging the rich faces more likely than the poor
ones to be hired for a job, says the paper in the Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology. They also found the ability to
read a person’s social class only applies to their neutral face and
not when people are smiling or expressing emotions. Their
conclusion is that emotions mask life-long habits of expression
that become etched on a person’s face even by their late teens
or early adulthood, such as frequent happiness, which is
stereotypically associated with being wealthy and satisied. —
Science Daily

DEMYSTIFYING SCIENCE
What is Xicc++ ?
It’s a new kind of quark, or a subatomic particle, that is a basic
building block of matter. Something like the Xicc++ was known to
exist in theory since decades but was inally ‘observed’ by
physicists working at the Large Hadron Collider facility in
Geneva and made public last week. Nearly all the matter that
we see around us is made of baryons, which are common
particles composed of three quarks, the best-known being
protons and neutrons. But there are six types of quarks — top,
bottom, up, down, charm and strange. Theoretically many
diferent potential combinations could form other kinds of
baryons. Unlike a proton, which is made up of only up and down
quarks, the new entity has two charm quarks.
This is the irst time that researchers have seen two charm
quarks in a baryon and therefore, throws new light on the
relationship between the most fundamental forces of nature.
The mass of the newly identiied particle is about 3621 MeV,
which is almost four times heavier than the proton.
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Hold the painkillers
They may overtax kidneys and reduce muscles’ ability to recover, say studies
Gretchen Reynolds

aking ibuprofen and related over-the-counter
painkillers could have unintended and worrisome consequences for people who
vigorously exercise. These
popular medicines, known
as non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, or NSAIDs,
work by suppressing inflammation. But according
to two new studies, in the
process they potentially
may also overtax the kidneys during prolonged exercise and reduce muscles’
ability to recover afterward.
NSAID use is especially
widespread among athletes
in strenuous endurance
sports like marathon and
ultramarathon running.
But in recent years, there
have been hints that
NSAIDs might not have the
effects in athletes that they
anticipate. A few case studies also have suggested that
NSAIDs might contribute to
kidney problems in endurance athletes, and it was
this possibility that caught
the attention of Dr. Grant S.
Lipman, a clinical associate
professor of medicine at
Stanford University and the
medical director for several
ultramarathons.

T

How they work
NSAIDs work, in part, by
blunting the body’s production of a particular group of
biochemicals,
called
prostaglandins, that otherwise flood the site of injuries in the body. There, they
jump-start processes contributing to pain and inflammation. Prostaglandins
also prompt blood vessels
to dilate, or widen, increasing blood flow to the af-

GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO

Vitamin D cuts
the sunburn

fected area.
Taking NSAIDs results in
fewer prostaglandins and
consequently less inflammation and less dilation of
blood vessels. Whether
these effects are advisable
in people exercising for
hours has been uncertain,
however.

Study results
So for one of the new studies, published on July 5 in
the Emergency Medical
Journal, Dr. Lipman asked
89 participants in several
multi-day ultramarathons
around the world to swallow either an ibuprofen pill
or a placebo every four
hours during a 50-mile
stage of their race.
Afterwards, he and his
colleagues drew blood from
the racers and checked
their levels of creatinine, a
byproduct of the kidneys’
blood filtering process.
High levels of creatinine in
an otherwise healthy person are considered to be a
sign of acute kidney injury.

The researchers found
that many of the ultra runners, about 44%, had creatinine levels high enough to
indicate acute kidney injury
after running 50 miles.
But the incidence was
particularly high among the
runners who had taken
ibuprofen. They were about
18% more likely to have developed an acute kidney injury than the racers swallowing
a
placebo.
Furthermore, their injuries,
based on creatinine levels,
tended to be more severe.
The study did not follow
the racers in subsequent
days or weeks, but Dr. Lipman believes that they all
recovered normal kidney
function soon after the
event ended. The experiment also was not designed
to determine why ibuprofen might have increased
the risk for kidney problems in the racers. But Dr.
Lipman and his colleagues
suspect that, by inhibiting
prostaglandins, the drug
prevented blood vessels

from widening as they otherwise might have. Slightly
strangling blood flow to the
kidneys, he says, might
make it harder for those organs to filter the blood.
The second study, published in May in the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences, raised
similar concerns. It found
that by reducing the production of prostaglandins,
NSAIDs change how a body
responds to exertion, this
time deep within the
muscles. For that study, researchers in the department of microbiology at
Stanford University looked
first at muscle cells and tissue from mice that had experienced slight muscular
injuries, comparable to
those we might develop
during strenuous exercise.
We are not mice, of
course. But the findings imply that in people, too, antiinflammatory painkillers
might
slightly
impair
muscles’ ability to regenerate and strengthen after
hard workouts, says Helen
Blau, the director of the
Baxter Laboratory for Stem
Cell Biology at Stanford,
who oversaw the experiment. She suggests that
those of us who exercise
might want to consider options others than NSAIDs to
relieve the aches associated
with working out and
competing.
Dr.
Lipman
agrees.
“Maybe consider acetaminophen,” he says, a
painkiller found in Tylenol
that does not affect inflammation. Or skip the drugs
altogether. “I often tell
people, think ice baths,” he
says. NYT

A ‘normal’ now
My insider view of two decades tells me that the phenomenon of commissions, though secretive, is now
normalised as the main way to refer patients from one
player to another, be it family doctors, specialists,
laboratories or hospitals. This practice is adding to the
cost of care as kickbacks are factored into the charges.
Also, if referrals are made based on commissions, it intuitively means a compromise on quality. Thus as citizens seeking health care it’s biting you in more ways
than you can imagine. But, interestingly, it is also making many doctors uncomfortable and restless. If this is
so, why are bright, idealistic, young doctors getting
sucked en masse into such practices which are not only
deemed unethical by the Medical Council but also patently illegal as they involve the exchange of money?
There is obviously more to it.
A decline sets in
Post-Independence, Indian medicine, which was
largely based in public hospitals and around family
practice, gradually morphed into a giant entrepreneurial industry. The state, by underfunding and with benign neglect, weakened public medicine, thus vacating
space for an unprecedented growth of the private sector, now one of the largest in the world. Soon private
medicine, which delivered friendly, efficient and sophisticated care, became the desired destination of not
only the rich but also the emerging middle class. It also
caught the imagination of medical professionals. Unlike other countries where commerce is partly negated
by strong moorings in science and research, Indian
medicine veered to a trade. The booming private sector soon experienced intense saturation and cut-throat
competition. Ensuring returns on investments became
vital. Soon, marketing tactics had to be employed to
keep the flow of patients going. There was another
emerging fault line. Specialist doctors, by the power of
hierarchy, were making more money than family physicians. So rather than increase their charges, commissions were a surreptitious strategy adopted by those
lower in the hierarchy to extract their pound of flesh.
Thus, “cut” practice is not only a sinister plot by the
health-care industry but also has many complicit actors — the state by undermining public health and allowing the unregulated growth of the private sector, the
profession by lapping up the logic of market medicine
and failing to self-regulate, and citizens, especially the
emerging middle class, who have given tacit support to
the growth of private medicine.
While a law to curb it may have some impact and the
breaking of ranks by senior doctors is a good sign, I am
afraid that unless there is deep collective rethinking on
the trajectory of health care, we will see symptoms in
other forms. As we say in infections affecting the human body, immunity is as important as shotgun antibiotics.
Sanjay Nagral is a surgeon practising in Mumbai. He is also the
publisher of the Indian Journal of Medical Ethics
A ND-ND
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Through a glass, darkly

BOOKSHELF

In a stark and worrying portrait of the world, a journalist explains why liberal values are under threat
Tabish Khair

capital can
<
> When
thrive without labour,

E

dward Luce’s The Retreat of
Western Liberalism starts
with a reminiscence: the
year is 1989; Luce, with other students, skips classes at Oxford University to drive down to Berlin and
chip away at the falling Berlin
Wall. Then they drive back, alcohol and hope sloshing in them,
without a single speeding ticket.
This reminiscence says a lot
about where Luce is writing from.
My recollection of the fall of
Berlin wall is more conflicted. I
was still in Gaya, finishing my MA
from Magadh University. I could
not have rushed off to Berlin on
short notice, for various reasons,
including my passport. I also did
not feel any urge to do so, because
the hope I felt was tinged with
foreboding.
Any thinking person from the
so-called non-aligned block could
not feel just hope at the prospect
of a unipolar world.
Coming from spaces still struggling to be allowed into ‘history,’
you needed to be Francis
Fukuyama, a top don in a top
Western university, to announce
the ‘end of history’ because of
something happening in a city in
Europe.

Understanding the context
Despite where he is writing from,
Luce makes a brave effort to understand the ‘retreat of western
liberalism’ in a larger global context. He writes convincingly of the
frustrations of the ‘deplorables’
who brought Trump to power—
and their Brexit equivalents.
He argues—I totally agree with
him there—that large sections of
Western liberals are being dishon-

it can also thrive
without humanity—or
much of it in any case.
come. Capital largely liberated itself from production—and hence
labour. Much of the capital in circulation today is not invested directly in trade; it is sheer play of
numbers. Day traders—unknown
before the 1970s and now the
princes of share market profiteering—do not look at your factory;
they look at numbers on a screen.

■

The Retreat of Western
Liberalism
Edward Luce
Hachette
₹599

est to the present by dismissing
this reaction as simply racist and
sexist. He also accuses Western
liberalism of being ignorant of history and unwilling or unable to
take into account the resurgence
of the non-West, particularly
China.
He predictably but not inaccurately puts much of the blame on
identity politics.
Luce is not writing a dismissal
of liberal values; he is writing a critique from the inside. He is worried that the rich, across nations
(including ‘mature democracies,’
like Britain and Sweden), have tended to dismiss democracy in recent years: “In 1995, just 5 percent
of wealthy Americans believed
army rule would be a good thing.
By 2014 that had more than
tripled.”
He raises pertinent objections
to accelerating robotisation, which
has cost the working classes in the
West far more jobs than the immigrants they blame, and which is
enabling a greater concentration
of wealth. He portrays a stark and

Bleak view: Why have the rich, across nations, tended to dismiss democracy in recent years?

worrying portrait of the world,
much of which he has observed at
first hand as a celebrated correspondent of the Financial Times.

What’s left unsaid
There is nothing wrong with the
details and accuracy of Luce’s critique, and yet I finished the book
with the feeling that he has left
something unsaid, or at least unexplored. I suspect it is the
changed nature of capital. Contrary to Karl Marx’s prediction, it
was not the proletariat that inevitably united across national borders—a point Luce hammers in
twice. But this was not due to the

failure of or changes in the proletariat, as is widely assumed. It was
because even Marx, who was
aware of the inherent abstraction
of capital, could not see the extent
to which such abstraction would
change the very nature of capital.
For Marx, as for Adam Smith, capital was tied to labour. Marx called
it alienated labour, and his opponents disagreed.
But all agreed—into the post-war
years—that capital had a deep and
mutual relationship with labour.
For capital to increase, it had to be
ploughed back into production
and trade—all of which involved
labour.

Death of a tribe
Suhrith Parthasarathy

I

Search for a new home
Ultimately, a search for a new home
took the Osage to a rocky, sterile parcel of land in what is today Oklahoma.
“My people will be happy in this
land,” the Osage chief, Wah-To-AnKah, had declared. “White man cannot put iron thing in ground here.
White man will not come to this land.
There are many hills here… white man
does not like country where there are
hills, and he will not come.”
But, as it turned out, the white man
would, after all, come back to the Osage. At the time when they took up
possession in Oklahoma, although no
one else had any idea, the Osage had
an inkling of what lay beneath their
new lands, and they were shrewd
enough to have written into their contracts a clause that gave them ownership over the land’s oil and mineral
rights. When oil was eventually discovered—and these were amongst the
largest oil deposits anywhere in the
U.S.—the Osage were once again under
siege. The riches that the group was
able to generate through the lease of
their lands did not go unnoticed.
When one lease was sold for nearly $2
million, a reporter from Harper’s
Monthly Magazine wrote, “Where will
it end? Every time a new well is drilled
the Indians are that much richer… The
Osage Indians are becoming so rich
that something will have to be done
about it.”
At first, the Americans imposed a
CM
YK

Hounded out: ‘When the Whites found that the pile of rocks were worth millions of
dollars, they wanted to get in and get some of the money.’ Pic shows oil storage
tanks around rural homes in Cushing, Oklahoma. GETTY IMAGES
*
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Killers of the Flower Moon: The
Osage Murders and the Birth of
the FBI
David Grann
Penguin Random House
₹1,201

law that placed direct controls on the
Osage’s wealth, by devising a legislation through which the Native owners
were forced to have their moneys protected by American financial guardians. By 1921, this federal law had been
further tightened to permit the Osage
to withdraw only a few thousand dollars every year, to pay for their children’s education and to attend to
other bare necessities. As one Osage
chief noted, the whites had “bunched
us down here in the backwoods, the
roughest part of the United States,
thinking ‘we will drive these Indians
down to where there is a big pile of
rocks and put them there in that
corner’.” And when they found that
the pile of rocks were worth millions
of dollars, he added, “everybody
wants to get in here and get some of
this money.”

Hoover’s test case
The sordid story, however, does not
end here. Things only got worse, and
what followed constitutes the focus of
the book. Grann, who is a long-time
staff writer at The New Yorker
magazine, is a maestro at telling true
tales, and he tells this one with admirable élan. He brings to life a number of
otherwise unobtrusive characters,
while remaining, as good reporters
must do, faithful to the facts.
Between 1921 and 1926, as Grann re-

REUTERS

True, machines were coming
up. Luce has a revealing anecdote
about Henry Ford, who was conscious enough of the link between
labour and capital to raise his
blue-collar workers’ wages to
levels one cannot imagine in terms
of today’s blue-collar salaries.
Showing around his union leader,
Walter Reuther, Ford pointed at
the robots in his factory and
quipped: “How will you get union
dues from them?” Reuther
replied: “How will you get them to
buy your cars?”
It was a good question, as Luce
notes, but like Marx, both Reuther
and Ford failed to see what was to

Falling of the map

An investigation into the murders of Osage Native Americans in Oklahoma
who had struck rich because of oil
n 1803, American President
Thomas Jefferson acquired from
the French the Territory of Louisiana, which was at the time dominated
by the Osage Native American. The Osage were amongst present-day America’s earliest inhabitants. By some accounts, the tribe had migrated to the
West as early as 1200 CE. When Jefferson purchased Louisiana, he made explicit promises to the Osage, to not
only treat them with respect, but also
to treat them as “friends and benefactors” of the United States. But barely
four years after Jefferson had made
these claims, the Osage were forced to
relinquish their much cherished territory between the Arkansas and the
Missouri rivers.
Over the next two decades, as
David Grann recounts in his masterful
book, Killers of the Flower Moon, a
campaign of systematic social cleansing began. The Osage were compelled
to surrender nearly a hundred million
acres of their ancestral lands, and
were forced to take up occupation in
south-eastern Kansas. But their new
home too would prove to be impermanent. They soon found themselves
hassled and harangued by settlers. By
1870, many of these squatters began to
claim the lands from the Osage by
force. Despite agreeing, under coercion, to sell their Kansas lands for a
measly sum of $1.25 per acre, many of
the Osage were massacred by the
squatters, who mutilated their bodies
and had them scalped in plain sight.

*

Hiding the present
In that sense, Donald Trump’s
emotive claim that he will restore
the American coal industry, which
is neither possible nor profitable,
is a conscious smokescreen: it
uses an image from the capitalism
of the past to hide the true nature
of the ravages of capital today. It
shifts attention from where it
should be focussed—Wall Street,
day trading, off shore banks, corporate and bank handouts, etc.
Governments are “losing their
ability to anticipate events,” Luce
notes. But that is not because liberals are backtracking or immigrants are clamouring to enter
gated nations. They are doing so
because they have neither the will
nor the ability to control capital
anymore. When capital can thrive
without labour, it can also thrive
without humanity—or much of it
in any case. This automatically
spells the end of liberal values, except as vague ideals.
Luce is aware of this, but his
book chooses not to look into the
nitty-gritty of it.

counts, at least 24 people, all belonging to the Osage Tribe were brutally
murdered. A few of them were
poisoned, some others were shot, and
one couple was burnt alive, after their
house was bombed. Initially, before
the body count began to really mount
up, it seemed the incidents were disparate, if mysterious. When the first
body was found, within weeks, the
local lawman closed his enquiries and
declared that the death of Anna
Brown, a 34-year-old, who had had a
perfectly-round bullet wound on the
back of her head, had come at “the
hands of parties unknown.”
Nearly a decade passed before a
clear pattern explaining the Osage
deaths began to unravel itself. Since
local law enforcement was plagued by
corruption, it was ultimately left to the
Bureau of Investigation—which was an
obscure branch of the federal justice
department, and which would later be
renamed the Federal Bureau of Investigation [FBI]—and its new director, J.
Edgar Hoover, to take up the investigation virtually as a test case.
Hoover despatched to Oklahoma a
former Texas Ranger named Tom
White, who, as Grann writes, had “the
sinewy limbs and eerie composure of
a gunslinger.” To reveal White’s efforts, in exposing the conspiracy,
would give away the ending.
Eventually, though, based on
White’s investigation, two men were
convicted and sentenced for one of
the murders—the others were left unprosecuted, despite a mountain of
evidence linking the same men to the
killings. For Hoover, and his nascent
agency, this was a success, a showcase, as it was, for the bureau and its
potential. But Grann takes the story
even further, showing us that these
killings were but a tip of the iceberg.
Killers of the Flower Moon should be
read both for Grann’s commitment to
the facts and for his elegant narration
of a thrilling and harrowing story of
malevolent human deceit.

Travels in culturally diverse and little-known Arunachal
Sudipta Datta

ales of unmapped wilderness, shamans with magical powers and yeti sightings
may have fired a travel
writer’s imagination, but
when Antonia BolingbrokeKent dug into her research on
the Northeast of India, Arunachal Pradesh, the most remote, culturally diverse and
little known of the Seven Sisters, beckoned.
She was drawn to a “place
hidden in the shadows and
wrinkles at the edge of the
map;” where travel is still
tightly controlled as India and
China eyeball each other over
territorial issues. New Delhi
sticks to the McMahon Line,
but China has never accepted
it, and continues to lay claim
over the entire Arunachal region referring to it as South
Tibet.
The plan was to travel over
2,000 miles from the jungles
of the Patkai Hills in the east
to the Himalayan heights of
Tawang in the west that would
take her through thickly forested hills, remote valleys,
where the tributaries of the
mighty Brahmaputra pour
down from their sources high
on the hills. On February 1,
2016, she got onto her motor-
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Land of the Dawn-lit
Mountains: A Journey
Across Arunachal Pradesh—
India’s Forgotten Frontier
Antonia Bolingbroke-Kent
Simon & Schuster
₹499

bike at Guwahati and headed
towards upper Assam and
beyond to Arunachal Pradesh.
What she saw and encountered makes up Land of
the Dawn-Lit Mountains, the
literal meaning of Arunachal
Pradesh.
Fighting her own demons
of fear and doubt, Bolingbroke-Kent decided to visit
“opium-addled” Mishmi Hills,
described by the famous anthropologist Verrier Elwin as
“the most formidable in the
whole of India.”
At Wakro, an oasis in a
crook of misty hills with orange trees, tea bushes and
gardens bursting with mustard, chillies, onions and
sweet-smelling verbena, she

stumbled onto its poorly-kept
secret: about the village growing another crop—the opium
poppy. She visited an addict’s
home, where an old wise man
told her: “It’s the English’s
fault. They gave it to us.”
It’s a well-known fact that
the British played a big part in
the drug trade: “Opium generated the cash for Britain to
trade throughout the Indian
Ocean, and in China the
money bought tea and silk.”
And while hunting, like
opium, is officially banned by
the government, few of the tribal people take any notice,
she realised.
As Bolingbroke-Kent travelled from east to west, she
learnt a few words of the Idu
tribe, witnessed an animal
sacrifice, that of the mithun, a
large semi-wild bovine indigenous to northeast India,
heard shamans chanting to
their gods, watched how
people live in remote Anini,
just 30 miles from the Tibet
border and went right up to
snow-bound and less-travelled
Sela pass at 4,175 metres.
The writing may not have
the depth of her more famous
travel peers Bruce Chatwin,
Paul Theroux or Kapuscinski,
but that’s a minor quibble.

The money trail
The controversial spiritual guru’s death needs a probe
Devesh Kumar Pandey

n attempt at probing the
mystery surrounding the
death of controversial Indian
spiritual guru Osho is not an
easy task, which Pune-based
senior
journalist
Abhay
Vaidya
has
undertaken
through an investigative book
Who Killed Osho?, by knitting
together facts, contemporary
reportage and first-hand accounts of his closest followers.
Encapsulating the elements, circumstances and the
sequence of events leading up
to the death of Osho on January 19, 1990, the author raises
a series of questions on several inconsistencies pertaining to the doctor’s death certificate, the official timing of his
death and the “hurry” in disposing off his body.
The book seeks to draw
links between Osho’s death
and the aftermath to say that
his was not a normal death
and that the affairs of the
Osho Trust need to be investigated to unravel the truth.
“It’s all about money,” he
stresses, while expounding on
the business interests that had
gained ground, given the curi-
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Who Killed Osho?
Abhay Vaidya
Om Books
₹395

osity and the following Osho
had generated across the
world through his charismatic
oratory skills, teachings and
lectures on religion, spirituality and his meditation
techniques.
What transpired after his
death with the public trusts
managing the affairs of Osho
Commune and its funds; the
rift between “Hollywood
group” and the Indian members of the Inner Circle;
gradual disbanding of Osho’s
Commune; the claim over
what he left behind; shifting of
the headquarters abroad and
the branding of ‘Osho’ as a
trademark and copyrights of
his work and the consequent
legal battles are some of the is-

sues highlighted by the
author.
The book also recounts the
controversy involving Osho’s
alleged forged will that had
surfaced 23 years after his
death during court proceedings in the European Union in
2013, triggering a fierce legal
battle in India and abroad.
The author builds up the
plot that smoothly sails from
the “fairy tale account?” of
Osho’s death, to begin again
with the days when his commune was established, the
mystic’s early days and the
“animosity” towards him
from various quarters in India
and his departure to the U.S.
and his return, capturing the
Rajneesh movement.
Published by Om Books International, Who Killed Osho?
seeks to throw fresh light into
the controversy surrounding
the death of a controversial
spiritual leader. The book is
the result of nearly three decades of reportage and is based
on extensively recorded audio
and video interviews with
Osho’s closest followers and a
mass of official documents,
testimonies and press reports.

■

Talking History
Romila Thapar in
conversation with Ramin
Jahanbegloo, with the
participation of Neeladri
Bhattacharya
OUP
₹795

One of the country’s most
well-known historians Romila
Thapar talks to Ramin
Jahanbegloo of the Mahatma
Gandhi Centre for NonViolence and Peace Studies
on the multiform nature of
Hinduism, revival and
fundamentalism in Hinduism
and the role of a historian.
This edition is the eighth of a
series of interviews with
prominent intellectuals who
have inluenced modern
Indian thought.

■

Flight of the Unicorns:
Lessons from India’s
Startup Bubble
Soum Paul
HarperCollins
₹299

After the exuberance in
start-ups in 2015, 2016,
when several irms achieved
the fabled ‘unicorn’ status of
a billion-dollar valuation, the
bubble burst and the viability
of these ventures was in
doubt. An entrepreneur takes
readers through the trials and
tribulations of launching a
start-up by talking to
innovators, entrepreneurs
and investors and studying
patterns from other
emerging markets.

■

Who Me, Poor?: How
India’s Youth Are Living
In Urban Poverty To
Make It Big
Gayatri Jayaraman
Bloomsbury
₹399

A writer explores what young
urban India aspires for and
inds that many of them are
living in poverty to make it
big. Artists, tech workers and
entrants into new-age
industries are struggling to
make ends meet, putting
themselves in debt because
of access to credit. In the
U.S., this rising phenomenon
has been dubbed ‘poverty
with no name.’

■

Nanda Devi: A Journey to
the Last Sanctuary
Hugh Thompson
Hachette India
₹399

A writer and explorer, Hugh
Thomson, describes his
journey to the hidden valley
of the Nanda Devi Sanctuary,
which had not been entered
till 1934, a tantalising
account of a place described
by explorers as ‘more
inaccessible than the North
Pole.’ The Sanctuary was
briely opened in 2000 for a
special millennium
expedition of which Thomson
was a part.

■

The Case that Shook
India: The Verdict That
Led to the Emergency
Prashant Bhushan
Penguin Random House
₹499

On June 12, 1975, for the irst
time in independent India,
the election of a prime
minister was set aside by a
High Court judgment. In this
re-release, lawyer Prashant
Bhushan documents the
court proceedings in the
landmark Indira Gandhi vs Raj
Narain case that acted as a
catalyst for the imposition of
Emergency on June 25.
A ND-ND
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TV PICKS
Cricket: England vs South
Africa, 1st Test, day four,
STAR Sports 2 & HD2, 3.30
p.m.; West Indies vs India,
T20I, Sony Six & HD, TEN 1
HD & TEN 3
F1: Austrian GP, STAR Sports
Select 2 & HD 2, 5.25 p.m.

IN BRIEF

Mattek-Sands
will need surgery
LONDON

Bethanie Mattek-Sands
revealed on Saturday that
she had dislocated the
patella and ruptured the
patella tendon in her right
knee and will need surgery. “I
have had lots of injuries in my
career but this is definitely
the worst,” an emotional
Mattek-Sands said in an
emotional Facebook Live
video. “I will be out for a
while but I will get through
this.” Meanwhile, Novak
Djokovic tweeted his support
for Mattek-Sands, and Jack
Sock paid tribute to his mixed
partner at the Rio Olympics
by turning out for his match
on Saturday with her name
written on his shoes. AFP

Azarenka’s name game
LONDON

Victoria Azarenka said she
chose the name Leo for her
son because she didn’t want
him saddled with a name that
could be ridiculed. “I thought
it's just a simple name but
very strong. I also know kids
like to make funny names
with normal names. It’s hard
to make anything up with
Leo, so I was protecting my
son there. And also, I’m a Leo
(by sunsign), so that’s the
closest resemblance.” AFP

Zimbabwe beats
Sri Lanka in fourth ODI
HAMBANTOTA (SRI LANKA)

Craig Ervine scored a quickfire 69 to help Zimbabwe pull
off a four-wicket victory over
Sri Lanka in the rainshortened fourth ODI and
level the five-match series
2-2 here on Saturday. Chasing
a revised target of 219 in 31
overs, Zimbabwe rode on
Ervine’s 55-ball unbeaten
knock to win with 10 balls to
spare.
The scores: Sri Lanka 300 for
six in 50 overs (N. Dickwella
116, D. Gunathilaka 87, A.
Mathews 42) lost to
Zimbabwe 219 for six in 29.2
overs (S. Mire 43, C. Ervine 69
n.o.). Zimbabwe won by four
wickets (DLS method). AFP

HI pulls out
of Pro
League
UTHRA GANESAN
NEW DELHI

Hockey India has
withdrawn from the
ambitious home-and-away
Hockey Pro League that
was to begin in 2019 and
was one of the qualifying
events in the run-up to the
2020 Olympics.
HI has cited lack of
clarity in the ranking
system for the new league
and an apparent bias
towards European sides in
the same as a reason for its
withdrawal. “The Indian
women are ranked around
12-13 at the moment.
Only one Asian team can
be the continental
champion. The current
system is detrimental to
Asian teams specially
among women,” clarified a
senior HI official.
Since India’s application
was combined for both
men and women, it would
have to withdraw both its
teams from the Pro
League.

Kerber rallies, holds on to No. 1 ranking
Sania & Flipkens, and Bopanna & Dabrowski advance
Agencies
LONDON

Top seed Angelique Kerber
and ninth seed Agnieszka
Radwanska scraped into the
Wimbledon last-16 on Saturday, while Jo-Wilfried
Tsonga and Gael Monfils
bowed out of the men’s tournament after five-set defeats.
In later matches, threetime
champion
Novak
Djokovic ended the resurgent
Ernests Gulbis’ run, with a
6-4, 6-1, 7-6(2) win in their
third-round match. This is the
tenth time Djokovic has made
the fourth round here.
For a place in the quarterfinals, the second seed will
play Adrian Mannarino, who
rallied from two sets to one
down to take down No. 15
seed Gael Monfils.
Fifth seed Caroline Wozniacki rallied too from the brink
of defeat — Annet Kontaveit
served for the match in the
second set — to prevail 3-6, 76(3), 6-2.
Kerber looked mightily relieved after saving her
World No. 1 status in a
tense 4-6, 7-6(2), 6-4
win over the 70th
ranked
Shelby
Rogers.
Kerber was a break
down in the second
set but did just enough to
claw her way into the fourth
round where she will face
Garbine Muguruza, after
World No. 15 raced into the
fourth round with a 6-2, 6-2
victory over Sorana Cirstea.
Svetlana Kuznetsova, Coco
Vandeweghe, Magdalena Rybarikova and qualifier Petra
Martic also won their third
round matches.

The deft Radwanska, the
2012 runner-up to Serena Williams, came back from a set
down to beat 19th seed Timea
Bacsinszky 3-6, 6-4, 6-1, and
now faces eighth seed
Kuznetsova who cruised
through 6-4, 6-0 over qualifier Polona Hercog.
Vandeweghe, considered by some as a
dark horse for the
title, beat Alison Riske
6-2, 6-4.
Croatia’s Martic is
the last qualifier still
going after beating Zarina Diyas 7-6(6), 6-1.
She next faces Rybarikova,
who eased into the last 16 of a
Major for the first time with a
6-2, 6-1 win over Lesia
Tsurenko.
Sam Querrey wrapped up
the one game he needed to
beat Tsonga in a match suspended on Friday due to bad
light, while Grigor Dimitrov
made it through after oppon-

Hanging tough: From two sets to one down, Frenchman Adrian Mannarino clawed his way back to pip his more glamourous
compatriot, the 15th seed Gael Monils. AFP
*

third round with a 6-3, 3-6,
6-4 win over Naomi Broady
and Heather Watson.
Roland Garros champions
Rohan Bopanna and Gabriella Dabrowski advanced to
the third round of the mixed
doubles beating Fabrice Martin and Raluca Olaru (Rou) 7-6
(2), 7-5. The 10th seeds had received a bye into the second
round. However, Leander
Paes and Yifan Xu, and
Zhaoxuan Yang and Divij
Sharan lost their first-round
matches late on Friday.
In the junior tournament
which began on Saturday,
15th seed Zeel Desai won her
first-round match against
Naho Sato 6-1, 6-1.

THE RESULTS
Third round: Men: 2-Novak
Djokovic (Srb) bt Ernests Gulbis
(Lat) 6-4, 6-1, 7-6(2); 10-Alexander Zverev (Ger) bt Sebastian
Ofner (Aut) 6-4, 6-4, 6-2; Adrian Mannarino (Fra) bt 15-Gael
Monfils (Fra) 7-6(3), 4-6, 5-7,
6-3, 6-2; 11-Tomas Berdych
(Cze) bt David Ferrer (Esp) 6-3,
6-4, 6-3; 6-Milos Raonic (Can)
bt 25-Albert Ramos-Vinolas
(Esp) 7-6(3), 6-4, 7-5; 13-Grigor
Dimitrov (Bul) bt Dudi Sela (Isr)
6-1, 6-1 retired; 24-Sam Querrey
(USA) bt 12-Jo-Wilfried Tsonga
(Fra) 6-2, 3-6, 7-6(5), 1-6, 7-5; 1Andy Murray (GBr) bt 28-Fabio
Fognini (Ita) 6-2, 4-6, 6-1, 7-5;
Kevin Anderson (RSA) bt Ruben
Bemelmans (Bel) 7-6(3), 6-4, 7-

6(3). Benoit Paire (Fra) bt Jerzy
Janowicz (Pol) 6-2, 7-6(3), 6-3.
Women: 5-Caroline Wozniacki
(Den) bt Anett Kontaveit (Est)
3-6, 7-6(3), 6-2; 9-Agnieszka
Radwanska (Pol) bt 19-Timea
Bacsinszky (Sui) 3-6, 6-4, 6-1; 1Angelique Kerber (Ger) bt
Shelby Rogers (USA) 4-6, 7-6
(2), 6-4; Petra Martic (Cro) bt
Zarina Diyas (Kaz) 7-6(6), 6-1;
24-Coco Vandeweghe (USA) bt
Alison Riske (USA) 6-2, 6-4; 14Garbine Muguruza (Esp) bt Sorana Cirstea (Rou) 6-2, 6-2; 7Svetlana Kuznetsova (Rus) bt
Polona Hercog (Slo) 6-4, 6-0;
Magdalena Rybarikova (Svk) bt
Lesya Tsurenko (Ukr) 6-2, 6-1;
10-Venus Williams (USA) bt Na-

omi Osaka (Jpn) 7-6(3), 6-4. 13Jelena Ostapenko (Lat) bt Camilla Giorgi (Ita) 7-5, 7-5.
Doubles: Second round: 13Kirsten Flipkens (Bel) & Sania
Mirza bt Naomi Broady &
Heather Watson (GBr) 6-3, 3-6,
6-4.
Mixed doubles: Second round:
10-Gabriela Dabrowski (Can) &
Rohan Bopanna bt Fabrice Martin (Fra) & Raluca Olaru (Rou) 76(2), 7-5. First round: Martin &
Olaru bt Leander Paes (Ind) & Yifan Xu (Chn) 5-7, 6-3, 6-2; Ken
Skupski & Jocelyn Rae (GBr) bt
Zhaoxuan Yang (Chn) & Divij
Sharan 6-3 6-4.
Girls: First round: 15-Zeel Desai
bt Naho Sato (Jpn) 6-1, 6-1.

South African women hammer India BCCI panel short-lists
Lee, van Niekerk star in 115-run win
‘diicult’ Lodha reforms
Press Trust of India

WORLD CUP

Leicester

India’s four-match winning
streak in the Women’s World
Cup was brought to a halt
after an 115-run loss against
South Africa on Saturday.
Captain Dane van Niekerk
was South Africa’s star performer, making 57 off 66
balls to guide her team to
273 for nine and later took
four wickets with her legspin to help bundle out India
for 158 in 46 overs. Opener
Lizelle Lee hammered 92 off
only 65 balls.
India would have sealed a
semifinal berth with a win
on Saturday but now has its

SCOREBOARD

Drops opposition to age-cap of 70 for oice-bearers
task cut out in the remaining
round-robin matches against
Australia and New Zealand.
The game was pretty
much done and dusted
when India collapsed to 56
for six. Deepti Sharma saved
the blushes, scoring 60 off
111 balls with support from
No. 9 Jhulan Goswami, who
remained unbeaten on 43.
Other result: At Taunton:
Pakistan 144 in 46.5 overs
(Sana Mir 50, Hannah Rowe
three for 22) lost to New Zealand 147 for two in 15 overs
(Sophie Devine 93).

G. Viswanath
Mumbai

Castled: Punam Raut has no answer to this Ayabonga Khaka
special. REUTERS
*

SOUTH AFRICA VS INDIA

South Africa: Laura Wolvaardt b
Shikha 1 (3b), Lizelle Lee lbw b
Harmanpreet 92 (65b, 10x4,
7x6), Trisha Chetty c Jhulan b
Ekta 24 (45b, 3x4), Mignon du
Preez st. Sushma b Poonam 22
(29b, 2x4), Marizanne Kapp b
Harmanpreet 19 (30b, 1x4),
Dane van Niekerk c Smriti b
Shikha 57 (66b, 7x4, 1x6), Sune
Luus c Veda b Jhulan 16 (31b,
1x4), Chloe Tryon c Jhulan b
Shikha 24 (18b, 1x4, 2x6), Shabnim Ismail st. Sushma b Ekta 5
(8b), Ayabonga Khaka (not out)
7 (4b, 1x4), Moseline Daniels

(not out) 1 (2b); Extras (lb-2,
w-2, nb-1): 5; Total (for nine
wkts. in 50 overs): 273.
Fall of wickets: 1-1 (Wolvaardt,
1.2 overs), 2-92 (Trisha, 15.5), 3134 (Lizelle, 20.4), 4-160 (du
Preez, 27.3), 5-162 (Kapp, 28.6),
6-203 (Luus, 39.6), 7-252
(Tryon, 46.4), 8-265 (van
Niekerk, 48.4), 9-265 (Shabnim, 49.2).
India bowling: Jhulan 10-053-1, Shikha 9-0-40-3, Ekta 91-68-2, Poonam 10-1-31-1,
Deepti 8-0-61-0, Harmanpreet
4-0-18-2.

India: Punam Raut b Khaka 22
(37b, 3x4, 1x6), Smriti Mandhana c Shabnim b Kapp 4 (2b,
1x4), Deepti Sharma c Daniels b
van Niekerk 60 (111b, 5x4),
Mithali Raj b van Niekerk 0 (1b),
Harmanpreet Kaur lbw b van
Niekerk 0 (2b), Veda Krishnamurthy b Khaka 3 (14b),
Shikha Pandey st. Trisha b van
Niekerk 0 (3b), Sushma Verma
run out 1 (8b), Jhulan Goswami
(not out) 43 (79b, 6x4), Ekta
Bisht c van Niekerk b Luus 13
(15b, 1x4), Poonam Yadav c
Trisha b Shabnim 0 (7b); Extras

(lb-6, w-3, nb-3): 12; Total (in
46 overs): 158.
Fall of wickets: 1-4 (Smriti, 1.2),
2-47 (Punam, 11.6), 3-48
(Mithali, 12.2), 4-48 (Harmanpreet, 12.4), 5-53 (Veda, 15.5),
6-56 (Shikha, 16.3), 7-65
(Sushma, 19.5), 8-118 (Deepti,
38.1), 9-155 (Bisht, 44.1).
South Africa bowling: Shabnim
9-1-18-1, Kapp 8-1-31-1, Khaka
10-1-33-2, Daniels 3-0-21-0,
van Niekerk 10-0-22-4, Luus
6-1-27-1.
Toss: India.
South Africa won by 115 runs.

The BCCI’s special committee — tasked with identifying
“difficult to implement”
Lodha panel reforms — has
come up with a list of four.
After its meeting here on
Saturday, the committee
dropped its reservations
about the composition of selection panels and the agecap of 70 for office-bearers.
The issues that remain
from the committee’s first
meeting are: one State, one
vote; the three-year coolingoff period; the demarcation
of the functions of appointed
professionals and elected office-bearers; the tenure of
Apex Council members.
The outcome of the meeting assumes significance because the special committee
appears to have changed
minds and cobbled up
enough support to tell the
Supreme Court on July 14
that the BCCI is ready to embrace reform — while seeking
the court’s benevolence on
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List of issues
B

One State, one member,
one vote

B

Cooling-of period (three
years between two terms
of three years each)

B

Demarcation of the
functions of elected oice
bearers and professional
appointees

B

Tenure of oice for Apex
Council members
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four issues.
BCCI
acting-secretary
Amitabh Choudhary was
able to obtain a majority decision from a committee
which was missing T.C.
Mathew and Sourav Ganguly,
who were not in the country.
At the special committee’s
first meeting on July 1, BCCI
treasurer Anirudh Chaudhary, Mathew and special invitee Niranjan Shah had opposed seven reforms.
It’s hard to believe that

Chaudhary would have consented to issues he had pointed out were difficult to implement. Niranjan Shah
seems to have accepted the
age-cap, and clearly the likes
of Rajeev Shukla, Choudhary
and Jay Shah want to move
forward. “Jay was following
the advice of his father (BJP
president Amit Shah) to
move away from confronting
the Court,” said an official
close to the developments.
The committee consulted
members and former officebearers who had blocked a
resolution at the Special
General Meeting (SGM) here
on June 26, and it has been
encouraged to convene an
SGM before July 14.
“We will issue the notice
soon,” said Choudhary. “The
SGM will be held in New
Delhi on July 11. The age-cap
is fine. There is a school of
thought [that it should go],
but collectively, the committee felt that it’s not an issue.
We are fine with three-member selection committees.”

FOOTBALL

Kohli’s men hope to
continue ODI form
IANS
Kingston

Riding high after clinching
the One-Day International
(ODI) series, the Indian
team will look to repeat its
performance against the
West Indies in the one-off
Twenty20 International at
Sabina Park here on Sunday.
The visitors have retained
the squad which won them
the ODI series 3-1 while the
Carlos Brathwaite-led West
Indies team has made significant changes for the
match.
The West Indies will rely
heavily on the swashbuck-

ling Chris Gayle who has
joined the T20 squad to
provide it a good start.
Brathwaite, allrounder
Kieron Pollard and Marlon
Samuels are the other important inclusions for the
side in the batting department, who will look to go
hard at the Indian bowlers.
The West Indies team (from):
Carlos Brathwaite (capt.),
Samuel Badree, Ronsford
Beaton, Chris Gayle, Evin
Lewis, Jason Mohammed, Sunil
Narine, Kieron Pollard, Rovman
Powell, Marlon Samuels,
Jerome Taylor, Chadwick
Walton (wk), Kesrick Williams.

Return of the Boss: Chris Gayle is back for the one-of T20 and
that is good news for the West Indies. FILE PHOTO: K.R. DEEPAK
*
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ent Dudi Sela pulled out after
going two sets down, a right
thigh injury that required
treatment during the match.
The former match was
called off at 6-2, 3-6, 7-6(5),
1-6, 6-5, with the 12th seed not
wanting to serve as the light
faded, though Querrey was
happy to receive. They returned to finish the contest
on Saturday but it was all over
in a matter of minutes as the
24th seed broke serve.
“My opponent was good
today. He did three, four good
shots, and yeah, that’s it,”
said Tsonga.
Sixth seed Milos Raonic,
last year’s beaten finalist,
downed Albert Ramos-Vinolas 7-6(3), 6-4, 7-5 to book a
fouth round spot while 11th
seed Tomas Berdych defeated
David Ferrer 6-3, 6-4, 6-3.
In doubles action, 13th
seeds Sania Mirza and Kirsten
Flipkens overcame a midmatch slump to make the

England tightens
its grip

Indians lose but gain experience

Agence France-Presse

Amitabha Das Sharma

The Red Bull-sponsored event attracted 400 youth players

London

Praia Grande (Brazil)

Alastair Cook came through
two reviewed appeals as
England tightened its grip
on the first Test against a depleted South Africa attack at
Lord’s on Saturday.
England was 48 without
loss in its second innings at
tea on the third day — an
overall lead of 145 runs.
Cook, in his first Test
since resigning as captain in
February, was 31 not out
and fellow left-handed
opener Keaton Jennings 16
not out.

The dream of seeking an
audience with one of the
biggest stars of world football ended in disappointment for a group of college
players from India, who had
reached Neymar Junior’s
home here.
Hyderabad Sporting FC,
which represented India in
the World Finals of Neymar
Junior’s Five, losing all its
four league matches.
The Red Bull-sponsored
event attracted around 400
players from 53 countries.
It was nothing less than a
pilgrimage for the international footballers to the land
of some of the greatest players the game has produced.
Zubair Sultan and his
team from Hyderabad was
hoping to reach the knockout stage. Hyderabad Sporting won the national title
from a field of more than
2000 teams from 12 cities
and was high on confidence.
The Indian side also had the
advantage of playing in the
second half of the fixtures,
which meant it had the time
to assess its opponents.

SCOREBOARD

Moeen Ali and Joe Root.

*

AFP

ENGLAND VS SOUTH AFRICA

England — 1st innings: 458.
South Africa — 1st innings: D.
Elgar c Ballance b Moeen 54,
H. Kuhn c Cook b Broad 1, H.
Amla lbw b Moeen 29, J-P. Duminy lbw b Broad 15, T.
Bavuma c Stokes b Moeen 59,
T. de Bruyn c Bairstow b Anderson 48, K. Rabada c Bairstow b Dawson 27, Q. de Kock c
Stokes b Anderson 51, V. Philander b Moeen 52, K. Maharaj
lbw b Dawson 9, M. Morkel
(not out) 2; Extras (b-4, lb-7,
nb-3): 14; Total (in 105 overs):
361.

Fall of wickets: 1-10, 2-82, 398, 4-104, 5-203, 6-244, 7248, 8-314, 9-337.
England bowling: Anderson
19-6-44-2, Broad 18-5-62-2,
Wood 20-5-65-0, Dawson 152-67-2, Moeen 20-7-59-4,
Stokes 13-2-53-0.
England — 2nd innings: A.
Cook (batting) 31, K. Jennings
(batting) 16; Extras (nb-1): 1;
Total (for no loss in 17 overs at
Tea): 48.
South Africa bowling: Morkel
6-3-14-0, Rabada 7-4-17-0,
Maharaj 4-0-17-0.

Moment to cherish: The Indian team at The Pele Museum in
Santos. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
*

But, strangely the Indians,
facing the best from Sweden,
Spain, Malaysia and Maldives, which completed the
group, found themselves
cramped on their feet.
In the end, it was heartbreak for Zubair and his
team — Zahid Mohiuddin,
Emad Naser, Khasim Mehdi
and Salman Alkathery. The
side conceded 20 goals while
scoring just three.
The biggest incentive for
the winner is the opportunity to play a match with Neymar and his friends, which

will happen after the final.
With Futsal still in an infant stage in India, Zubair
and his team will return enriched with the experience
at the highest level while Red
Bull gears up to identify the
Indian team that will reach
this address next year, renewing the dream of playing
against Neymar.
The results: India lost to
Sweden 5-1, lost to Spain 5-1,
lost to Malaysia 5-0, lost to
Maldives 5-1.
(The writer is in Sao Paulo at
the invitation of Red Bull India)
A ND-ND
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Bottas takes his second pole

IN BRIEF

Hamilton third fastest but starts eighth on the grid after penalty

TENNIS

Nagal wins title
Sports Bureau
COLOMBO

AUSTRIAN GP
Lukaku set to join Man
United for a record fee
LONDON

Belgian international striker
Romelu Lukaku is set to join
Manchester United for a
reported £75million
(€85.5m), a record fee
between British clubs, after
the buying club announced
on Saturday it had reached
agreement with Everton. AFP

Harinder Pal Sandhu
wins title
ADELAIDE

India’s Harinder Pal Sandhu
defeated Rhys Dowling of
Australia 11-8, 12-10, 11-4 in
the final of the South
Australian Open squash title
here on Saturday. Harinder
was down 7-1 in the second
after winning the first game
comfortably and mounted a
comeback to win it on extra
points. The third game was a
no-contest. It was Sandhu’s
eighth title at the PSA level
and the third this season. PTI

Agencies
Spielberg

Finland’s Valtteri Bottas kept
champion Mercedes on pole
position for the Austrian
Grand Prix on Saturday after
title-chasing teammate Lewis
Hamilton was hit with a fiveplace grid penalty.
Hamilton, who is 14 points
behind Ferrari's championship leader Sebastian Vettel
after eight races, qualified
third fastest but will start in
eighth place due to the automatic drop resulting from an
unscheduled
gearbox
change.

Vettel second
Vettel will share the front
row with Bottas, with
Finnish teammate Kimi
Raikkonen and Red Bull’s
Australian Daniel Ricciardo
on the second row.
The pole was the second
of Bottas’s Formula One career after Bahrain in April.
Vettel won that race but Mercedes has triumphed in Austria in every year since the

The results: $25,000 Futures,
Shenzhen: Semifinals: Prajnesh Gunneswaran bt Li Zhe
(Chn) 6-3, 7-6(9).
$15,000 Futures, Colombo: Final: Sumit Nagal bt Carlos

In the fast lane: Mercedes’ Valtteri Bottas upstaged Sebastian Vettel and Lewis Hamilton in a
tense qualifying session. AFP
Red Bull Ring returned to the
calendar in 2014.
Red Bull’s Dutch teenager
Max Verstappen starts fifth
with Grosjean sixth.
Starting grid: 1st row: Valtteri
Bottas (Mercedes), Sebastian
Vettel (Ferrari).
2nd: Kimi Raikkonen (Ferrari),

MOHALI

Rajiv Sethu of Honda Ten10
Racing, came up with a stunning ride to win the
premium Super Sport Indian
(up to 165cc) class race in the
second round of the MRF
MMSC fmsci Indian National
morocycle racing championship at the MMRT track here
on Saturday.

Chennai

More cheer
Aravind
Balakrishnan
brought more cheer to
Honda Ten10 Racing team by
topping the Pro-Stock class
that was run on a combined

grid with the Super Sport Indian (165cc) while Kerala’s
Amarnath Menon (Gusto Racing) scored a dominant win,
his third in as many outings,
in the 300-400cc category.
In the girls’ (Stock, up to
165cc) category, Ryhana Bee,
the 23-year old from Chennai
studying shipping and logistics, pulled off a fine win over
pole-sitter Aishwarya Pissay
(Apex Racing Academy) with
a late-braking manoeuvre at
Turn-4 mid-way through the
five-lap race.
The results (Provisional):
National Championship-Super
Sport Indian (Up to 165cc) (Six

BASKETBALL

Davies scores brace in
Canada’s win

Punjab, TN win
Special Correspondent

NEW YORK

Hyderabad

Teenage winger Alphonso
Davies scored twice as
Canada withstood a fightback
from minnow French Guiana
to open its CONCACAF Gold
Cup campaign with a 4-2
victory in Group A on Friday.
The results: Group-A: Canada
4 (Jakovic 28, Arfield 45,
Davies 60, 85) bt French
Guiana 2 (Contout 69, Privat
71); Honduras 0 lost to Costa
Rica 1 (Urena 39).

Rising from a lowly level 2
position Madhya Pradesh
went down fighting 77-80 to
Punjab in the boys’ final of
the Youth National basketball championships, which
concluded at the Sports Authority of Telangana State
(SATS) indoor stadium,
Gachibowli on Saturday.
On the distaff side, Tamil
Nadu successfully defended
its champion status, subduing Karnataka 70-53.
Pitted against the 6’ 10.5”
teenage giant Princepal
Singh, a product of the NBA
Academy, Noida, MP’s forwards and guards resorted
to multiple fast breaks.
Divyaraj Singh Rathore
and Amit Singh Chauhan executed coach Kulvinder
Singh’s ploy of finding the
hoop through high-arc floaters. Divyaraj’s three-pointers ensured little separated

Essex signs up Tamim
for eight-match spell
LONDON

Essex has signed up
Bangladesh opener Tamim
Iqbal for an eight-match spell
at the ongoing NatWest T20
Blast. The Bangladesh opener
will join Pakistan pacer
Mohammad Amir as the
second overseas signing and
will be available to play for
the side from Sunday’s game
against Kent. ANI
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SUDOKU

the sides as Punjab led by
one point at half-time, 38-37.
In
the
concluding
quarter, MP even led 75-73
but couldn’t quite hold on
to that edge till the finish.
The results (finals):
Boys: Punjab 80 (Princepal
Singh 25, Rajan 18, Harsimranjit Singh 16, Akashdeep
Sharma 12) bt Madhya Pradesh
77 (Divyaraj Singh Rathore 28,
Udayveer Yadav 20, Mani
Thakur 8).
Third place play-off: Andhra
Pradesh 72 (A Sai Pavan 21, S V
V Sai Krishna 17, M Mani Kanta
11) bt Haryana 68 (Anil 20,
Mukesh 17, Kapil Mor 17).
Girls: Tamil Nadu 70 (Monica
Jayaseeli 23, Pushpa 20,
Pavithra 12) bt Karnataka 53
(Reshma Ramesh 18, Anagha
Nagarajan 10, Sanjana Ramesh
9).
Third place play-off: Kerala 58
(An Mariya Johny 17, Ann Mary
Zachariah 16) bt Uttar Pradesh
47 (Vrinda Garg 10, Tripti Singh
9).

(McLaren). 7th: Stoffel Vandoorne (McLaren), Daniil Kvyat
(Toro Rosso).

4th: Sergio Perez (Force India),
Lewis Hamilton (Mercedes).
5th: Esteban Ocon (Force India), Carlos Sainz Jr (Toro
Rosso). 6th: Nico Hulkenberg
(Renault), Fernando Alonso

8th: Kevin Magnussen (Haas),
Jolyon Palmer (Renault).
9th: Felipe Massa (Williams),
Lance Stroll (Williams). 10th:
Marcus Ericsson (Sauber), Pascal Wehrlein (Sauber).

Solution to yesterday’s Sudoku

laps): 1. Rajiv Sethi 12:02.236s;
2. K.Y. Ahamed 12:05.154; 3.
Prabhu Arunagiri 12:07.398.
Super Sport Indian (300400cc) (Six laps): 1. Amarnath
Menon 11:56.238; 2. Vivek Pillai
11:59.744; 3. Deepak Ravikumar
12:03.661.
Pro-Stock (Up to 165cc) (Six
laps): 1. Aravind Balakrishnan
12:50.292; 2. Aravind Ganesh
12:50.712; 3. Naresh Babu
12:50.912.
Girls (Stock, Up to 165cc) (Five
laps): 1. Ryhana Bee 11:43.645;
2. Kalyani Potekar 11:46.130; 3.
Aishwarya Pissay 11:46.783.
One-Make
ChampionshipHonda CBR 150 (Novice-Five
1.
Amala
Jerald
laps):

11:28.014; 2. Vysakh Sobhan
11:28.196; 3. Mahesh Murali
11:28.226.
TVS Apache RTR200 Open (Six
laps): 1. V. Prabhu 13:20.820; 2.
S. Sivanesan 13:20.867; 3. R.L.
Yashas 13:26.414.
Novice (Six laps): 1. Peddu Sri
Harsha 13:49.082; 2. A. Shankar
Guru 14:01.893; 3. I. Venkatesan 14.06.260.
Support Races: Girls: Honda
(Five laps): 1. A. Ryhana Bee
11:51.658; 2. Shruthi 11:56.585;
3. Kalyani Potekar 11:58.728.
TVS (Five laps): 1. A. Soundari
11:55.836; 2. Aishwarya Pissay
11:56.091;
3.
Priyamvada
Saradhi 12:36.799.

India pips
Pakistan

*

FILE PHOTO: M. PERIASAMY

Boluda-Purkiss (Esp) 6-1, 6-1.
$15,000 ITF women, Sharm El
Sheikh: Semifinals: Angelina
Zhuravleva (Rus) & Kanika
Vaidya
bt
Angelina
Shakhraychuk (Ukr) & Alexandra Walters (Aus) 6-2, 6-0.

A. JOSEPH ANTONY

SPORTS BUREAU

HYDERABAD

TEHRAN

Jaismeen Kaur’s arrival two
years ago brought her dad
Harpreet Singh loads of luck.
“With her coming I felt I had
everything in life and only
sailing achievement remained out of reach,” the
Army Yachting Node (AYN)
sailor said shortly after Saturday's commendable feat.
For the 27-year-old not
only claimed the Laser
Standard bronze in the Hyderabad Sailing Week (HSW)
senior multi-class regatta on
Friday but clinched the
Laser Radial gold too and by
a distance.
The native of Salempur
village in Punjab’s Ropar district never saw sailing as
work, considering the long
hours spent in training.
“I enjoy sailing so much
that I don’t keep track of
time when I’m on the water.
Off it, I read up as much as I
can on the subject. The sport

India edged out Pakistan
8-7 and qualified for the
World Cup polo to be
staged in Sydney in
October.
In the zone-E qualification event featuring four
teams, which concluded on
Friday, India won a thriller
in the final moments of the
last
chukker
against
Pakistan. Dhruvpal Godara
converted a penalty after
the teams were locked 7-7.
In the 14-goal tournament, India had earlier
beaten Iran 10-8 and
pipped South Africa 6-5,
thanks to the golden goal
by Padmanabh Singh in the
‘sudden-death’ chukker.
Led by Ravi Rathore, the
Indian team had Dhruvpal,
Angad Kalaan, Siddhant
Sharma, Padmanabh Singh
and Pranav Kapur as the
other members, and Uday
Kalaan as the coach.
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Ahmed) 1, Gypsy (Nazerul Alam)
2, El Fenix (Srinath) 3 and Force
Ensign (S.A. Amit) 4. Not run:
Pearl City. Nk, 3/4 and Nose. 1m
26.63s. ₹72 (w), 25, 22 and 12 (p),
SHP: ₹65, THP: ₹58, FP: ₹521, Q:
₹269, Trinella: ₹978 and ₹401, Exacta: ₹18,606 and ₹15,948. Favourite: El Fenix. Owner: Mr. Dinesh
Kumar K. Trainer: G. Sandhu.

4

SQUANDERER
TROPHY
(1,400m), rated 60 & above:
BARACCHUS (A. Sandesh) 1, Speed
Hawk (Rayan Ahmed) 2, Rafa (P.
Trevor) 3 and Michaela (P.S.
Chouhan) 4. Lnk, 2-1/4 and 3/4. 1m
26.04s. Rs. 46 (w), 18, 18 and 15
(p), SHP: ₹50, THP: ₹62, FP: ₹264,
Q: ₹87, Trinella: ₹600 and ₹196,
Exacta: ₹4,675 and ₹2,094. Favourite: Integrated. Owners:
Byramjee Jeejeebhoy Pvt. Ltd.
rep. by Mr. Byram N. Jeejeebhoy &
Ms. Ameeta Mehra. Trainer: S.
Padmanabhan.
TUDOR JET PLATE (Div. I),
(1,200m), rated 15 to 35, 4-y-o
& over: REGAL MUSIC (Dhanu
Singh) 1, Grecian Light (S. John) 2,
Happy Hours (R. Marshall) 3 and
Island Pearl (Kiran Rai) 4. Not run:
Shivalik’s Rule. 9-3/4, 4 and 1. 1m
13.78s. ₹29 (w), 13, 12 and 104 (p),
SHP: ₹38, THP: ₹319, FR: ₹85, Q:
₹60, Trinella: ₹2,692 and ₹1,659,
Exacta: ₹9,629 and ₹3,783. Favourite: Grecian Light. Owner and
Trainer: Mr. B. Prithviraj.
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NATIONAL RACING
Special Correspondent
Coimbatore

Vishnu Prasad got his season
to a strong start, bagging a
‘double’ in the Euro JK 17
class, in the first round of
the JK Tyre National racing
championship at the Kari
Motor Speedway circuit here
on Saturday.
Starting fourth on the grid
in the opening race, the
reigning FLGB4 champion
powered down the straight
and gained two places, going
into the first corner.
Vishnu caught up with
race leader Anindith Reddy
midway through, and went
on to lead the latter by five
seconds with four laps to go.
It was at this juncture that
Vishnu went wide, and
Anindith cashed in on the
chance. However, Vishnu
fought back to take the
chequered flag in style.
In Race-2, Vishnu started

from pole, and held off the
competition to complete his
engagements in a grand
manner. “It was a decent
race but everything is going
to get tighter from here,”
said Vishnu after the race.
Anindith sounded a bit
unhappy. “Today is my
mom’s birthday, and I
wanted to give her something special,” he said.
Italian Paolo Ippolito and
Australia’s Ricky Capo, the
two foreigners in fray, had
the pace but failed to match
the speed of the flying front
runners.
The results (provisional): Euro
JK 17: Race-1: Vishnu Prasad, 2.
Anindith Reddy, 3. Nayan Chatterjee. Race 2: 1. Vishnu Prasad,
2. Nayan Chatterjee, 3. Anindith
Reddy. LGB4: Race-1: 1.
Chittesh Mandody, 2. T.S.
Diljith, 3. Saran Vikram. Suzuki
Gixxer Cup: 1. Jospeh Mathew,
2. Sanjeev Mhatre, 3. Lalmawipuia. Road to Rookie Cup:
1. Jaden Gunawarena, 2. Lalhruaizela, 3. Lalnunsanga.

Final standings (after five
rounds): Open: 1. Rakesh Rao
(The Hindu, 5 points); 2.
Shailesh Tiwari (Shree
News, 4), 3-5. K.V.N.S.S.
Prakash (Eenadu, 3), Virander
Anand (PCI, 3) and Sanjay
Sharma (Business Standard,
3).
Over-60: 1. Virander Anand
(PCI, 3), 2. Bipendra Sharma
(PCI, 2), 3. Manoj Chaturvedi
(U.C. Media, 1).

Ex-Bengal
cricketer
passes away
Special Correspondent
KOLKATA

Former Bengal cricketer
Gour Ghosh passed away
on Saturday. He was 77.
Ghosh, a wicketkeeperbatsman, played 17 First
Class matches between
1960-61 and 1970-71. He
scored 266 runs, took 13
catches and made 16
stumpings.
He also worked as a selector to pick junior Bengal
teams between 2005-06
and 2006-07.
The Cricket Association
of Bengal (CAB) expressed
its
condolences
over
Ghosh’s death.

is so much on my mind that
tips given by Rajesh Choudhary in 2011 remain in my
thoughts even today.
“Coaching from Dharmendra Singh Chauhan and
Jasvir Singh (both former National champions) continue
to help with my craft just as
mentoring from Olympian
Dan Slater of New Zealand
does,” said the 2013 Mumbai
Coastal National gold medallist.
His sights were trained on
the front-runners only —
Muzahid Khan in the full rig,
teammate Sharif Khan and
Deelip Kumar in the Radial.
The results:
Laser Radial: XI: 1. Harpreet
Singh 2. Sharif Khan (both AYN)
3. Deelip Kumar (EMESA). XII: 1.
M. Suresh Kumar (TSC) 2. Harpreet 3. Deelip.
RS: X: XII: 1. Jerome Kumar S. 2.
Kore MN 3. Ebad Ali (all AYN).
Finn: XII: 1. Naveen Kumar 2.
Swatantra Singh 3. Vivek (all
AYN).

In command: Harpreet Singh claimed the Laser Radial gold by a
distance. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
*

Salazaar may score an encore

Baracchus clinches
Squanderer Trophy
BENGALURU:
Baracchus
(A.
Sandesh up) won the Squanderer
Trophy, the feature event of the
races held here on Saturday ( July
8). The winner is owned by
Byramjee Jeejeebhoy Pvt. Ltd.
rep. by Mr. Byram N. Jeejeebhoy &
Ms. Ameeta Mehra and trained by
S. Padmanabhan.
THE RESULTS:
TUDOR JET PLATE (Div. II),
(1,200m), rated 15 to 35, 4-y-o &
over: PARADISO (S.A. Amit) 1, Tudor Prince (Akshay Kumar) 2,
Celtic Mist (Rayan Ahmed) 3 and
Princess Holly (Kiran Rai) 4. Not
run: Zafrina. 1/2, Lnk and 1-1/2. 1m
14.95s. ₹38 (w), 14, 40 and 12 (p),
SHP: ₹114, THP: ₹37, FP: ₹477, Q:
₹184, Trinella: ₹2,311 and ₹516, Exacta: ₹12,685 and ₹6,524. Favourite: Celtic Mist. Owner: Mrs. Radhika Narredu. Trainer: S. Narredu.
ROYAL TERN PLATE (1,100m),
maiden 3-y-o only, (Terms):
MULTIPLE (A. Sandesh) 1, As Time
Goes By (P.P. Dhebe) 2, Highland
Wind (P.S. Chouhan) 3 and Oasis
Breeze (Suraj Narredu) 4. 1-1/4, 2
and Shd. 1m 07.97s. ₹38 (w), 12, 13
and 18 (p), SHP: ₹31, THP: ₹44, FP:
₹149, Q: ₹83, Trinella: ₹549 and
₹196, Exacta: ₹688 and ₹195. Favourite: Oasis Breeze. Owner: Ms.
Ameeta Mehra. Trainer: Vijay
Singh.
H.B. GUNDAPPA GOWDA MEMORIAL CUP (1,400m), rated
45 to 65: RAVELNATION (Rayan

Vishnu pulls
of a double

NEW DELHI: Rakesh Rao (The
Hindu) defeated K.V.N.S.S.
Prakash (Eenadu) in the
fifth and final round to win
the inaugural Delhi State
media chess championship
at the Leela Ambiance Convention Hotel here on
Saturday.
Rakesh maintained an
all-win record in the fiveround
competition.
Shailesh Tiwari (Shree
News) beat Sanjay Sharma
(Business Standard) to finish runner-up with four
points. Prakash topped a
three-way tie on three
points to take the third
spot.
Virander Anand (PCI)
won the Over-60 title.

It is Harpreet Singh’s day

RACING
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Daniel Ricciardo (Red Bull). 3rd:
Max Verstappen (Red Bull), Romain Grosjean (Haas).

Ryhana pulls of a ine win over pole-sitter Aishwarya Pissay in the girls’ category
Sports Reporter

Sumit Nagal.

*

Top honours for Sethu, Menon & Aravind

Raninder re-elected
NRAI president
The president Raninder Singh
and general-secretary D.V.
Seetharama Rao of the
National Rifle Association of
India (NRAI) were re-elected
for another four-year term,
here on Saturday. Kalikesh
Narayan Singh Deo was
unanimously elected as a
senior vice-president, some
of the shooters like Ashok
Pandit, Amit Sanghi, Darius
Chenai and Sushma Singh
were elected vice-presidents.

Top seed Sumit Nagal outplayed No. 2 Carlos BoludaPurkiss 6-1, 6-1 in the final of
the $15,000 Futures tennis
tournament
here
on
Saturday.
This was Nagal’s second
triumph in three weeks in
Colombo, and his seventh
career title.
In the $25,000 men’s
event in Shenzhen, Prajnesh
Gunneswaran served his
way into the final with 10
aces past Li Zhe in a 6-3, 7-6
(9) win.

Rakesh Rao
wins title

6

BOLD GESTURE PLATE
(1,600m), rated 30 to 50, 4y-o & over: LOCHINVAR
(Srinath) 1, Ninon (Suraj
Narredu) 2, Satinette (P. Trevor)
3 and Proudprince (P.P. Dhebe)
4. 1-3/4, 2-1/2 and 1/2. 1m 39.09s.
₹99 (w), 30, 19 and 16 (p), SHP:
₹58, THP: ₹70, FP: ₹617, Q: ₹266,
Trinella: ₹2,028 and ₹673, Exacta: ₹9,120 and ₹6,142. Favourite: Fresh Start. Owners: Mr.
Joydeep Datta Gupta, Mr. Bhaskar Banerjee, Mr. Jeet Banerjee
& Mr. Surajit Banerjee, Sigma
Scan System Pvt. Ltd. & Syndicate Stud Farm Pvt. Ltd. Trainer:
Bharath Singh.

7

NOBLE PRINCESS PLATE
(1,400m), rated 15 to 35:
AINE (A. Ramu) 1, Arizone (P.S.
Chouhan) 2, Noble Splendor (A.
Imran Khan) 3 and Air Of Distinction (Akshay Kumar) 4. Not
run: Raw Gold. 1-1/2, 3 and 1-1/4.
1m 27.46s. ₹102 (w), 24, 13 and
13 (p), SHP: ₹35, THP: ₹47, FP:
₹338, Q: ₹100, Trinella: ₹964
and ₹532, Exacta: ₹1,752 and
₹665. Favourite: Air Of Distinction. Owners: Mr. Rajan Aggarwal, Mr. Gautam Aggarwal &
Mr. Devaraj Palaniswamy.
Trainer: G. Sandhu.
Jackpot: ₹3,34,741 (two tkts.);
Runner up: ₹2,759 (104 tkts.);
Treble (i): ₹1,476 (20 tkts.); (ii):
₹5,972 (21 tkts.).

BENGALURU: Salazaar, who is in
fine fettle, may score an encore in
the
Maharaja’s
Gold
Cup
(2,200m), the chief event of the
races to be held here on Sunday
( July 9).
False rails (width about 9m from
1,600m to the winning post) will
be in position.
ENDORSEMENT
PLATE
(1,200m), rated 00 to 20, 2.30
p.m.: 1. Country’s Pearl (7)
Nazerul Alam 60, 2. Love For Life
(2) S.A. Amit 60, 3. Moonlight
Love (9) A. Velu 59, 4. Zip Code (1)
Chetan Gowda 59, 5. Arabian
Promise (5) R. Anand 58, 6. Early
Bird (11) B. Harish 57.5, 7. Feet On
Fire (4) Md. Asif Khan 57, 8. All By
Myself (3) Jagadeesh 56.5, 9. Rock
Steady (8) Rayan Ahmed 56, 10.
Kiraathaka (6) R. Pradeep 55 and
11. Khaleesi (10) Adarsh 53.5.
1. LOVE FOR LIFE, 2. KIRAATHAKA, 3. ALL BY MYSELF
DIVINE
LIGHT
PLATE
(1,200m), maiden 3-y-o only,
(Terms), 3.00: 1. Alighting (4) A.
Merchant 56, 2. Amaethon (8)
Srinath 56, 3. Cold Frontier (2) P.
Trevor 56, 4. Golden Hope (7)
Ashhad Asbar 56, 5. Paint It Black
(11) A. Ramu 56, 6. Top Brass (3)
Dhanu Singh 56, 7. Aria (9) A.
Sandesh 54.5, 8. Malana (10) P.S.
Chouhan 54.5, 9. Mystify Me (1) R.
Manjunath 54.5, 10. St Pauli Girl
(6) Suraj Narredu 54.5 and 11. Ultimate Legend (5) Rayan Ahmed
54.5.
1. COLD FRONTIER, 2. ST PAULI
GIRL, 3. MALANA
N.M. LINGARAJU MEMORIAL
TROPHY (1,400m), rated 30 to
50, 3.30: 1. Virat (11) K. Raghu 60,
2. Juneau (1) G. Naresh 59.5, 3.

1

2

3

Magical Dancer (2) Jagadeesh 58,
4. Hidden Soldier (9) Praveen
Shinde 57, 5. Rum Runner (7) S.
John 57, 6. Golden Diamond (5)
Kiran Rai 56.5, 7. Dont Dilly Dally
(10) Suraj Narredu 55, 8. Erdemir
(13) A. Ramu 55, 9. Czar Rule (12)
P.P. Dhebe 54.5, 10. Alvarez (3)
Sunil Samson 53.5, 11. Eternally
(4) P. Trevor 53.5, 12. First Step (8)
B. Harish 53.5 and 13. He Calls
The Shots (6) Neeraj 53.
1. RUM RUNNER, 2. DONT DILLY
DALLY, 3. ETERNALLY

4

MAHARAJA’S GOLD CUP
(2,200m), 4-y-o & over,
(Terms), 4.00: 1. Captain Morgan
(10) P. Trevor 60, 2. Hall Of Famer
(5) A. Sandesh 60, 3. Salazaar (8)
S. John 60, 4. Star Nijinsky (3)
Srinath 58.5, 5. Whomakestherules (4) Suraj Narredu 58.5, 6.
Mathaiyus (2) Neeraj 56, 7. Jersey
Wonder (6) P.P. Dhebe 55, 8.
Serendine (9) P.S. Chouhan 54.5,
9. Cadman (7) Shailesh 54 and 10.
Supreme General (1) Akshay Kumar 54.
1. SALAZAAR, 2. CAPTAIN MORGAN, 3. MATHAIYUS

5

MARILINGAIAH MEMORIAL
CUP (1,200m), rated 45 to 65,
4.35: 1. Zafran (6) P. Trevor 60, 2.
Antananarivo (8) S. John 59.5, 3.
Cheerleader (7) Darshan 59, 4.
Shan Ben Aari (9) Kiran Rai 57, 5.
Top Striker (12) P.P. Dhebe 56.5,
6. Fabulous Touch (4) Akshay Kumar 56, 7. Bulgerian (1) Ranjeet
Singh 55.5, 8. Lord Darlington (11)
A. Sandesh 55.5, 9. Duke Of Clarence (10) R. Marshall 55, 10.
Private Paradise (3) Ashhad Asbar
54, 11. Queen Credible (2) S.A.
Amit 52.5 and 12. Tarini (5) Neeraj
50.5.

1. LORD DARLINGTON, 2. ZAFRAN,
3. ANTANANARIVO
EPSOM PLATE (1,400m), rated
15 to 35, 5-y-o & over, 5.10: 1.
Desert Gilt (13) S.A. Amit 60, 2.
Noble Sapphire (12) Nazerul Alam
60, 3. Goodwill Warrior (5) Sunil
Samson 59.5, 4. Indian Legend (1)
Irvan Singh 59.5, 5. Wild Wild Angels (10) Rayan Ahmed 58, 6. Arziki (8) Suraj Narredu 57.5, 7.
Cherie Amour (3) B. Harish 57.5,
8. Indian Brahmos (14) P.S.
Chouhan 57, 9. Artorius (9)
Bhawani Singh 55.5, 10. Able Master (2) R. Ajinkya 55, 11. Boysterous (11) Selvaraj 54, 12. Karod Pati
(7) M. Prabhakaran 52.5, 13. Mystical Shadow (6) Kiran Rai 52.5
and 14. Extremelydangerous (4)
P.P. Dhebe 51.5.
1. INDIAN BRAHMOS, 2. WILD
WILD ANGELS, 3. CHERIE AMOUR

6

7

YOUNG RAJPUT PLATE
(1,200m), rated 15 to 35, 5.45:
1. Youresohandsome (12) B. Harish 60, 2. Royal Serenity (9)
Rayan Ahmed 59.5, 3. Amalfi
Coast (11) Kiran Rai 57.5, 4. Amazing Love (4) Antony Raj 57.5, 5.
Princeazeem (8) T.S. Jodha 56, 6.
Aleef (3) Bhawani Singh 54.5, 7.
Calico King (10) Sunil Samson
54.5, 8. Star Lord (2) Khurshad
54.5, 9. Admiral Hatsu (6) R. Manjunath 54, 10. Regal Realm (5) Akshay Kumar 54, 11. Maybe Forever
(1) Dhanu Singh 53 and 12. Black
lightning (7) S.K. Paswan 52.5.
1. MAYBE FOREVER, 2. ROYAL
SERENITY, 3. AMALFI COAST
Day’s best: RUM RUNNER
Double: COLD FRONTIER — LORD
DARLINGTON
Jkt: 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7; Tr (i): 2, 3 and
4; (ii): 5, 6 and 7.
A ND-ND
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Sudha brightens the day
Anu proves a point with silver in 400m hurdles

‘Will ight to
keep politics
out of sport’
Stan Rayan

ASIAN ATHLETICS
BHUBANESWAR

CM
YK

Swati Ghate among the leading pack at 4.5 points
C’WEALTH CHESS

BHUBANESWAR

STAN RAYAN

The months after the last
year’s Rio Olympics were
very disappointing ones for
Sudha Singh. The 3000m
steeple chaser, a former national record holder, was
down with swine flu soon
after Rio which virtually
sapped her of all energy.
The UP athlete resumed
training only in January this
year and on Saturday evening won her maiden steeple
chase gold at the Asian Athletics Championships at the
Kalinga Stadium here. The
2010 Guangzhou Asian
Games gold medallist had
been an eternal bridesmaid
in these championships in
the past, with silvers in
2009, 2011 and 2013.
Sudha is the Asian leader
this season and, true to her
billing, confidently led the
six-woman pack with her
steady running and broke
away to a 60m lead after the
fifth lap to race to a comfortable victory.
“My time (9:59.47s) was
very slow but there was
nobody to push me,” said
the 31-year-old whose personal best, 9:26.55s, which
came in the Diamond
League in Shanghai last year
was a national record then
before her training partner
Lalita Babar took it away.
“I will try to do a better
time at the World Championships next month.”
After Thursday’s roaring
start and Friday’s gold
shower, Saturday appeared
rather quiet. The medals
were slow in coming but
there was one girl who was
thirsting for revenge, or
rather, to prove a point.
A year ago, there were
many who did not want Anu
Raghavan in the Indian
4x400m relay team for the
Olympics though she had the
timings that should have got
her in. She went to the Kerala High Court seeking
justice. The gritty Anu won

Abhijeet stops Suri to take lead

Leading the way: Sudha Singh (296) won the gold in the women’s 3000m steeplechase in the
Asian Athletics championship. BISWARANJAN ROUT
*

the 400m hurdles silver, her
maiden Asians medal, and
was all smiles as about 50
media cameras and mikes
were thrust at her, keen to
hear her. She stepped back,
and savoured the moment.
“This silver means a lot to
me, I did not run the 400m
in the recent Federation Cup
because even if you do well,
you may not get a place in
the relay team,” said the 24year-old from Palakkad who
is coached by P.B. Jaikumar.
“That is why I wanted to do
in this event.”
Vietnam’s Nguyen Thi
won the gold. Another Kerala athlete, M.P. Jabir, won a
bronze in the men’s 400m
hurdles, his first big international medal while women’s
triple jumper N.V. Sheena
and the women’s 4x100m relay team won bronze
medals.

Thingalaya disappoints
There was some disappointment too with hurdler Siddhanth Thingalaya, the 110m
national record holder finishing a disappointing fifth.
There was a big upset
with Korea’s Woo Sang-

Hyeok, virtually the third
seed here, surprising China’s
Zhang Guowei, the silver
medallist at the last Worlds
in Beijing two years ago, and
the in-form Syrian star Majed
Aldin Gazal to win the men’s
high jump gold.
India led the medal table
(20 including 7 golds) pushing super power China to the
second spot and that should
rate as a bigger shock than Iranian
Hassan
Taftian’s
(10.25) surprise victory over
Qatar’s Asian record holder
Femi Ogunode 10.26) in the
men’s 100m final last night.

Durga Bahadur Budha (Ind)
9:04.05. High jump: 1. Woo
Sang-Hyeok (Kor) 2.30m, 2.
Zhang Guowei (Chn) 2.28, 3.
Majed Aldin Gazal (Syr) 2.24, 5.
B. Chethan (Ind) 2.20, 11. Ajay
Kumar (Ind) 2.15.
Hammer: 1. Dilshod Nazarov
(Taj) 76.69m, 2. Wang Shizhu
(Chn) 73.81, 3. Lee Ywunchul
(Kor) 73.77, 9. Niraj Kumar (Ind)
63.26.
Women: 4x100 relay: 1. Kazakhstan (43.53s), 2. China
(44.50), 3. India (Merlin K.
Joseph, Himashree Roy, Srabani
Nanda, Dutee Chand) 44.57s.

The results: Men: 4x100m relay: 1. China (39.38s), 2. Thailand (39.38), 3. Hong Kong
(39.53). 110m hurdles: 1. A. Almandeel (Kuw) 13.50s, 2.
Yaqoub M. Alyouha (Kuw)
13.59, 3. Ahmed Khader (KSA)
13.61, 5. Siddhanth Thingalaya
(Ind) 13.72. 400m hurdles: 1.
Eric Shauwn Cray (Phi) 49.57s,
2. Chen Chieh (Tpe) 49.75, 3.
M.P. Jabir (Ind) 50.22, 6.
Santhosh Kumar (Ind) 50.95.

100m hurdles: 1. Jung Hyelim
(Kor) 13.16s, 2. Ayako Kimura
(Jpn) 13.30, 3. Wang Dou (Chn)
13.36. 400m hurdles: 1. Thi
Nguyen (Vie) 56.14s, 2. Anu
Raghavan (Ind) 57.22, 3. Sayaka
Aoki (Jpn) 58.18, 6. Juana
Murmu (Ind) 59.11, 7. M. Arpitha
(Ind) 59.78. 3000m steeple
chase: 1. Sudha Singh (Ind)
9:59.47s, 2. Hyo Gyong
(N.Kor)10:13:94, 3. Nana Sato
(Jpn) 10:18.11, 4. Parul Chaudhary (Ind) 10:22.99).

3000m steeple chase: 1. Hossein Keyhani (Irn) 8:43.82s, 2.
Yaser Salem (Qat) 8:46.16, 3. Ali
Ahmad (KSA) 8:52.64, 7.
Naveen Kumar (Ind) 9:02.95, 8.

Triple jump: 1. Mariya Ovchinnikova (Kaz) 13.72m, 2. Irina
Ektova (Kaz) 13.62, 3. N.V.
Sheena (Ind) 13.42, 7. Joyline
Mural Lobo (Ind) 12.71.

There has been a strange
silence over Bahrain’s lastminute withdrawal from
the Asian Championships.
Thirteen athletes were
supposed to have come to
Bhubaneswar, and since almost all of them are yet to
qualify for next month’s
Worlds, they would have
been desperate to win here
and book their berths.
In fact two Jamaican
sprinters, Kemarley Brown
and Andrew Fisher, who
switched allegiance to
Bahrain two years ago, also
figured in the start list for
the men’s 100m.
Qatar’s Dahlan Al-Hamad is the president of the
Asian Athletics Association
and there is speculation
here that the current Gulf
crisis has spilled over to
the sporting arena.
Bahrain is one of the
four major countries, and
this includes Saudi Arabia
and the UAE, that had recently cut ties with Qatar.
So, is there a link there?
“I doubt it, because the
situation in the Gulf is a
political situation, we
never look at these things
in sport. I did not look at it
that way and I think they
did not look that way too,”
said Dahlan, also the IAAF
Vice-President, in a chat
with The Hindu here on
Friday.
“Bahrain is one of our
main federations, they
have good athletes. There
is no reason why they did
not come here. I think this
is the first time they have
not participated in these
championships since their
team became big.”
He made it clear that he
would fight to ensure that
nobody mixes sport and
politics.
“For us, the most important thing is not to
make involve sport with
politics, no way. And we
will fight anybody who
tries to involve sport with
politics.”

RAKESH RAO
NEW DELHI

Abhijeet
Gupta
broke
through the fortress of
overnight leader and fellow
Grandmaster Vaibhav Suri in
47 moves to wrest the lead
after seven rounds of the
Commonwealth chess championship here on Saturday.
With two rounds to go,
Abhijeet stayed on course
for a hat-trick of title after
raising his tally to six points.
Six players — Suri, Swapnil
Dhopade, Tejas Bakre,
Aleksandar Wohl (Australia),
Pravin Thipsay and Shardul
Gagare — shared the second
spot with 5.5 points.
Draws from Board Two to
Five also helped Abhijeet’s
cause. The next winner was
a fortuitous Pravin Thipsay
who gained a point when
Deepan Chakravarthy lost
on time in 70 moves in spite
of holding a seemingly better position.
Shardul ended the promising run of Swati Ghate in
38 moves to keep alive

Surging ahead: Abhijeet Gupta, left, stayed on course for a
hat-trick of titles after he defeated Vaibhav Suri.
*

SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT

hopes of a strong finish.
Swati is still part of the leading pack among the ladies at
4.5 points, with Nisha Mohota, P. V. Nandhidhaa, Srija
Seshadri, Tania Sachdev,
Mary Ann Gomes, Bala Kannamaa and Bhagyashree
Thipsay.
The results (seventh round):
Open: Abhijeet Gupta (6) bt
Vaibhav Suri (5.5); Swapnil
Dhopade (5.5) drew with Tejas
Bakre (5.5); Aravindh Chithambaram
(5)
drew
with
Aleksandar Wohl (Aus, 5.5);

Calmejane rules
the mountains

Abhijit Kunte (5) drew with
Shyam Nikhil (5); M. S. Thej Kumar (5) drew with Mitrabha
Guha (5); Pravin Thipsay (5.5)
bt Deepan Chakravarthy (4.5);
Shardul Gagare (5.5) drew with
Swati Ghate (4.5).
G.M.H. Thilakarathne (Sri, 4)
lost to Zia-ur- Rahman (Ban, 4);
Abdullah Al Rakib Mollah (Ban,
5) bt Bhakti Kulkarni (4).
Ankit Rajpara (4.5) drew
with Rajesh Nayak (4.5);
Chakravarthy Reddy (5) bt
Enamul Hossain (Ban, 4); P. V.
Nandhidhaa (4.5) drew with
Tania Sachdev (4.5).

Harikrishna
holds Adams
Press Trust of India

TOUR DE FRANCE

Geneva

Agence France-Presse
Station des Rousses (France)

Young Frenchman Lilian
Calmejane took victory on
the eighth stage on the Tour
de France on Saturday after
a solo break on the final
climb.
Dutchman Robert Geesink
was second while Chris
Froome retained his overall
lead after the group of favourites finished together 50
seconds behind the winner.
The 24-year-old Calmejane also claimed the
polkadot king of the mountains jersey for his efforts on
the tough 187.5km hilly stage
from Dole to Station des
Rousses. A group of nine

Lilian Calmejane.

*

AFP

riders had made it to the bottom of the first category
climb 24km from the finish
but by the summit, 12km
from the line, Calmejane was
alone with only Geesink able
to give chase.

Indian Grandmaster P.
Harikrishna held English
GM Michael Adams to a
hard-fought draw in the
second round encounter of
the Geneva FIDE Grand
Prix here. The World No.
22 Indian, playing with
white pieces, started off aggressively and got into a
better position but was
pushed on to the back foot
courtesy of a few clever
moves from Adams.
Even though the Englishman had a slight advantage over Harikrishna,
he could not find any inroads and with time running out the players eventually decided to share the
spoils.
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